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 Chute cutoffs are common features of meandering channels. The development of a chute 
cutoff locally shortens and straightens a meandering river channel, excavating a large volume of 
floodplain sediment as the chute channel deepens and widens. Bar development at the upstream 
and downstream ends of the cutoff channel leads to abandonment of the bend and formation of 
an oxbow lake, which, together with oxbow lake sedimentation, contributes to the production of 
a complex, highly three-dimensional floodplain sedimentary architecture. Moreover, the oxbow 
lakes that result from meander cutoffs enhance habitat diversity within riparian corridors. Thus, 
chute cutoffs play an integral role in the geomorphology, sedimentology, and ecology of the 
channel-floodplain system of meandering rivers. The primary objective of this thesis is to 
advance understanding of chute cutoff morphodynamics through a process-based interpretation 
of the co-evolution of morphology, flow structure, and sedimentology in chute cutoff channels 
prior to bend abandonment. This objective is achieved through a combined field and laboratory 
approach, using observations from a detailed field study of two chute cutoffs at Mackey Bend, 
Wabash River, IL/IN, USA, and results from laboratory experiments in a physical model of a 
chute cutoff system.  
Analysis of the morphologic evolution and sedimentology at the field site (Chapter 4) 
indicates that chute cutoffs undergo an initial phase of rapid widening, during which sediment is 
deposited at the cutoff mouth. This period of rapid chute widening gradually leads to a phase of 
bar deposition in the upstream limb of the bend and along the inner bank of the chute channel, 
and reorganization of sediment deposited at the cutoff mouth. The compound bars at Mackey 
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Bend are constructed by deposition of unit bars and dunes, as well as deposition of fine grained 
sediment during periods of high backwater caused by high flow on the nearby Ohio River.  
Flow structure associated with the two chute cutoffs is characterized by: (1) deceleration 
of flow (and possible flow stagnation) in the main channel, moving from upstream to 
downstream past the entrance to the chute cutoff channel; (2) strong curvature of flow into the 
chute cutoff channel, which induces strong secondary circulation and advection of the core of 
high velocity toward the outer bank of the cutoff channel; (3) flow separation along the inner 
bank of the cutoff channel(s); (4) convergence of flows from the cutoff channel and the main 
bend at the downstream end of the chute cutoff channel (cutoff mouth), which promotes the 
development of counter-rotating helical cells in the converging flows; (5) flow stagnation and 
superelevation of the water surface at the upstream junction corner of the cutoff mouth; and (6) 
deceleration of flow, and possible flow separation, at the downstream junction corner of the 
cutoff mouth.  
The hydrodynamics of chute cutoffs were also investigated in a physical model with a 
rectangular channel geometry, simplified planform shape, and immobile bed and banks. In this 
physical model, the cutoff channel was equal to the width of the main channel. Experimental 
results show that the three-dimensional structure of flow is analogous to a scenario in which the 
upstream limb of the bend is completely plugged with sediment. In this situation, all of the 
discharge is routed through the cutoff channel, and a large, vertically-oriented gyre develops in 
the downstream limb of the bend, similar to the pattern of flow recirculation that occurs in a side 
embayment along an open channel. Areas of high turbulent kinetic energy are located along: (1) 
the shear layer between flow entering the cutoff channel and near-stagnant water in the upstream 
limb of the bend, (2) the boundary of the flow separation zone in the cutoff channel, and (3) the 
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shear layer between flow moving out of the cutoff channel and stagnant, or slowly moving, flow 
within the downstream limb of the bend. Values of turbulent kinetic energy in the abandoned 
bend, particularly for the case in which most of the discharge is moving through the cutoff 
channel, are much lower than those in a meander bend with no cutoff channel. 
The integrated results from field and laboratory studies allow formulation of a model of 
chute cutoff morphodynamics, where the entrance and exit of a chute cutoff channel behave as a 
bifurcation and confluence, respectively, and bar development primarily occurs: (1) in the 
upstream limb of the main channel, (2) along the inner bank of the cutoff channel, and (3) in the 
mouth of the cutoff channel. Once the upstream limb of the bend is completely plugged with 
sediment and no flow moves through the bend, the side embayment model describes the 
morphodynamics of plug bar deposition, where sediment is entrained into the downstream limb 
of the bend by a large-scale gyre. The bend becomes an oxbow lake once the downstream limb 
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INTRODUCTION TO RIVERS AND 
CUTOFFS: RATIONALE AND 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
Rivers have been viewed through a wide variety of scientific and societal lenses. To a 
hydrologist, a river is a flux of terrestrial water to the ocean, while a geomorphologist may focus 
on the sediment moved by the river as it flows across a landscape. That same river, in the eyes of 
an ecologist, is a habitat for a community of species or a pathway for gene flow. From a societal 
perspective, rivers can be viewed as a key component of the global food supply, both as a direct 
source of fish protein, and as a supply of fresh water for irrigation and drinking. Rivers are also 
used for the transportation of people and goods, and are a key source of energy in the U.S. and 
worldwide. On the other hand, flooding and erosion are major issues for both urban and rural 
communities located near rivers. Rivers perform important functions in both physical and 
biological spheres, some of which have been harnessed for use by humans, while others are 
viewed as scourges. 
Given the ecological importance of rivers, the natural resources they provide, and their 
capacity as natural hazards, it is critical to develop a thorough understanding of the physical 
processes that govern the form and evolution of rivers. The physical processes involved in the 
interaction of channelized, flowing water with an erodible substrate have been explored at a wide 
range of spatial and temporal scales. At large spatial and temporal scales, drainage and 
distributary networks of rivers are part of the “source to sink” system that transfers water and 
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sediment from the continents to ocean basins (Figure 1.1). Rivers contribute to the erosion of 
upland “sources,” transport sediment downstream, store sediment in their floodplains, and 
ultimately deliver sediment to coastlines, where it is deposited locally or further offshore. There 
are a multitude of smaller scale fluvial processes that operate within the “source to sink” system. 
At intermediate scales, channel morphology coevolves with spatial variations in flow 
characteristics and sediment transport. At the smallest spatial and temporal scales, high-
frequency turbulent fluctuations of flow velocity near the bed of a river channel can cause the 
mobility of individual sediment grains to change over time, and influence the development of 
bedforms such as ripples and dunes.  
Channel planform falls between the bedform scale and the network scale of rivers and 
reflects the hydrologic regime, sediment load, channel bank and floodplain characteristics, and 
the regional slope of the channel. River planforms are typically classified based on their 
sinuosity (channel length relative to valley distance), and whether or not they are single or multi-
threaded. Single-threaded rivers with sinuosity greater than ~1.3 are classified as meandering. 
The complex morphologies produced by meandering rivers have captured the interest of 
geomorphologists for centuries. Meandering rivers can produce a huge variety of planform 
geometries (Figure 1.2), ranging from simple single-lobed bends to complex, elongate forms 
with multiple curvature maxima (Brice, 1974; Schumm, 1985; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003). 
Such sinuous rivers can change their form by progressive, relatively slow, lateral migration or by 
rapid events such as an avulsion or a bend cutoff. Cutoffs shorten and straighten the planform of 
a channel by removing bends, and therefore have a substantial influence on channel morphologic 
evolution. Bend cutoff and abandonment can occur by migration of the limbs of a bend until the 
limbs intersect, called “neck cutoff” (Figure 1.3a), or by the erosion of a channel connecting the 
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limbs during overbank flows, called “chute cutoff” (Figure 1.3b) (Fisk, 1947; Allen, 1965; Lewis 
and Lewin, 1983).  
Following the development of a cutoff channel, a variety of factors control the 
partitioning of water and sediment into the cutoff and the original bend (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 
2003; Miori et al, 2006; Kleinhans et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2011; van Dijk et al., 2014), which 
eventually determines whether or not the cutoff channel will become the dominant channel and 
the original bend will be abandoned (e.g. Kleinhans et al., 2008; van Dijk et al., 2014). A 
complex assemblage of bars develop at the upstream and downstream ends of the cutoff channel, 
forming sediment plugs which can eventually disconnect the bend from the active river channel, 
producing an oxbow lake (Fisk, 1951; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; 
Hooke, 1995). Oxbow lakes then gradually fill with sediment that is transported into the bend 
during overbank flows and by tie channels that connect the oxbow lake to the active river 
(Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Erskine et al., 1992; Saucier, 1994; Rowland et al., 2005, 2009; 
Citterio and Piégay, 2009; Constantine et al., 2010a).  
Neck and chute cutoffs (Figure 1.3) are capable of rapidly producing drastic changes to 
the morphology of the river. Cutoffs shorten and straighten the river planform, and in doing so, 
introduce a knickpoint in the longitudinal profile of the channel. Additionally, chute cutoffs have 
the potential to introduce large volumes of sediment to downstream reaches during the period of 
channel excavation (Zinger et al., 2011; Dieras et al., 2013). Bar formation during the period of 
bend abandonment, and subsequent oxbow lake sedimentation both contribute to the production 
of a complex, highly three-dimensional floodplain architecture. Thus, cutoff channels have a 
strong influence on river morphodynamics over both short and long timescales, as well as play 
an integral role in the sedimentology of the river-floodplain system (e.g. Fisk, 1947; Shields and 
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Abt, 1989; Erskine et al., 1992; Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al., 2012). Moreover, the 
oxbow lakes resulting from cutoffs enhance habitat diversity within riparian corridors, providing 
a well-documented benefit to riparian ecosystems (Amoros and Bornette, 1999, 2002; Bornette et 
al., 2001; Penczak et al., 2003; Miranda, 2005; Zeug et al., 2005; Zeug and Winemiller, 2008; 
Shoup and Wahl, 2009; Miyazono et al., 2010). 
Despite their geomorphological, sedimentological and ecological importance, the 
process-form interactions of developing cutoff channels and the sedimentary dynamics of the 
bars that develop in association with cutoffs are poorly understood. Previous research concerning 
cutoffs has primarily focused on mechanisms of cutoff initiation (Fisk, 1947; Bridge et al, 1986; 
Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et al., 2010b; van Dijk et al, 2012; Harrison et al., 2015), and 
oxbow lake sedimentation (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Erskine et al., 1992; Saucier, 1994; 
Rowland et al., 2005, 2009; Citterio and Piégay, 2009; Constantine et. al., 2010a). A number of 
studies have also addressed the role of neck cutoffs in the complex system dynamics of 
meandering channel evolution (Stølum, 1996, 1998; Dadson, 1998; Hooke, 2004; Frascati and 
Lanzoni, 2009). Conversely, studies addressing the fluvial processes operative immediately 
following the initiation of a cutoff channel, and while the bend is still hydraulically connected to 
the river, are relatively rare (Shields and Abt, 1989; Fuller et al., 1992; Hooke, 1995; van Dijk et 
al., 2012, 2014).  
The lack of detailed studies of chute cutoff morphodynamics presents a major gap in our 
knowledge of meandering rivers. This gap is principally due to difficulties in rapidly locating 
and documenting cutoff events in the field, as well as the limited number of studies that have 
been able to produce cutoffs in self-formed experimental meandering channels (van Dijk et al., 
2012). The few studies that do address the morphodynamics of evolving cutoff channels are 
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restricted to small and moderately sized rivers (Fuller et al., 1992; Hooke, 1995; Le Coz et al., 
2010; van Dijk et al., 2014), laboratory channels (Le Coz et al., 2010; van Dijk et al., 2012, Han 
and Endreny, 2014), and a single numerical modeling study (Harrison et al., 2015). The extent to 
which the results of these studies may be scaled up to larger rivers and generalized remains 
unknown.  
 Despite increased attention in recent years to the importance of cutoffs in meandering 
river evolution, understanding of cutoff process dynamics remains incomplete. Specifically, a 
need exists for improved knowledge of cutoff dynamics between cutoff initiation and bend 
abandonment. Thus, the primary objective of this thesis is to address this important 
research need through the development of a process-based interpretation of the co-
evolution of morphology, flow structure and sedimentology in chute cutoff channels prior 
to bend abandonment. The specific questions to be addressed are: 
R1) Following the initial development of a cutoff channel, how does the morphology 
of the cutoff channel and the original bend change over time?  
R2) Following the initial development of a cutoff channel, what are the spatial 
distributions of mean velocity and turbulence at the upstream and downstream ends 
of a chute cutoff channel?  
R3) What are the feedbacks between the flow dynamics and the evolution of the 
cutoff channel and the bend, specifically those relating to bar development and 




R4) What are the spatial distributions of grain size and sedimentary structures in the 
bars associated with the cutoff and how are these distributions related to flow 
structure in the cutoff channels and to the evolution of the bend cutoff morphology? 
These questions have been addressed through the integration of a detailed field study with 
a series of laboratory experiments. Two recent natural chute cutoffs on a large, elongated 
meander bend on the Wabash River, IL-IN (herein referred to as Mackey Bend) have provided a 
rare opportunity to document the transition from active meander bend to oxbow lake on a large 
river. Field data collection at this site began in September 2008, shortly after the first cutoff 
channel developed, and continued as the cutoff channels evolved. Specific aims of the field study 
include documentation and interpretation of the evolving morphology of the cutoff channels, the 
spatial patterns of bedform characteristics, the sedimentology of evolving bars at the site, and the 
three-dimensional structure of flow at the upstream and downstream ends of the two evolving 
cutoff channels. A complementary laboratory study was designed to investigate the 
hydrodynamics in an idealized meander bend with a chute cutoff. In these experiments, the flow 
dynamics were observed for a pre-cutoff channel morphology and a post-cutoff channel 
morphology. The specific aim of the laboratory study is to document and interpret the three-
dimensional structure of the mean flow and of turbulence throughout the cutoff channel and 
original bend under fixed bed and bank conditions.  
These field and laboratory studies have been designed to complement one another in that 
they address the research questions (R1-R4) in different contexts. The field study provides an in-
depth examination of the links among flow, channel morphology and sedimentology on a large-
scale with all the complexities that are inherent in a natural setting (Chapters 4 and 5). The 
laboratory study quantifies flow and turbulence in a highly idealized setting, in which the 
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influence of the cutoff on the velocity structure in the bend could be isolated and evaluated 
(Chapter 6). The combined results of the field and laboratory studies, along with an extensive 
evaluation of the extant literature, provide a strong foundation on which to build a conceptual 
model for chute cutoff morphodynamics.  
In this conceptual model, cutoff channels undergo four main phases of development. The 
first phase of cutoff development is the widening phase, in which the cutoff channel rapidly 
widens and deepens to capture an increasing proportion of the total discharge. The second phase 
is the bar development phase, in which bar deposition occurs in the separation zone of the cutoff 
channel and in the upstream and downstream limbs of the bend. During the beginning of the bar 
development phase, the entrance and exit of a chute cutoff are likened to a bifurcation and 
confluence, respectively. Once the upstream limb of the bend is completely plugged with 
sediment and no flow is moving through the bend, sediment is entrained into the downstream 
limb of the bend by a large scale gyre. The lacustrine phase begins once both limbs of the bend 
have been completely disconnected from the river, forming an oxbow lake. This lake gradually 
fills with sediment, until the bend transitions into the terrestrial phase. This thesis represents a 
major advance in our understanding of the morphodynamics of the widening phase and the bar 









Figure 1.1: Diagram showing the role of rivers in the “source to sink” system, in which eroding 
landscapes produce sediment and dissolved materials that travel between environments to their 







Figure 1.2: Examples of meandering rivers from around the world. (a) Powder River, USA 
(Google Earth, 2009). (b) Bermejo River, Argentina (false color, Landsat, 2000). (c) Mississippi 









Figure 1.3: Example of (a) a neck cutoff on McKee Creek, IL (Google Earth), and (b) a chute 







LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
2.1 Basic concepts for understanding meandering rivers 
2.1.1 Open channel hydraulics 
 Open channel flow is defined as fluid flowing with a free surface under the force of 
gravity. Two dimensionless parameters, the flow Reynolds number (𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒) and the Froude number 
(𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟), are used to classify open channel flows. The flow Reynolds number (𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒) at a particular 
cross section represents the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces (Equation 2.1, where 𝑈𝑈 is the 
cross sectional average streamwise velocity, 𝑅𝑅ℎ is the hydraulic radius and ν is the kinematic 
viscosity of the fluid at that cross section).  
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 = 𝑈𝑈�𝑅𝑅ℎ𝜈𝜈                                          (2.1) 
In open channel flow, a Reynolds number less than 500 indicates laminar flow, in which there 
are no fluctuations about the mean velocity, flow streamlines are parallel, and there is minimal 
mixing of fluid. If the Reynolds number is greater than 2000, the flow is considered turbulent, 
the velocity at a given point fluctuates around the mean velocity, and vertical mixing of the flow 
occurs rapidly. Flow is considered transitional for 500 < 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 < 2000.  
 The Froude number (𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟) (Equation 2.2, where g is the acceleration due to gravity) is the 
ratio of inertial forces to gravitational forces.  
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 = 𝑈𝑈��𝑔𝑔𝑅𝑅ℎ                              (2.2) 
 
A Froude number equal to one indicates critical flow, where these forces are balanced. Flows 
with 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟  >  1 are termed supercritical and cannot transmit perturbations to the free surface (i.e. 
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surface waves) upstream. Subcritical flows have 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 <  1, and water surface perturbations may 
move upstream. In subcritical flows, the flow depth at a particular location is controlled by the 
flow depth downstream of that location. The influence of downstream control points in 
subcritical flows is called the backwater effect. Most natural river flows in self-formed alluvial 
channels are subcritical (e.g. Konsoer et al., 2013) and turbulent (e.g. McQuivey, 1973; Bridge, 
2003). 
 Energy in open channels is typically expressed in terms of the energy per unit weight of 
the fluid, called the hydraulic head, which has units of length. Hydraulic head can be thought of 
as the height of a column of static fluid that has a pressure head equivalent to the total hydraulic 
head of the flowing fluid. The hydraulic head (𝐻𝐻) of a flowing fluid at a particular cross section 
(Equation 2.3a) consists of the velocity head (kinetic energy per unit weight), the pressure head 
(pressure per unit weight), and the elevation head (potential energy per unit weight due to the 
force of gravity). If the pressure distribution is hydrostatic, Equation 2.3a simplifies to Equation 
2.3b. The energy grade line represents the hydraulic head relative to a datum (Figure 2.1). The 
specific energy (𝐸𝐸) of a flowing fluid is the height of the energy grade line above the channel bed 
(Equation 2.4). In Equations 2.3 and 2.4, 𝛼𝛼 is the kinetic energy flux correction factor, 𝑃𝑃 is 










+ ℎ + 𝜂𝜂                               (2.3b) 
𝐸𝐸 = ℎ + 𝛼𝛼 𝑈𝑈�2
2𝑔𝑔
                                 (2.4) 
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 The Bernoulli Equation for conservation of energy (Equation 2.5) states that the 
hydraulic head at the upstream cross section (𝐻𝐻1) equals the hydraulic head at the downstream 
cross section (𝐻𝐻2) plus head losses (ℎ𝐿𝐿) (Figure 2.1), where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 
upstream and downstream cross sections respectively.  
𝐻𝐻1 = 𝐻𝐻2 + ℎ𝐿𝐿                            (2.5) 
Head losses in fluvial channels are due to friction with the channel boundaries, turbulent 
dissipation of energy, and energy that goes into eroding or transporting sediment. When head 
loss equals the drop in bed elevation between two cross sections, the flow is considered 
“uniform” and the velocity and depth remain constant in the streamwise direction. The flow is 
considered “steady” if it is unchanging in time and “normal” if it is both uniform and steady. 
Several equations for the cross sectional average streamwise velocity (𝑈𝑈�) have been developed 
under the assumption of normal flow, including the Chézy Equation (Equation 2.6a), the Darcy-
Weisbach Equation (Equation 2.6b), and the Manning-Strickler Equation (Equation 2.6c), which 
was derived empirically. 
Chézy Equation:                        𝑈𝑈� = 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧𝑅𝑅ℎ1/2𝑆𝑆1/2                                     (2.6a)  





1/2𝑆𝑆1/2                   (2.6b) 
Manning-Stricker Equation:     𝑈𝑈� = 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛
𝑅𝑅ℎ
2/3𝑆𝑆1/2                    (2.6c) 
In Equations 2.6a-c, 𝑆𝑆 is the energy slope at the cross section, which may or may not be equal to 
the bed slope. The other parameters are different ways to represent friction. In Equation 2.6a, 
friction is represented by the Chézy coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧, in Equation 2.6b friction is represented by the 
Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,and in Equation 2.6c friction is represented by Manning’s n. 
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𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 is a constant that is equal to unity when Equation 2.6c is written in SI units and 1.49 for 
Imperial units. 
 The momentum conservation equation for open channel flows is an application of 
Newton’s second law, stating that the sum of the forces on a control volume is equal to the rate 
of change of momentum within that volume. This equation only requires knowledge of the forces 
and momentum fluxes at the boundaries of a control volume (Equation 2.7) and can therefore be 
a useful tool for determining head losses in a flow that has a complex internal flow structure.  
∑𝐹𝐹 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                (2.7a) 
∑𝐹𝐹 = 𝛽𝛽𝜌𝜌(𝑄𝑄2𝑈𝑈2��� − 𝑄𝑄1𝑈𝑈1���)                        (2.7b) 
In Equation 2.7b, 𝛽𝛽 is the momentum flux correction factor, 𝜌𝜌 is the density of the fluid, 𝑄𝑄 is the 
discharge at a cross section, and subscripts 1 and 2 refer to upstream and downstream cross 
sections. 
2.1.2 Navier-Stokes Equations for open channel flow  
 The Navier-Stokes Equations for mass and momentum continuity for incompressible 
fluids are (using the Einstein summation convention):   
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+ 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 = − 1𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝑃𝑃𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝜈𝜈 𝜕𝜕2𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 + 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 ,   𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, 3                         (2.8) 
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
= 0,   𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, 3                   (2.9) 
In Equations 2.8 and 2.9, (𝑥𝑥1,𝑥𝑥2, 𝑥𝑥3) is a Cartesian coordinate system equivalent to (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) 
(Figure 2.2), (𝑚𝑚1,𝑚𝑚2,𝑚𝑚3) is the local instantaneous velocity vector, P is pressure, ν is the 
kinematic viscosity and (𝑔𝑔1,𝑔𝑔2,𝑔𝑔3) is the vector form of the acceleration due to gravity in which 
𝑔𝑔1 = 𝑔𝑔2 = 0 and 𝑔𝑔3 = 𝑔𝑔. The Navier-Stokes Equations can be used to estimate the shear stress, 
pressure and velocity distribution of open channel flows (using the coordinate system shown in 
Figure 2.2). Under the following assumptions: (1) normal flow, meaning flow is steady (temporal 
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derivatives = 0) and uniform (spatial derivatives = 0 in the x and y directions), (2) the bed is 
fixed at z = 0, and (3) there is no applied stress at the free surface where z = h, Equation 2.8 









= − 𝑔𝑔 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝜃𝜃                           (2.11) 
Substituting:  
𝜏𝜏13 = 𝜏𝜏31 = 𝜌𝜌𝜈𝜈 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧          (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓)                               (2.12) 





= −𝑔𝑔 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝜃𝜃          (𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝜏𝜏 ≡ 𝜏𝜏13 = 𝜏𝜏31)                         (2.13) 
for the vertical gradient in shear stress. In Equations 2.10 – 2.12, 𝜏𝜏 is shear stress, 𝑚𝑚 is the local 
streamwise velocity, 𝜃𝜃 is the angle between the channel bed and a horizontal plane, 𝜈𝜈 is the 
kinematic viscosity, g is gravity, z is the vertical coordinate, and 𝑃𝑃 is pressure.  
Assuming the shear stress and pressure at the water surface are zero (𝜏𝜏|𝑧𝑧=ℎ = 𝑃𝑃|𝑧𝑧=ℎ = 0) 
and integrating Equations 2.10 and 2.13 gives:  
𝜏𝜏(𝑧𝑧) = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔ℎ �1 − 𝑧𝑧
ℎ
� 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝜃𝜃                            (2.14) 
𝑃𝑃(𝑧𝑧) = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔ℎ �1 − 𝑧𝑧
ℎ
� 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃                                    (2.15) 
for the vertical profiles of shear stress (Equation 2.14) and pressure (Equation 2.15). The shear 
stress at the bed 𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏 = 𝜏𝜏|𝑧𝑧=0 is:  
𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏 = 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔ℎ 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝜃𝜃 ≈ 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑆         (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝜃𝜃)                                     (2.16) 
Finally, setting Equation 2.12 equal to Equation 2.14, integrating, and applying the no-slip 
















� 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝜃𝜃                                (2.17) 
for the velocity profile. 
 Equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.17 provide first-order approximations for the vertical profiles 
of shear stress, pressure and velocity in river flows. Equations 2.14 and 2.15 indicate that the 
pressure and shear stress both increase linearly from zero at the water surface to a maximum 
value at the channel bed (Figure 2.2). The bed shear stress (𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏 = 𝜏𝜏|𝑧𝑧=0) (Equation 2.16) is a 
function of the depth-slope product for channels with gentle slope (note that this result can also 
be derived from considering the force balance on a control volume). Equation 2.17 indicates that 
the velocity increases parabolically with distance from the bed (Figure 2.2). Deviations from 
these distributions in natural river flows are due to the fact that most river flows violate many of 
the assumptions of this analysis. For instance, the channel boundary of a natural river tends not 
to be prismatic, flat bedded, or fixed, and the planform of natural rivers is rarely straight. Flows 
are also typically non-steady and can be non-uniform in natural river channels.  
2.1.3 Morphodynamics of meandering rivers 
 The physical changes that occur in river channels are the product of mutual adjustments 
among three components – water flow, sediment transport and channel morphology – acting 
within the hydrologic and geologic context of a watershed (Figure 2.3). Channel morphology 
exerts a strong control on the patterns of flow, which influences the spatial distribution of 
sediment transport rates. The spatial gradients in sediment transport rate dictate the morphologic 
evolution of the channel, which closes the feedback loop. The study of these three components 
and how they interact is termed morphodynamics. The hydrology and geology of a watershed 
impose external controls on river morphodynamics, such as the magnitude-frequency distribution 
of discharge, the erodibility of the substrate, the valley slope, and uplift or subsidence rates.  
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 Meander bends are a classic example of the feedbacks among flow, sediment transport 
and morphology. Water flowing through a meandering river channel exhibits a characteristic 
pattern of depth-averaged velocities. Just as the channel itself meanders, the locus of maximum 
depth-averaged velocity follows a winding path, switching from bank to bank. In a flat-bedded 
meandering channel, the highest velocities occur along the inner banks of bends, whereas in a 
meandering channel with point bars the highest velocities tend to be located near the concave 
bank just downstream of each bend apex (e.g. Abad et al., 2009a,b) (Figure 2.4a). The thread of 
maximum velocity crosses the channel downstream of the bend inflection point, shifting toward 
the concave (outer) bank of the next bend downstream.  
Curved channels generate a typical pattern of three-dimensional flow. As flow enters a 
bend, it is acted upon by a centrifugal force, which tends to direct the flow toward the outer, 
concave bank. Accumulation of water along the outer bank results in superelevation of the water 
surface, producing a cross-stream pressure gradient force directed toward the inner bank (Figure 
2.4b). The pressure gradient force balances the centrifugal force when averaged over the flow 
depth. However, because velocity decreases over depth, the forces do not balance locally through 
the water column. Near the surface, where velocity is high, the centrifugal force is greater than 
the pressure gradient force, resulting in outward-directed flow (Figure 2.4b). Near the channel 
bed, the pressure gradient force exceeds the centrifugal force, and flow is directed inward (Figure 
2.4b). The net result of the local imbalance between the centrifugal and pressure-gradient forces 
is the development of helical (spiral) motion of the flow (Leopold and Wolman, 1960; Bathurst 
et al., 1977; Dietrich, 1987; Bridge and Jarvis, 1982; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a,b; 
Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Abad and Garcia, 2009a,b). 
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The characteristics of flow are typically linked to rates of sediment transport through the 
bed shear stress, which is the shear force per unit area exerted by the fluid on the channel 
boundary. A variety of empirically-derived relationships define the sediment transport rate as a 
function of the excess shear stress. The excess shear stress is defined as the difference between 
the shear stress exerted on the channel bed by the flow, and the threshold value of shear stress 
necessary to cause sediment motion (termed the critical shear stress; see summary by Garcia, 
2008). However, recent work has shown that exceeding the critical shear stress of a sediment 
particle may not be sufficient to induce sediment motion. Rather, the impulse of the shear stress, 
the product of the bed shear stress and the duration of the stress, may be a better predictor of 
sediment motion (Diplas et al., 2008). Additional factors that complicate prediction of sediment 
motion include sediment mixtures, grain shape, bed armoring, hyporheic return flow, and 
sediment cohesion. 
 Much of our understanding of river morphodynamics was developed assuming that 
sediment transport rate is a function of bed shear stress, which is applied in the conceptual model 
for meander bed topography described herein. Results described in Section 2.1.2 show that bed 
shear stress is a function of flow depth and bed slope for uniform flows. In a curved channel with 
non-uniform flow, the bed shear stress will be a more complicated function of flow depth and the 
slope of the energy grade line. Thus, the variations in water surface elevation through a meander 
bend result in spatial gradients in bed shear stress, which produce spatial gradients in sediment 
transport rate (Figure 2.5a). These spatial gradients in sediment transport rate result in a 
characteristic bed topography (Dietrich and Smith, 1984; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a,b). Pools 
(topographic lows) are observed on the concave outer banks of bends, where spatially divergent 
sediment transport rates cause bed scour. The deepest part of the channel is termed the thalweg. 
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A point bar is often present on the convex (inner) bank, slightly downstream of the bend apex, 
where sediment transport rates are spatially convergent (Leopold and Wolman, 1960; Bridge and 
Jarvis, 1982; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a,b; Abad and Garcia, 2009b). The median bed material 
size also tends to be sorted based on spatial patterns of velocity, such that the coarsest bedload 
moves outward as it is transported downstream around a bend, and the finer bedload moves 
inward (Figure 2.5b) (Bridge and Jarvis, 1982; Dietrich and Smith, 1984; Bridge et al., 1986; 
Bridge, 1992). Grain size sorting in a bend results in downstream fining on the point bar surface 
(Bridge and Jarvis, 1982; Dietrich and Smith, 1984; Bridge et al., 1986; Bridge, 1992). 
 Relatively high values of shear stress at the outer banks of meander bends often result in 
erosion of the bank. Erosion at the outer bank, combined with point bar deposition at the inner 
banks of bends, produces migration of the channel across its floodplain. Channel migration can 
occur by one, or a combination, of modes, including outward expansion, streamwise translation, 
rotation, and formation of multiple curvature maxima (Figure 2.6a-d) (Brice, 1974; Schumm, 
1985). The rate of bend migration is a function of the flow parameters as well as the spatial 
heterogeneity of resistance of the floodplain to erosion, which is influenced by grain size 
characteristics, cohesion, pore pressure, and vegetation type (Sun et al., 1996; Güneralp and 
Rhoads, 2011). The balance between the rates of bank erosion and bar deposition results in the 
maintenance of the width of the channel as it migrates across its floodplain, which may be 
moderated the protection of the bank toe by slumped blocks of bank material (Eke et al., 2014). 
In contrast to channel evolution by migration, abrupt changes to the channel planform can occur 





2.2 Cutoffs types, formational mechanisms, and geometry 
2.2.1 Neck vs chute cutoffs 
A cutoff is the complete capture of flow by a new channel pathway across the neck of the 
meander bend, resulting in the removal of a bend from the river planform. A neck cutoff is one in 
which progressive migration of the two limbs of a bend results in a narrowing of the neck width 
to less than a channel width, eventually leading to complete cutoff of the bend as the limbs 
intersect (Tower, 1904; Fisk, 1944, 1947) (Figure 2.7a). Overbank flow is not required for a neck 
cutoff to occur. In contrast, chute cutoffs occur by erosion of a chute channel, which may follow 
a pre-existing swale, across a meander neck during an overbank flow (Fisk, 1944, 1947) (Figure 
2.7b).  
A distinction is drawn here between a chute cutoff that develops by erosion of the 
floodplain, and a chute channel that develops as the result of deposition of a mid-channel lobate 
bar. Although the division of flow around a mid-channel lobate bar can, in some cases, result in 
bend abandonment (Lewis and Lewin, 1983; Bridge et al., 1986; and Erskine et al., 1992), such 
scenarios are excluded from the definition of chute cutoff adopted herein. Chute cutoffs are also 
distinct from stable bifurcate meander bends, in which a chute channel and its associated bend 
both remain open to flow for an extended period of time. Stable bifurcate meander bends may 
represent a transitional form on the continuum between anabranching, braided, and single-thread 
rivers, whereas both neck and chute cutoff result in the maintenance of a single-thread planform 
(Grenfell et al., 2012). 
A neck cutoff is clearly the direct result of meander migration. However, the underlying 
causes of chute cutoffs are not well-constrained. The conditions that favor chute formation have 
recently been highlighted by a combined field campaign and numerical modeling study that 
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directly addressed the velocity and shear stress of flow on the floodplain of a gravel-bed 
meandering river (Harrison et al., 2015). Chute channels can form where overbank flow 
generates sufficient shear stress to erode the floodplain sediment, and where that flow is not 
already carrying a heavy sediment load (Harrison et al., 2015). Thus, the likelihood of chute 
formation is influenced by the discharge of overbank flows, as the bed shear stress on the 
floodplain generally increases with increasing flood discharge (Harrison et al., 2015). Moreover, 
local backwater effects, caused by ice jams, large woody debris, or even a reduction in channel 
conveyance due to bed aggradation, can increase the likelihood of overbank flow events that are 
capable of eroding the floodplain (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Gay et al., 1998; Thompson, 2003; 
van Dijk et al., 2012). A steeper floodplain gradient will result in greater bed shear stress of flow 
on the floodplain, and the presence of sloughs tends to focus overbank flows, locally increasing 
bed shear stress (Harrison et al., 2015). Conditions favoring floodplain erosion are also more 
likely to occur if the high velocity core of the in-channel flow is near the bank where flow is 
exiting the channel and moving onto the floodplain. The location of the high velocity core is 
influenced by the channel curvature, bed topography, and flow stage (Harrison et al., 2015). 
Moreover, the floodplain sedimentology and vegetation characteristics affect the erodibility of 
the floodplain, which determines the bed shear stress required to erode sediment, and the 
floodplain roughness, which influences the velocity and bed shear stress on the floodplain 
(Harrison et al., 2015). Thus, any particular chute cutoff may be the result of a complex 
combination of multiple factors, including the floodplain characteristics, bend geometry, and the 
magnitude-frequency distribution of flood events. As a result of this complexity, chute-cutoff 
mechanisms are rarely included in models of meander evolution and, when included, are treated 
stochastically rather than mechanistically.  
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2.2.2 Mechanisms of chute cutoff 
 Previous studies have identified three mechanisms for chute channel formation (Figure 
2.8). Chute cutoffs may form by a mechanism in which sloughs on the floodplain are gradually 
enlarged during high flow stage (Fisk, 1944, 1947; Grenfell et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 2012; 
van Dijk, 2013) (Figure 2.8a). Sloughs are topographic lows associated with scroll bars formed 
at the inner bank of meander bends, which serve to partially channelize overbank flow (e.g. 
Harrison et al., 2015). Scroll bars are typically only attached to the channel banks at their 
upstream ends, leaving a depression between the bar and the bank in the downstream direction, 
thereby producing the characteristic ridge and slough topography of a meandering river 
floodplain (e.g. van Dijk et al., 2012). Subsequent deposition of suspended material may partially 
fill the swales, but the depressions often do not fill completely (Fisk, 1947; van Dijk et al., 2012). 
The formation of a chute channel by enlargement of a swale occurs slowly over the course of 
multiple overbank flow events (Fisk, 1947). The chute may also gradually capture an increasing 
proportion of flow from the bend, forming a chute cutoff, or the chute may coexist with the bend 
for extended periods of time as a stable bifurcate meander bend (Fisk, 1947; Grenfell et al., 
2012). In some cases, the chute channel may migrate into, and merge with, the original bend (van 
Dijk et al., 2014).  
 In contrast to the slough enlargement, chute incision may occur relatively rapidly by 
headward erosion of chute channels during overbank flow events caused by high discharge or a 
local backwater effect (Figure 2.8b). Several authors have observed a process in which a 
backwater effect locally raises the water surface level along the upstream limb of a bend and 
forces flow overbank (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Gay et al., 1998; Thompson, 2003; van Dijk et 
al., 2012). The backwater effect may be caused by clusters of woody debris (Keller and 
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Swanson, 1979), ice jams (Gay et al., 1998) or a reduction in channel conveyance due to bed 
aggradation (Thompson, 2003; van Dijk et al., 2012). As the water flows over the bank of the 
downstream limb of the bend, it incises into the bank and forms a headcut (Figure 2.9), which 
begins to propagate upstream, forming a gully (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Gay et al., 1998; 
Thompson, 2003; Zinger et al., 2011; van Dijk et al., 2012). The headcutting channel may be 
associated with a pre-existing swale. In the case of self-formed experimental channels, a chute 
splay incised from the upstream limb of the bend to meet the headward eroding swale (van Dijk 
et al. 2012). Where the flow plunges over the edge of the headcut it is Froude-critical, and a 
hydraulic jump forms just downstream of the headcut to return the flow to subcritical conditions 
(Zinger et al., 2011; Figure 2.9c). Flow at the base of the headcut is therefore highly turbulent, 
which promotes scour at the headcut base. Scour at the base of the headcut undercuts the vertical 
face of the headcut, which eventually results in mass failure of the headcut face. Thus, the 
vertical face of the headcut progressively migrates headward. 
Recent work on the Sacramento River and Missouri River has highlighted a third 
mechanism of chute channel formation by downstream extension of an embayment (Constantine 
et al., 2010b) (Figure 2.8c, Figure 2.10). Embayments are typically located downstream of the 
bend apex on the outer bank of a bend, where the path of overbank flow has the greatest 
deviation from the channel path. Once formed, the embayment extends downstream, across the 
neck of the next bend downstream, during subsequent high flows. This mechanism may be 
important for large rivers without scroll bar topography, as well as in in locations where 
floodplain vegetation is sparse (Constantine et al., 2010b). This process may also occur in 




To summarize, three chute cutoff mechanisms have been identified: 
1) Slough enlargement: gradual deepening and widening of a slough associated with 
scroll bar accretion (e.g. Fisk, 1944; Lewis and Lewin, 1983; Grenfell et al., 2012; 
van Dijk et al., 2014). 
2) Headward erosion: rapid headward erosion of a channel during one or more overbank 
flow events (e.g. Keller and Swanson, 1979; Gay et al., 1998; Thompson, 2003; 
Zinger et al., 2011; van Dijk et al., 2012). 
3) Embayment erosion: downstream extension of an embayment during a series of 
overbank flows (Constantine et al., 2010b). 
 
2.2.3 Geometry of chute cutoffs and abandoned bends 
As it is not always possible to determine how an individual cutoff formed, several authors 
have proposed cutoff classification systems based on channel geometry. Cutoffs in Wales and the 
Welsh Borderlands have been classified from historical maps, aerial photography and field 
observations as neck, chute, or mobile bar cutoffs, and neck and chute cutoffs were further 
divided based on whether the abandoned bend was a single or multi-loop bend (Lewis and 
Lewin, 1983). Chute cutoffs can also be classified based on where the cutoff channel entrance is 
located along the upstream limb of the original channel. “Inner bank” cutoffs occur downstream 
of the inflection point of the upstream limb of the bend (the inner bank of the bend), and 
typically form by slough enlargement. Inner bank cutoffs are also referred to as “scroll-slough” 
cutoffs (Grenfell et al., 2012; van Dijk et al., 2014) (Figure 2.11). In contrast, “outer bank” 
cutoffs are located upstream of the inflection point of the upstream limb of the bend (the outer 
bank of the adjacent bend upstream). Outer bank cutoffs, also referred to as “bend cutoffs,” are 
formed by incision into a well-developed point bar either through headward erosion or 
downstream extension of an embayment during overbank flow (van Dijk et al., 2014) (Figure 
2.11). Inner bank cutoffs typically have smaller offtake angles than outer bank cutoffs. The 
distinction between these two types of cutoffs is important for understanding the division of flow 
and sediment at the bifurcation (see section 2.6). 
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A small number of case studies have compiled data on the geometry of abandoned bends 
(i.e. a bend that is undergoing or has undergone cutoff – a bend that has undergone cutoff is also 
called an oxbow lake). Cutoffs shorten the channel planform, thus helping to regulate the 
sinuosity of a meandering river. Therefore, a key parameter for understanding cutoffs is the 
cutoff ratio, defined as ratio of the length of the cutoff channel to the length of the abandoned 
bend. The cutoff ratio is the factor by which the local channel sinuosity is reduced due to chute 
cutoff, with cutoff ratios reported in the literature ranging from 0.068 to 0.833 (Table 2.1). The 
cutoff ratio also determines the slope advantage of the chute channel, which is important for 
determining the division of water and sediment discharge at the cutoff entrance (see section 2.6). 
The nature of the relationship between bend geometry and the likelihood of a cutoff event 
remains an open question. Chute cutoffs are most likely controlled by a complex combination of 
factors (e.g. Harrison et al. 2015), including flood magnitude-frequency, floodplain erodibility, 
bend extension rates, and bed geometry (e.g. Grenfell et al., 2012). According to a survey of 911 
oxbow lakes on 30 reaches of large meandering rivers (Constantine and Dunne, 2008), oxbow 
lake length (as a proxy for bend length), meander bend length, and the ratio of the average 
oxbow lake length to the average meander length of a reach all increase with reach sinuosity 
(Figure 2.12). These relationships suggest that cutoffs tend to occur on only the highest sinuosity 
bends of a given reach, rather than on any bend above a given sinuosity (it should be noted that 
this analysis does not distinguish between neck and chute cutoffs). A study focused on the 
Sacramento River, CA, observed that bends that had undergone chute cutoff were “tighter” (i.e. 
they have shorter wavelengths, smaller radii of curvature and higher sinuosity) than bends that 
were migrating laterally (Micheli and Larsen, 2011). Similarly, observations from a self-formed 
laboratory channel showed that bends below a radius of curvature of 6 to 8 channel widths did 
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not migrate laterally and eventually underwent chute cutoff (van Dijk et al., 2012). It is clear that 
additional research is needed to determine the complete set of conditions that govern the 
occurrence of cutoffs.   
 
2.3 Channel development following a chute cutoff 
2.3.1 Development of the bend and the cutoff channel 
For conditions in which a chute channel becomes the dominant pathway for flow, the 
cutoff and original bend go through three phases: blockage, infilling/lacustrine and a final 
terrestrial stage (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989) (Figure 2.13). During the 
blockage phase, closure of the original channel occurs due to deposition of plug bars, 
predominantly composed of bedload, in the upstream and downstream limbs of the bend (Fisk, 
1951; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995) (Figure 2.13b-d). 
Farther from the cutoff channel, the bend shallows and narrows during the blockage phase, 
primarily due to the combination of suspended sediment deposition with the cessation of erosion 
at the outer bank (Toonen et al., 2012). Deposition occurs more rapidly in the upstream limb of 
the bend than the downstream limb, resulting in closure of the upstream limb prior to closure of 
the downstream limb (Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995; van Dijk et al., 2012, 2014).  
Once closure of the upstream limb occurs, shear between the flowing water exiting the 
cutoff channel and the stagnant water in the bend leads to the development of a large gyre in the 
downstream limb of the bend that rotates about a vertical axis (Le Coz et al., 2010). Sediment 
entrained in this gyre contributes to bar growth that progresses from the bank across the cutoff 
channel mouth, toward the bar at the upstream junction corner of the cutoff exit (Figure 2.13b,c). 
The complete closure of the two limbs of the abandoned bend forms an oxbow lake, which may 
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be filled with water, but is no longer hydraulically connected to the river at stages below 
bankfull.  
Morphologic adjustments within the cutoff channel itself also occur during the blockage 
phase. Much of our understanding of these adjustments comes from four case studies on two 
small gravel-bed rivers in England - the Rivers Dane and Bollin – described by Hooke (1995). 
Adjustments mainly include variations in cutoff width and the deposition of multiple riffles and 
bars within the cutoff channel. The cutoff channel first widens to a maximum width, decreases in 
width slightly through deposition, then stabilizes. This process is accompanied by the formation 
of multiple riffles and unstable bars throughout the cutoff channel, which eventually decrease in 
number as stable riffles and bars develop. 
Once an oxbow lake forms, infilling of the lake occurs by deposition of suspended 
sediment that enters the lake during overbank flows, and by accumulation of organic material 
and lake marl (Allen, 1965; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Saucier, 1994; Citterio and Piégay, 
2009; Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al. 2012). Accumulation of plant material, organic 
muds, peat, and lake marl are important sedimentation processes when the river is not in flood 
(Toonen et al., 2012). Many oxbow lakes are also connected to the active river channel by tie 
channels, which develop concurrently with the deposition of plug bars during the blockage phase 
(Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Rowland et al., 2005, 2009, Figure 2.14). Tie channels connect the 
abandoned bend to the active river and may form on one limb or both limbs of the bend. These 
channels appear to be the result of a lack of sedimentation along one of the banks of the 
abandoned bend due to water moving into and out of the bend, rather than by incision into a plug 
bar (Rowland et al., 2009). Tie channels convey flow into the oxbow lake during rising flow 
stage and out of the oxbow lake during falling flow stage (Rowland et al., 2009). Detailed case 
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studies indicate that these channels maintain their form through a balance between deposition of 
suspended sediment within the channels during high flow stages and erosion of the bed and 
banks of the channels by flow out of the oxbow lake when water levels in the river decline 
(Rowland et al., 2009). Eventually, infilling and vegetative colonization transitions the 
abandoned bend from the lacustrine phase to the terrestrial phase, in which it is visible as a 
meander scar that may have a slightly lower elevation than the surrounding floodplain (Figure 
2.13e). 
2.3.2 Timescales and rates of cutoff/oxbow lake development 
The timescales of the blockage and infilling phases of cutoff/oxbow lake development are 
not well constrained because only a few case studies have addressed this issue (Jackson, 1975, 
1976; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995). The timescale of the 
blockage phase has only been determined for a small number of cutoffs and ranges from <1 to 15 
years (Table 2.2). The rate of plug bar growth in the upstream limb of a bend has been linked to 
the supply of bedload (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989), the diversion angle 
of the cutoff channel (Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Constantine et al., 2010a), and the channel 
curvature upstream of the cutoff bifurcation point (Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2011; van Dijk et al., 
2014). The upstream limb of a bend that is undergoing abandonment is partially occupied by a 
flow separation zone (Constantine et al., 2010a) or a low velocity zone, while the rest of the 
channel width is conveying higher velocity flow. The fractional width of the higher velocity 
flow, the fraction of the total discharge conveyed by the bend, and the boundary shear stress in 
the abandoned bend all decline exponentially with increasing diversion angle (Constantine et al., 
2010a). Thus, plug bar aggradation rate tends to increase linearly with diversion angle 
(Constantine et al., 2010a) (Figure 2.15).  
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A numerical modeling study (van Dijk et al., 2014) also found a strong relationship 
between the blockage timescale and diversion angle, although the exact nature of this 
relationship was unspecified. The curvature of the channel upstream of the cutoff will also 
influence plug bar growth rate, as curvature-induced secondary circulation will cause more or 
less bedload to be routed toward the bend depending on whether the cutoff entrance is located on 
the outer or inner bank of a bend (Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2011; van Dijk et al., 2014) (see section 
2.6 for details). As the upstream plug bar will eventually prevent bedload from entering the bend, 
the amount of coarse bed material in the basal deposits of oxbow fills near the bend apex is 
inversely related to the rate of plug bar growth (e.g. Constantine et al., 2010; Toonen et al., 
2012). That is, if a plug bar forms quickly, then less time is available for bedload to enter and 
accumulate in the bend. 
Reported sedimentation rates in oxbow lakes produced by cutoffs vary by an order of 
magnitude from 0.3 to 2.57 cm yr-1 (Lewis and Lewin, 1983; Erskine et al., 1992; Rostan et al., 
1997; Citterio and Piégay, 2009). Regression analysis of sedimentation rates in former-channel 
lakes on the Rhone, Doub and Ain Rivers indicate that lake filling occurs most rapidly where the 
overbank flow frequency at the downstream limb of the abandoned bend is much greater than the 
overbank flow frequency at the upstream limb (Citterio and Piégay, 2009). The term “former-
channel lakes” refers to oxbow lakes produced by cutoffs, as well as lakes produced by avulsion, 
point-bar growth, and human modifications such as artificial chute cutoffs and installation of 
embankments and dykes (Citterio and Piégay, 2009), which have different lake morphologies 
and locations on the floodplain. Narrow straight lakes were found to have slower sedimentation 
rates than wide sinuous lakes (Citterio and Piégay, 2009). This difference may be partially 
explained by the fact that narrow straight lakes typically have a smaller difference in upstream-
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downstream overbank flow frequency than wide sinuous lakes. Moreover, sinuous lakes may be 
more efficient at trapping sediment as they generally have gentler gradients than straight lakes, 
and therefore lower bed shear stresses during flood flows. The rate of former-channel lake 
sedimentation on the Rhone, Doub and Ain Rivers is also a function of lake depth, such that 
younger, deeper lakes have higher sedimentation rates than older, shallower lakes, even when the 
overbank flow frequencies of the lakes are the same (Citterio and Piégay, 2009). This 
relationship between depth and sedimentation rate tends to reduce the variability of bed 
topography within individual lakes. Surprisingly, the suspended sediment concentration of 
floodwater does not seem to be a major control on sedimentation rates (Citterio and Piégay, 
2009).  
2.3.3 Upstream/downstream effects of cutoffs 
Cutoff channels produce a knickpoint in the longitudinal profile of a river, which may 
result in long-term incision upstream of the cutoff and aggradation downstream of the cutoff 
until the longitudinal profile of the channel is uniform. This mode of adjustment has been 
documented in the case of artificially straightened channels (e.g. Parker and Andres, 1976), but is 
has yet to be documented for natural cutoffs. Increased bank erosion upstream of two neck 
cutoffs has been observed (Hooke, 1995), but this effect was not tied directly to profile 
adjustments.  
Chute cutoffs are capable of rapidly releasing a large volume of sediment into the channel 
downstream of the cutoff (Zinger et al., 2011; Dieras et al., 2013). Over short timescales, this 
sediment produces shoaling in the reach downstream of the cutoff (Hooke, 1995; Zinger et al., 
2011). Shoaling downstream of neck cutoffs may also occur, but potentially to a lesser degree 
than shoaling downstream of chute cutoffs given that neck cutoffs release less sediment over a 
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short period of time than do chute cutoffs (Hooke, 1995). Rapid bank erosion downstream of 
cutoffs has been observed on several rivers (Kulemina, 1973; Brice, 1974; Bridge et al., 1986), 
although some case studies do not show an increase in downstream erosion rates (e.g. Hooke, 
1995). Bank erosion downstream of cutoff channels could result from the alteration of the three-
dimensional distribution of flow velocity in response to the new channel planform configuration 
(Howard and Knutson, 1984; Bridge et al., 1986; Hooke, 1995).  
 
2.4 Sedimentology of oxbow fills 
The sedimentology of oxbow fill deposits can be a proxy for the timescale of oxbow lake 
sedimentation (Shields and Abt, 1989; Constantine et al., 2010a), and can indicate the type and 
amount of sediment transported by overbank flows, flood magnitude and frequency, and the 
distance of the oxbow lake from the active channel (Erskine et al., 1992). Deposits formed 
during the blockage phase can be distinguished from those that form during the lacustrine phase. 
During the blockage phase, plug bars form at the entrance and exit of the abandoned bend, and 
sedimentation in the distal parts of the bend consists of a mix of bed load and suspension fall-out 
(e.g. Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al., 2012). During the lacustrine phase, a fine-grained 
laminated fill is deposited by overbank flows, organic processes, and chemical precipitation of 
material (Toonen et al., 2012). 
Plug bars are bedload deposits that disconnect the bend from below-bankfull flows (e.g. 
Fisk, 1947; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995). In the case of the 
Mississippi River, upstream plug bars usually consist of sandy bedload capped by silty sands and 
clays, and extend no more than a third of the way into the bend (Fisk, 1947). Additionally, grain 
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size of the plug bar in the upstream limb usually decreases in the streamwise direction of the 
original bend (Shields and Abt, 1989).  
 A facies model for oxbow lake fills on the Rhine delta region consists of four facies 
classes that have been divided based on the thickness of laminae produced by periodic flood 
pulses (Toonen et al., 2012): 
A. finest grained (clay), no visible laminae due to post-depositional bioturbation and 
oxidation 
B. 1 cm thick clayey silt laminae interbedded with 1-2 mm thick laminae of very fine sand; 
calcareous, humic 
C. 1-3 cm thick silt laminae interbedded with <1 cm thick very fine sand; calcareous, humic 
D. >3 cm thick silt laminae of silty sand with ~1 cm thick fine sand laminae; calcareous, 
plant debris 
 
These laminated fill facies are clearly distinguishable from a basal layer of coarse-grained 
channel bed/point bar deposits that predate the cutoff. The facies characterize a pre-Roman 
oxbow lake fill on the Rhine, with facies D located deepest in the fill and facies A located closest 
to the surface. Facies D is draped over the pre-existing channel deposits in the upstream and 
downstream limbs of the bend, but not near the apex (Toonen et al., 2012, their Figures 4 and 6). 
Facies B occurs near the bend apex, but is not abundant near the upstream and downstream limbs 
of the bend. Thus, both grain size and laminae thickness decrease upward in the channel fill and 
toward the apex of the channel fill. The longitudinal trends in grain size and laminae thickness 
reflect that the apex of the bend is more distal from the source of sediment than the bend limbs. 
The upward-fining trend reflects the declining frequency with which coarse flood deposits are 
transported into the abandoned bend due to continuing development of the plug bars.  
The facies model (Toonen et al., 2012) is a major contribution to knowledge of oxbow 
fill deposits. However, a lack of research exists regarding the internal structure of coarse grained 
deposits associated with cutoffs, such as plug bars and bars that form within evolving cutoff 
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channels. Investigation of the fluvial sedimentology of cutoff bars is an area ripe for further 
study. 
 
2.5 Cutoffs and system dynamics theory 
Self-organization is one of the phenomena classified as a source of nonlinearity in 
geomorphic systems (Phillips, 2003). In a broad sense, self-organization is the tendency for a 
system to develop some kind of pattern. The concept of self-organized criticality (SOC), a type 
of self-organization, is an explanation for power law frequency spectra and spatiotemporal self-
similarity in natural and physical systems (Bak et al., 1987). According to SOC theory, any 
dynamical system with spatial degrees of freedom will evolve toward a minimally stable state 
characterized by zones of instability (supercritical) and stability (subcritical) (Bak et al., 1987). 
Perturbations applied to a supercritical zone will propagate throughout the unstable region (in 
much the same way that a single dislodged grain on a slope can produce an avalanche), whereas 
perturbations applied to a subcritical zone will tend to dampen out.   
Simulation modeling of river planform dynamics that includes neck cutoffs shows that 
meandering rivers self-organize toward a critical state in which sections of a reach oscillate 
between supercritical (disordered) and subcritical (ordered) states by means of lateral migration 
and neck cutoffs (Figure 2.16a) (Stølum, 1996). Neck cutoffs that occur in the supercritical state 
remove asymmetries and propagate through the whole unstable region to decrease sinuosity in 
the long term. In contrast, neck cutoffs in the ordered state actually create downstream 
asymmetries that grow during the meander process to increase sinuosity. The model also 
produced power law scaling of oxbow lake length (Stølum, 1996), which supports the conclusion 
that the modeled river achieved a self-organized critical state (Bak et al., 1987). Scaling analysis 
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of the planform characteristics of five meandering reaches along South American rivers also 
showed that the natural reaches exhibit power law scaling of oxbow lake length over more than 
two orders of magnitude (Stolum, 1998). Comparison of the empirical data to model simulations, 
which included the effects of stochastic chute cutoff events and valley confinement, revealed that 
planforms approach the same mean sinuosity from any initial condition and produce a 
spatiotemporally self-affine fractal structure. Valley widths force the system in a spatial sense by 
limiting the maximum bend amplitude. Chute cutoffs produce temporal “short-circuiting” of the 
neck cutoff mechanism. The general SOC behavior of the simulation was not affected by valley 
confinements greater than 50 channel widths (w) or by chute cutoffs less than 3w. Even with the 
incorporation of valley confinement and chute cutoffs into the model, the modeled planform 
eventually stabilized at a mean sinuosity, though the value of this mean sinuosity is sensitive to 
valley widths less than 100w and chute cutoffs greater than 1.5w (Stølum, 1998).   
Testing SOC theory with data from real rivers remains an issue due to limited data on the 
migration history of whole reaches over long time periods. As such, only a few studies have 
attempted to test SOC theory using data from real rivers (Dadson, 1998; Hooke, 2004), and these 
studies are careful to emphasize the problems with using data that is limited both in space and 
time. Whereas SOC is useful in understanding the long term planform evolution of a river, it is 
not a mechanistic explanation of meander processes. A distinction can be made between the 
physical mechanisms responsible for the behavior of a system and the behavior itself. That is, the 
study of self-organization in an evolving dynamical system provides insights into behaviors, but 
not causes. Moreover, SOC theory is only applicable to neck cutoffs, as they are an inevitable 
result of the growth of river meanders. Chute cutoffs are not included in the theoretical 
framework of SOC, because chute cutoff is not an inevitable product of meander growth. Rather, 
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the likelihood of chute cutoff is controlled by many factors, some of which are external to 
meander dynamics (e.g. flood magnitude-frequency, characteristics of the floodplain sediment, 
floodplain topography, characteristics of floodplain vegetation, see section 2.2.1).  
Plotting meander behavior in a phase space of channel migration rate and radius of 
curvature (both normalized by channel width) provides insight into how cutoffs fit into the 
dynamics of a meandering river (Hooke, 2003) (Figure 2.16b,c). Four general meander 
trajectories in phase space have been identified from a combination of field data and numerical 
simulations (Figure 2.16b,c) (Hooke, 2003). A bend that alternates between lateral migration and 
cutoff will circle about an attractor in the phase space of channel migration rate and normalized 
radius of curvature (trajectories A and B in Figure 2.16c). Chute cutoffs tend to occur at lower 
curvatures than neck cutoffs according to the phase space diagram (Hooke, 2003). Bends that 
migrate, but don’t undergo cutoff, will move through phase space at a slightly lower curvature 
(trajectory C in Figure 2.16c). Stabilizing bends, meaning bends that approach very slow 
migration rates, have a trajectory that ends at a point attractor (trajectory D in Figure 2.16c). 
These generalized trajectories are all produced under the assumption that external conditions are 
sustained for an extended period of time. However, changes in climate or land use can alter the 
discharge or bank erodibility of a channel, which can cause trajectories and attractors to shift 
(Hooke, 2003). Thus, a bend that once was stable could begin to migrate and/or cutoff. The 
power of the conceptual model shown in Figure 2.16c is that it incorporates a wide variety of 
behaviors (including chute cutoff), which may occur under vastly different external conditions, 





2.6 Bifurcations  
 The entrance reach of a cutoff channel has the planform morphology of a bifurcation; 
thus, the extensive literature on the morphodynamics of bifurcations is relevant to the study of 
cutoffs. 
2.6.1 Bifurcation morphology  
 A river bifurcation is the point at which a single channel splits into two downstream 
bifurcate channels. Bifurcations are characteristic features of braided and anastomosing rivers, 
meandering rivers with cutoffs, deltas, and alluvial fans (Kleinhans et al., 2013). River 
bifurcations can form by erosion of a new channel, as in the case of the development of a chute 
cutoff, or by deposition of a mid-channel bar, as in the cases of the development of braid bars or 
delta mouth bars (see Kleinhans et al., 2013 for an extended review of the formational 
mechanisms of fluvial bifurcations). Key aspects of bifurcation morphology are the bifurcation 
angle and bifurcation symmetry. Thus, the planform geometry of bifurcations can be classified 
into two end-member types (Figure 2.17): 
a) Symmetrical/Y-shaped bifurcations: both branches deviate from the upstream 
channel path 
b) Asymmetrical/Lateral branch bifurcations: one branch of the bifurcation 
deviates from the upstream channel path and the other branch continues 
straight along the same direction of the upstream channel. 
Bifurcations also exist in which both branches deviate from the upstream channel path but do so 
at different angles (e.g. Hardy et al. 2011). 
Limited data are available on the bed morphology of bifurcations with erodible channel 
boundaries. Bifurcations commonly have a dominant bifurcate and a subordinate bifurcate 
channel, in which the dominant bifurcate channel is wider, deeper and has a higher discharge 
than the subordinate channel. Dominant and subordinate bifurcate channels have been observed 
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in experimental bifurcations (Federici and Paola, 2003; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2007), natural 
braided channels (Bridge and Gabel, 1992; Zolezzi et al., 2006; Szupiany et al., 2012) and 
natural delta bifurcations (Edmonds and Slingerland, 2007; Frings and Kleinhans, 2008). An 
inlet step forms in the portion of the channel leading into the subordinate branch, which extends 
from the bifurcation point upstream for a distance of approximately 2-3 channel widths (Bolla 
Pittaluga et al., 2003; Federici and Paola, 2003; Miori et al. 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006; Bertoldi 
and Tubino, 2007; Frings and Kleinhans, 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008; Szupiany et al., 2012). 
The height of the inlet step increases with increasing bifurcate channel discharge asymmetry and 
average upstream flow depth (Miori et al., 2006; Zolezzi et al., 2006).  
2.6.2. Bifurcation flow structure 
The flow structure through bifurcations is influenced by the morphology of the upstream 
channel and of the bifurcation itself. Important parameters include the planform geometry of the 
upstream channel and the bifurcation, the bifurcation angle, the width to depth ratio, and the bed 
morphology. Understanding of flow structure at bifurcations is based on engineering studies of 
flat-bedded diversions with rectangular cross sections (e.g. Bulle, 1926; Hager, 1984; 
Ramamurthy and Satish, 1988; Ramamurthy et al., 1990, 2007; Shettar and Murthy, 1996; Hsu et 
al., 2002). Seminal experiments on 90° lateral branch bifurcations led to the identification of key 
flow structures, such as a stagnation zone located at the down-valley corner of the bifurcation, 
which is formed as the velocities along the dividing streamline slow to zero as the streamline 
approaches the corner (Figure 2.18) (Bulle, 1926). Separation zones develop on the up-valley 
bank of the lateral branch channel and in the straight branch on the bank opposite the entrance to 
the lateral branch (Figure 2.18). The separation zone in the straight channel forms as flow 
decelerates in response to the loss of fluid to the lateral branch (Hager, 1984). Further 
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experimental and numerical studies on 90° bifurcations have shown that the width and length of 
the separation zone in the lateral branch decrease as the discharge through the lateral branch 
increases relative to the total discharge upstream of the bifurcation (Neary and Odgaard, 1993; 
Shettar and Murthy, 1996; Hsu et al., 2002; Ramamurthy et al., 2007).  
Secondary circulation, a characteristic of helical motion, develops as flow  curves into the 
branch channel (Bulle, 1926) - a pattern of fluid motion analogous to secondary circulation 
associated with curving flows in meander bends (Neary and Odgaard, 1993). The direction of the 
near-bed velocities at a 90° bifurcation with a flat bed and no upstream curvature results in the 
delivery of a greater proportion of bedload into the lateral branch compared to the proportion of 
discharge that enters the lateral branch. Several related studies have shown that the flow structure 
at 90° side-weirs, in which there is a step in bed elevation at the entrance to the branch channel, 
shares many of the same characteristics as flow at 90° non-discordant bifurcations (e.g. Fares and 
Herbertson, 1993; Fares, 1995; Agaccioglu and Yuksel, 1998). 
Recent computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling (Hardy et al., 2011), along with a 
parallel experimental study (Thomas et al., 2011), has described the flow structure through 
symmetrical Y-shaped bifurcations with fixed banks and planar, fixed beds (Figure 2.19). The 
“control” morphology for both of these studies (Hardy et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011) is a 
symmetrical Y-shaped bifurcation with a straight upstream channel, a bifurcation angle of 44°, 
and equal width bifurcate channels with the same slope (slope = 0.010) (Figure 2.19a). In both 
the numerical model and the experimental model, the control bifurcation produced a discharge 
ratio Qr ~ 1 (i.e. equal discharge in the two bifurcates).  
The flow structure through a Y-shaped morphology has many of the same features of 
flow through the branch channel of a 90° bifurcation, although in the Y-shaped bifurcation the 
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flow structures were symmetrical about the axis of the bifurcation. Although Hardy et al. (2011) 
and Thomas et al. (2011) identify the stagnation zone located just upstream of the bifurcation 
apex as a separation cell (Figure 2.19), it is analogous to the stagnation zone located on the 
down-valley corner of a 90° bifurcation. Another key aspect of the flow structure is helical 
motion of the flow in the bifurcate channels, a feature that was also identified in a CFD model of 
flow through a natural bifurcation morphology (Dargahi, 2004). The thread of high velocity in 
both bifurcates is initially located on the outer bank of the bifurcation, occupying the channel on 
either side of the stagnation zone, then it crosses over to the inner sides of the two bifurcates just 
downstream of the bifurcation apex (Figure 2.19a).  
Hardy et al. (2011) and Thomas et al. (2011) compared the flow structure from their 
control morphology to a variety of other bifurcation configurations to assess the influence of 
slope advantage, bifurcation angles, and upstream bend curvature on flow structure. Adding a 
slope advantage to one of the branches causes a shift of the stagnation zone into the bifurcate 
with the lower slope (Figure 2.19a,b). Additionally, the helicity of the flow through the steeper 
branch increases, while the helicity of flow in the lower slope bifurcate decreases. Increasing the 
bifurcation angle (while maintaining the symmetry of the bifurcation planform) increases the 
helicity and peak velocity in both branches (Figure 2.19a,c). If the bifurcation angle is changed 
such that the bifurcation planform is asymmetric, the branch with the larger angle relative to the 
orientation of the upstream channel possesses a greater helicity than the other branch. The 
presence of a bend upstream of a bifurcation also strongly influences the location and strength of 
the flow structures. The bifurcate channel located on the outer side of the bend has higher 
velocities, higher peak helicity, and greater discharge than the bifurcate channel along the inner 
bank, an effect that is enhanced by increasing the curvature of upstream bend (Figure 2.19a,e). 
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Many of the numerical and experimental studies of flow structure through bifurcations 
are limited by the key simplification of using a planar immobile bed and fixed banks. Thus, our 
understanding of flow structure through bifurcations with realistic bed topography is based on a 
small number of field studies, most of which have focused on the divergence and convergence of 
flow around a mid-channel bar (Bridge and Gabel, 1992; Richardson and Thorne, 1998; 
McLelland et al., 1999; Parsons et al., 2007; Szupiany et al., 2012). Limited data are available 
from deltaic bifurcations (Sassi et al., 2013). Field measurements of flow velocities around a 
mid-channel bar on the Calamus River showed that upstream of the bifurcation the high velocity 
core is located in the thalweg near the center of the channel, and then moves toward the outer 
bank of each bifurcate (Bridge and Gabel, 1992). In contrast, the numerical and experimental 
results suggest that the two high velocity cores downstream of a flat-bedded bifurcation are 
located on the inner banks of the bifurcate channels (Hardy et al. 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). The 
difference between numerical/experimental and field results can be attributed to topographic 
steering of the flow by the submerged flanks of the mid-channel bar (Bridge and Gabel, 1992). 
 Secondary circulation caused by helical motion of the flow extends over the whole cross 
section of both bifurcate channels in two tidally-influenced bifurcations on the Mahakam delta, 
Indonesia (Sassi et al., 2013). Helical motion has also been observed in bifurcations around mid-
channel bars (Bridge and Gabel 1992; Richardson and Thorne, 1998). However, an absence of 
helical motion in bifurcations around mid-channel bars has been noted for the Parana River 
(Parsons et al., 2007) and for the Jamuna River (McLelland et al., 1999). The absence of helical 
motion may be due to multiple factors, including the large width to depth ratios of the upstream 
channels, the low curvature of the bifurcate channels, and the large scale roughness elements on 
the bed (e.g. dunes that scale with the flow depth). Nevertheless, further field documentation is 
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required to fully constrain the conditions under which large-scale helical motion may be induced 
in bifurcate channels. 
2.6.3 Nodal point relationships for bifurcations 
A great deal of understanding of bifurcation dynamics has also been achieved from one-
dimensional and quasi-two-dimensional models that use nodal point relationships for the 
partitioning of water and sediment discharge (Q and Qs, respectively) between branches to 
determine equilibrium conditions for bifurcations. All of these models impose similar nodal 
point relationships for water and sediment continuity (Equations 2.18, 2.19), where the channel 
upstream of the bifurcation is denoted by subscript “a” and the branch channels are denoted by 
subscripts “b” and “c” (Figure 2.17). 
𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎 = 𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏 + 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐               (2.18) 
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎 = 𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 + 𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐              (2.19) 
The models differ in the way that they determine the partitioning of water and sediment between 
the two branches. An empirically derived equation for the partitioning of water and sediment 











1−𝑘𝑘       ,   𝑘𝑘 > 0             (2.20) 
Physically-based equations for water and sediment partitioning have also been developed, which 
allow the bed elevation of the branches to change over time, include the influence of a difference 
in slope between the two bifurcate channels, and account for the cross-stream movement of 
bedload upstream of the bifurcation due to a cross-stream bed slope at the bifurcation (Bolla 
Pittaluga et al., 2003). More recent advances in nodal point relationships include the effect of 
erodible banks (Miori et al., 2006), and the influence of a bend upstream of the bifurcation 
(Kleinhans et al., 2008).  
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There are two categories of equilibrium solutions to nodal point models for bifurcations: 
(1) water and sediment is divided evenly between branches, and (2) water and sediment are 
distributed unequally between branches (Wang et al., 1995; Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Miori et 
al., 2006; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2007; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008). 
Equal division of water and sediment is only possible when both channels have the same slope 
and the upstream channel does not curve (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Miori et al., 2006). The 
unequal division of water and sediment always occurs if one bifurcate channel has a slope 
advantage, and is possible in the absence of a slope advantage if the Shields stress of the 
upstream channel is small (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003). The effect of a slope advantage can also 
be quasi-balanced by the presence of an upstream meander bend, as helical motion of flow 
through a curved channel results in the inner bifurcate receiving the greatest proportion of the 
sediment load, whereas the outer bifurcate receives the greatest proportion of the flow discharge 
(Kleinhans 2008, 2011; van Dijk et al., 2014). 
Experimental (Federici and Paola, 2003; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2007) and field evidence 
(Zolezzi et al., 2006; Edmonds and Slingerland, 2007; Szupiany et al., 2012) suggest that the 
most common and stable equilibrium configuration of natural bifurcations is one in which water 
and sediment discharge is distributed unequally between the two bifurcate channels. Although an 
equal distribution of water and sediment at a bifurcation is an equilibrium solution when there is 
no slope advantage to either bifurcate channel, such a solution is unstable to perturbations unless 
the upstream Shields stress is large (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Miori et al. 2006; Edmonds and 
Slingerland, 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2008). When the water and sediment discharge at a 
bifurcation are split unequally, the higher discharge bifurcate (dominant bifurcate) is predicted to 
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be wider and deeper than the lower discharge bifurcate (subordinate bifurcate) (Bolla Pittaluga et 
al., 2003; Miori et al. 2006, Kleinhans et al., 2008). 
When a chute channel is carved across the neck of a meander bend, it creates a 
bifurcation at its upstream end. The characteristics of that bifurcation control whether or not the 
chute results in complete abandonment of the bend. Cases exist in which a chute channel does 
not result in bend abandonment, either because the double-thread planform configuration is 
stable, or because the chute channel becomes plugged with sediment and the original bend 
remains the dominant flow pathway. Chute cutoff, by the definition used herein, refers only to 
cases in which a chute channel bifurcation is unstable, such that the original bend becomes 
plugged with sediment and the chute channel is the pathway for flow. Numerical models of 
cutoff processes in gravel-bed rivers (van Dijk et al., 2014) indicate that the two main controls on 
the dominance of chute channel vs. the original channel are (1) the channel curvature just 
upstream of the bifurcation and (2) the gradient advantage of the chute channel compared to the 
bend (Figure. 2.20). Grain size and bed roughness also influence the stability of chute 
bifurcations, with increases in sediment size and roughness favoring the dominance of the 
original bend (van Dijk et al., 2014). 
The controls on chute channel dominance vary depending on whether the chute channel 
is an inner bank (scroll-slough) or an outer bank (bend) chute channel (Figure 2.20). The 
dominance of an inner bank chute channel is dependent on both the upstream channel curvature 
and the gradient advantage of the chute channel (Figure 2.20a). The helical motion of flow 
through a curved channel is such that an inner bank chute channel receives a greater proportion 
of the sediment load, while the bend receives a greater proportion of the flow discharge 
(Kleinhans 2008, 2011; van Dijk et al., 2014). Thus, to become the dominant channel, inner bank 
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chute channels require a stronger gradient advantage compared to outer bank chutes, for a given 
upstream channel curvature, to be able to transport the enhanced sediment load and prevent a 
plug bar from forming. The upstream bend curvature is not a major factor in determining the 
dominance of outer bank chutes (van Dijk et al., 2014). Rather, the gradient advantage of the 
chute channel over the original bend controls the tendency of outer bank chute channels to 
become dominant (Figure 2.20b). For outer bank chutes, the main channel can only become 
dominant if the gradient advantage of the chute channel is very small (Figure 2.20b). In the case 
that an outer bank chute channel becomes dominant, tighter curvature of the upstream bend 
results in faster sedimentation in the original channel (van Dijk et al., 2014).  
 
2.7 Confluences 
The mouth of a cutoff channel forms a confluence with the downstream limb of original 
bend. This section summarizes the current understanding of confluence morphodynamics. 
2.7.1 Confluence morphology 
Confluences are locations where two tributary channels join to form a single receiving 
channel that conveys the combined water and sediment loads. Confluences can comprise the 
downstream part of the characteristic diffluence-confluence units that form around braid bars and 
at cutoffs, or they can be part of the drainage network of a watershed. Similar to bifurcations, the 
endmember planform geometries of confluences are symmetrical (Y-shaped) and asymmetrical 
(lateral branch or tributary-main channel) planforms (Figure 2.21). The planform symmetry of a 
Y-shaped confluence is determined by the ratio of the angles of the two tributaries relative to the 
axis of the receiving channel (θ2/θ1, in Figure 2.21a).  
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 The bed morphology of symmetrical and asymmetrical confluences (Figure 2.21) has 
been studied extensively. A common feature of confluences is a scour hole that extends through 
the center of the confluence (e.g. Mosley, 1976; Ashmore and Parker, 1983; Best, 1988), which 
may be absent in discordant confluences (Biron et al., 1993). Scour depth tends to scale 
nonlinearly with confluence junction angle, asymptotically approaching a maximum for junction 
angles greater than 100º (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1988). Bed discordance refers to a difference in 
bed elevation of the tributary mouths, which can strongly influence confluence morphodynamics 
(Kennedy, 1984; Best and Roy, 1991; Biron et al., 1993, 1996a,b, 2004; Bradbrook et al., 2001; 
Lane et al., 2008). In some confluences, bar deposition occurs in the mouth of one or both 
tributaries, producing features called tributary-mouth bars (Alam et al., 1985; Best, 1988; 
Bristow et al., 1993; Biron et al., 1993; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rodrigues et al., 2006). 
Tributary-mouth bars can have avalanche faces that dip into the scour hole of the confluence, and 
sometimes migrate into the central scour to temporarily fill it. Bar deposition can also occur at 
the downstream junction corner(s) of the tributaries of confluences (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987, 
1988; Biron et al., 1993; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads, 1996), and downstream of the 
scour hole in symmetrical confluences (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1986, 1987, 1988).  
2.7.2 Confluence flow structure 
 The confluence hydrodynamic zone (CHZ) refers the area in and near the confluence 
where the velocity structure is affected by the converging flow from the tributaries (Kenworthy 
and Rhoads, 1995). There are six major features of the confluence hydrodynamic zone, whose 
location and size are controlled by the planform symmetry of the confluence, the junction angle, 
the bed morphology (e.g. bed discordance), and the momentum flux ratio of the tributaries (MR) 
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(Equation 2.20) (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987; Kenworthy and Rhoads, 1995; Rhoads and 
Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001):  
𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅 =  𝜌𝜌𝑄𝑄2𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚2
𝜌𝜌𝑄𝑄1𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚1
               (2.20) 
The six features of the CHZ are (Figure 2.22): 
(1) Stagnation zone at the upstream junction corner; 
(2) Flow deflection zone where the flow from the two tributaries realigns to the 
orientation of the receiving channel; 
(3) Flow separation zone(s) at the downstream junction corner(s) – one in the case of 
asymmetrical confluences, two in the case of symmetrical confluences; 
(4) Flow acceleration zone downstream of the deflection zone; 
(5) Shear layer/mixing interface between the two streams of fluid exiting the tributaries; 
(6) Helical flow that can occur and be induced by curvature of the flow streamlines and 
bed topography. 
A major feature is stagnation of flow at the upstream junction corner, where the water 
surface superelevates as the flow converges (Best, 1987, 1988; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995, 
1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Best and Rhoads, 2008). The size of the stagnation zone 
and its location are dependent on the momentum ratio and junction angle. Additionally, at 
asymmetrical confluences, as the momentum ratio increases from less than to greater than unity, 
the stagnation zone moves from inside the lateral tributary, around the upstream junction corner, 
and into the straight tributary (Best, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Rhoads and 
Sukhodolov, 2001; Best and Rhoads, 2008). At symmetrical confluences, when the momentum 
ratio is equal to one, the stagnation zone is located at the upstream junction corner. If the 
momentum ratio does not equal unity, the flow from the higher momentum tributary penetrates 
farther across the CHZ, forcing the stagnation zone into the mouth of the other tributary (Best, 
1986). Bar deposition in the stagnation zone of confluences has not been extensively noted, 
although it has been observed that bed sediment in the stagnation zone is finer than in the 
tributary channels (Best, 1988).  
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A separation zone may form at both downstream junction corners of a symmetrical 
confluence or at the downstream corner of an asymmetrical confluence (Best and Reid, 1984; 
Best, 1987, 1988; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). The separation zone effectively narrows the 
width of the channel and can therefore enhance flow acceleration in the CHZ (see description of 
flow acceleration zone below). The size of the separation zone increases with increasing junction 
angle, confluence asymmetry, and momentum ratio (Best and Reid, 1984; Best, 1987). Bar 
deposition typically occurs in the separation zone(s) (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1987, 1988), although 
deposition may occur in the absence of flow separation, due to a progressive decrease in shear 
stress around the downstream junction corner (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995). 
Downstream of the stagnation zone, a mixing interface (or mixing layer) forms between 
the two fluid streams, which can be identified by differences in fluid properties such as 
temperature or conductivity (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and Sukholodov, 2008). The 
coherent flow structures that form along the mixing interface have been found to be dependent 
on momentum ratio of the confluence. When the momentum ratio at a confluence is much 
greater or less than one, quasi-two-dimensional, co-rotating Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices develop 
along the mixing interface due to velocity shear, and grow as they advect downstream (Best and 
Roy, 1991; Biron et al., 1993; McLelland et al., 1996; Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001; Rhoads 
and Sukhodolov, 2004, 2008; Constantinescu et al., 2011, 2012, 2014). In contrast, when the 
momentum ratio at a confluence is close to unity, the stagnation zone at the junction corner acts 
as an obstacle to flow, and the mixing interface behaves like the wake behind a bluff body 
(Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2008; Constantinescu et al., 2011, 2012, 2014; Lewis and Rhoads, 
2015). Vortices are shed along the boundaries of the wake to produce vortex streets, such that the 
vortices along the mixing interface have alternating directions of rotation (Rhoads and 
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Sukhodolov, 2008; Constantinescu et al., 2011, 2012, 2014). The position of the mixing interface 
is a function of the momentum ratio, junction angle, and degree of confluence asymmetry. As 
momentum ratio and junction angle increase, the lateral tributary flow (or the higher momentum 
tributary flow in the case of symmetrical confluences) penetrates further across the confluence, 
shifting the location of the mixing interface (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads and 
Sukhodolov, 2008).  
As the two fluid streams mutually deflect and curve to realign with the single channel, 
two surface-convergent helical cells can form centered on the mixing layer, and flow accelerates 
(Mosley, 1976; Ashmore et al., 1992; Rhoads, 1996; Bradbrook et al., 1998; Rhoads and 
Kenworthy, 1995; 1998; Lane et al., 2000). Scour of the bed occurs in the flow acceleration 
zone, and is enhanced by strong turbulence in the mixing interface and secondary flows that 
transport sediment outward from the center of the scour. Increasing the momentum ratio or angle 
of a confluence results in increased strength of the secondary circulation caused by the mutual 
deflection of the two streams of fluid. Additionally, secondary flows at confluences can be 
enhanced, and even generated, by the topography of tributary mouth bars (Best, 1988; 
McLelland et al., 1996).  
The helical cells are divergent at the bed in the scour hole (Mosley, 1976; Best, 1986, 
1988; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001); thus, the flow segregates the sediment brought into the 
junction by the two streams of fluid (Best, 1988; Rhoads, 1996; Boyer et al., 2006). Thus, 
increasing the momentum ratio or junction angle will also increase the segregation of the bedload 
of the two tributaries (Best, 1988). At the downstream end of the CHZ, mean flow velocities 
decrease as flow moves past the separation zone(s). Moreover, turbulence intensities along the 
shear layer decrease as the cross-stream velocity gradients decrease due to mixing of the flow. 
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Decreasing mean velocity and turbulence intensity result in a loss in sediment transport capacity, 
and therefore sediment deposition can occur downstream of the scour hole (Mosley, 1976; Best, 
1988; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001, 2004; Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001).  
Bed discordance can distort or eliminate many of the characteristic hydrodynamic and 
morphologic features of the CHZ. In particular, bed discordance induces lateral motion of water 
from the deeper tributary toward the perched tributary, distorting the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices 
in the mixing layer, and causing upwelling (Best and Roy, 1991; Biron et al., 1996a,b; De Serres 
et al., 1999) (Figure 2.23). In contrast, some studies report an absence or dampening of helical 
motion at discordant confluences (Bradbrook et al., 2001; Biron et al., 2004; Lane et al., 2008). 
Thus, the influence of bed discordance on helical motion of flow at confluences is not fully 
understood. 
Previous studies of confluent meander bends are informative in understanding the 
confluence formed by a cutoff channel, as cutoff channels can connect to the outer bank of a 
downstream bend. One key influence of a tributary on flow through a meander bend is that it 
deflects the high velocity core away from the outer bank and toward the inner bank, which limits 
point bar development and can cause scour where the point bar of the bend would be located 
(Roberts, 2004; Riley and Rhoads, 2012). The tributary flow also pushes the helical cell of the 
meander bend toward the inner bank and forms a second, counter-rotating cell along the outer 
bank (Roberts, 2004; Riley and Rhoads, 2012). Flow stagnation and separation at the junction 
corners decreases velocities near the outer bank of the bend, where velocities would be relatively 
high in the absence of the tributary (Roberts, 2004; Riley and Rhoads, 2012; Riley et al., 2015). 




2.8 Summary  
 This literature review is an introduction to the body of existing research on subjects that 
are relevant to the study of chute cutoffs. The study of open channel hydraulics is the theoretical 
foundation upon which the field of fluvial morphodynamics is built. Simple applications of the 
equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy to open channel flows are derived, as 
they aid in making process-based interpretations of the field and laboratory results described in 
this dissertation. The interactions between flow, sediment transport, and channel morphology in 
meandering rivers are outlined as an introduction to fluvial morphodynamics. A detailed review 
of the current state of knowledge on cutoff channels examines the current understanding of how 
and why cutoff channels occur, how their morphology develops over time, and the characteristics 
of their depositional signatures. Finally, the literature on bifurcations and confluences is 






Chapter 2 Tables 
 
Table 2.1: Cutoff ratios reported in the literature. 
Reference River # of cutoffs 
Mean 
cutoff ratio Range in cutoff ratio 
Shields & Abt, 1989 Tombigbee River 13 0.436 0.112 to 0.754 
Shields & Abt, 1989 Red River 1 0.374 --- 
Shields & Abt, 1989 Mississippi River 2 0.386 0.253 to 0.519 
Shields & Abt, 1989 Arkansas River 4 0.343 0.119 to 0.552 
Hooke, 1995 River Bollin 1 0.193 --- 
Hooke, 1995 River Dane 1 0.127 --- 
Constantine et al., 2010a Sacramento River 13 0.410 0.068 to 0.833 
Constantine et al., 2010b Sacramento River 10 0.483 0.320 to 0.680 
This study Wabash River, C1 1 0.130 --- 
This study Wabash River, C2 1 0.082 --- 
 
Table 2.2: Blockage timescales reported in the literature. 
Reference River Cutoff Type Channel width Timescale of blockage 
Hooke (1995) Rivers Bollin and Dane Neck ~5 – 10 m <1 – 2 years 




Mississippi Neck ~1 – 2 km 2 – 10 years 
Jackson (1975, 








Figure 2.1: Definitions diagram for open channel hydraulics showing the elevation head (η), 
pressure head (h), velocity head �αU�2
2g














Figure 2.2: Coordinate system used for deriving open channel flow equations and vertical 
distributions of velocity, pressure, and shear stress. Note that the x-direction is streamwise and 
parallel to the channel bed (not horizontal), the y-direction is into the page, and the z-direction is 




           
 











Figure 2.4: (a) Plan view of an idealized meandering river, where the dotted line with shows the 
path of the highest depth-averaged velocities and the arrows denote the flow direction. (b) Cross-
section A-A’ showing a generalized pattern of secondary velocity (black arrows) that arises from 
the imbalance of the pressure gradient force (PGF) and centrifugal force (CF) over depth. The 
colors in the background of the cross-section show a generalized pattern of the magnitude of the 






Figure 2.5: (a) Classic figure adapted from Dietrich (1987) showing patterns of bed shear stress 
(τb), water surface elevation (E), water surface slope (S) and bed topography in meander bends. 






Figure 2.6: Modes of channel migration (a) expansion, (b) translation, (c) rotation, (d) formation 






















Figure 2.8: Three mechanisms of chute channel formation (blue arrows indicate flow direction): 















Figure 2.10: Example of a chute cutoff caused by downstream extension of an embayment from 
a meander near river kilometer 377 of the Sacramento River from Constantine et al., (2010) 
(their figure 3). (a) Aerial photo taken in 1994, note the embayment shown in the inset, and (b) 






Figure 2.11: Scroll-slough (inner bank) cutoffs vs. bend (outer bank) cutoffs (from van Dijk et 
al., 2014). The yellow and white arrows qualitatively represent the magnitude of sediment and 






Figure 2.12: Average oxbow lake length (L), average meander bend length (m), and R = L/m 
plotted vs. reach sinuosity, S, for 911 oxbow lakes on 30 reaches of large meandering rivers 






Figure 2.13: Phases of cutoff/oxbow lake development: (a) immediately post-cutoff, (b) blockage 
phase: deposition of plug bars, (c) complete blockage of the bend forms the oxbow lake, with tie 
channels in some cases, (d) infilling phase: lake slowly fills with sediment and organics, bars 
may continue to prograde into the lake, vegetation colonizes the bars (f) lake is completely filled, 






Figure 2.14: Examples of tie channels from Rowland et al. (2009). The asterisks mark where the 
tie channel offtakes from the river and the pound signs show where the tie channels terminate in 
the lakes. (a) Raccourci Old River, LA, USA, (b) enlarged image of the terminus of the tie 
channel in the Raccourci Old River, showing the plume of sediment-laden water entering the 
lake, (c) Fly River, Papua New Guinea, (d) Birch Creek, a small tributary to the Yukon River, 
AK, USA, (e) a tie channel from the Fly River that feeds into a blocked valley lake called Bai 






Figure 2.15: Linear relationship between plug bar aggradation rate and cutoff diversion angle for 






Figure 2.16: (a) Chaotic (supercritical) and ordered (subcritical) reaches in a numerical 
simulation of meandering (reproduced from Stølum, 1996). (b) Trajectories of individual bend 
behavior from the River Bollin and the River Dane, UK in phase space of rate of channel 
movement (widths per year) vs. radius of curvature normalized by channel width. (c) 
Hypothetical trajectories of different meander bend behaviors in phase space of rate of channel 
movement (widths per year) vs. radius of curvature normalized by channel width (reproduced 






Figure 2.17: (a) Symmetrical and (b) asymmetrical bifurcation planforms, where θ is the 






Figure 2.18: Oblique view of flow structure and bed topography in an asymmetrical bifurcation 






Figure 2.19: Results of numerical simulations from Hardy et al. (2011). Plots show velocity 







Figure 2.20: Equilibrium discharge ratio, shown as filled contours, for (A) inner bank (scroll-
slough) cutoffs and (B) outer bank (bend) cutoffs as a function of the radius of curvature 
normalized by channel width, and the gradient advantage of the chute channel (represented as the 
length of the chute channel normalized by the length of bend). The blue colors represent 
conditions in which the chute channel is the dominant pathway for flow and the red colors 
represent conditions in which the chute channel closes and the original bend remains the 





Figure 2.21: Confluence morphology for a (a) symmetrical confluence and a (b) asymmetrical 
confluence showing the upstream and downstream junction corners and locations of avalanche 






Figure 2.22: Flow structure in the confluence hydrodynamic zone of (A) Y-shaped confluences, 






Figure 2.23: Lateral flow separation in the perched tributary (bottom channel) of a discordant 







STUDY SITE AND METHODS 
 
3.1 Introduction to the Lower Wabash River and Mackey Bend 
The Wabash River flows southwest through Indiana, and becomes the border between 
Illinois and Indiana just southwest of Terre Haute, IN. The lower portion of the Wabash River 
begins where the river becomes the Illinois-Indiana border, and flows southwest toward its 
confluence with the Ohio River (Figure 3.1a). The modern alluvial floodplain sits within a 
bedrock valley that is partially filled with glaciofluvial outwash sediments that form terraces on 
either side of the floodplain. The alluvial floodplain (Figure 3.1b) is comprised of coarse sand 
and fine gravel capped by a thin layer of medium-coarse sand and silt, while the bed material of 
the lower Wabash River consists mainly of coarse sand and fine gravel (Jackson, 1975, 1976), 
with some local outcrops of bedrock (Shaver, 1979, Konsoer et al., 2016). The lower Wabash 
River is the only large meandering river that is currently not constrained by dams in the 
contiguous United States. Land use in the Wabash River valley is predominantly agricultural, 
with extensive ditching and emplacement of drainage tiles, though some patches of riparian 
forest remain undeveloped. 
Bankfull channel width on the lower Wabash River ranges from 250 to 350 meters with 
thalweg depths ranging from 8 to 12 meters. The USGS gage station at Mt. Carmel (drainage 
area = 74,164 km2) reports a mean annual discharge for the lower Wabash River of 825 m3s-1 and 
a mean annual peak discharge of 4,176 m3s-1 (1928-2009). The Mt. Carmel gage station is 
located downstream of the two major tributaries to the lower Wabash River, the White River and 
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the Embarras River, and is c. 70 km northeast of Mackey Bend. High flows on the lower Wabash 
River typically occur between the months of January and May, coinciding with the spring melt, 
although high flows can continue into the summer months during wet years. A levee system on 
the Indiana side of the river slightly amplified flood stages on the lower Wabash River following 
the completion of its construction in 1967 (Jackson, 1975). 
The study area is located at Mackey Bend, an elongated meander loop located on the 
Wabash River, Illinois-Indiana, just upstream of its confluence with the Ohio River (Figure 3.1). 
Two recent chute cutoff events on Mackey Bend (Figure 3.2) provided an unprecedented 
opportunity to document the morphologic evolution and flow structure of chute cutoffs on a large 
meandering river. In June 2008, a chute cutoff occurred on Mackey Bend during a large flood on 
the Wabash River (Figure 3.2; Zinger et al., 2011) when the Ohio River, which normally 
produces pronounced backwater effects in Mackey bend, was at a relatively low stage (Figure 
3.3a). The chute cutoff in June 2008, herein referred to as the first cutoff, occurred near the 
upstream end of Mackey Island, which is located on the upstream limb of the bend (labeled C1 in 
Figure 3.2b). The mean daily discharge of the Wabash River exceeded 2,860 m3s-1 (1.35-year 
recurrence interval, 1928-2009) for a period of twelve days (9 to 21 June 2008), and peaked on 
14 June 2008 at 7,165 m3s-1 (12-year recurrence interval 1928-2009), with overbank flow 
inundating parts of the floodplain. Over these twelve days, the mean daily discharge of the Ohio 
River at Cannelton, Indiana, decreased from 7,363 m3s-1 to 1,391 m3s-1, reaching 2,042 m3s-1 on 
14 June 2008 (Figure 3.3a). Thus, the ratio of the discharges between the Wabash and Ohio 
rivers on 14 June 2008 was 3.51. To place this value in context, a discharge ratio of 3.5 was 
exceeded only six times between October 1975 and October 2010, and the mean discharge ratio 
over this time period was 0.31.  
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An additional, more striking, comparison of the Wabash and Ohio discharges during the 







�                            (3.1)  
where the 2-year flood on the Wabash River is 3,795 m3s-1. The flow dominance ratio therefore 
gives a measure of the relative discharges of the Wabash and Ohio Rivers as well as the absolute 
discharge of the Wabash River. An extremely high value suggests both a high discharge ratio and 
a high discharge on the Wabash, which can be confirmed by inspection of the Wabash and Ohio 
hydrographs. It is rare for the discharge ratio to be high while the Wabash discharge is high, 
meaning that high discharge ratios are more frequently achieved only when both rivers have 
relatively low discharges. The flood in June 2008 was exceptional in that a high discharge ratio 
occurred during a time of high discharge on the Wabash River. This event appears as a clear 
spike in the normalized discharge ratio (Figure 3.3b), the magnitude of which is unmatched since 
the 1940s. Therefore, it can be inferred that the low flow stage on the Ohio River had a strong 
influence on the timing of the first chute cutoff at Mackey Bend, given its proximity to the 
Wabash-Ohio confluence. Previous floods on the Wabash River typically occurred during times 
of high flow on the Ohio, resulting in reduced flow velocities and reduced erosive capacity of the 
flows at Mackey Bend due to backwater effects. The atypical timing of the flood waves in June 
2008 may have allowed relatively steep water surface gradient across the neck of Mackey Bend, 
enabling channel development along preexisting swales (e.g. Harrison et al., 2015) (Figure 3.2a). 
The June 2008 flood not only carved the first cutoff channel, but also eroded a series of 
gullies across the neck of Mackey Bend to the east of this cutoff channel (Figure 3.2b and 3.4). 
Such gullies have been noted previously in studies of cutoff formation (Keller and Swanson, 
1979; Gay et al., 1998; Thompson, 2003; Zinger et al., 2011; van Dijk et al., 2012). Flow 
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through the gully system during subsequent overbank events (Figure 3.4) resulted in the 
development of a second chute cutoff in June 2009, herein referred to as the second cutoff 
(labeled C2 in Figure 3.2c). Although the first cutoff channel formed rapidly during a single 
flood event, the second cutoff channel was formed by headward erosion of a gully during a series 
of overbank flows with recurrence intervals on the order of 1 to 2 years. Following an initial 
period of incision, both cutoffs widened, realigned rapidly, and introduced large amounts of 
sediment into the Wabash and Ohio Rivers (Zinger et al., 2011).  
 
3.2 Field Methods 
3.2.1 Flow velocity and discharge measurements 
 Three-dimensional velocities and discharges in the cutoff channels were measured using 
Teledyne RD Instruments 600 kHz and 1200 kHz Rio Grande Workhorse acoustic Doppler 
current profilers (ADCP) (Figure 3.5). The velocity resolution of the Rio Grande Workhorse 
ADCP is c. 0.01 ms-1, with typical accuracies of ± 0.25% of the water and boat velocity. The 
following technical summary of ADCP measurements is based on Mueller et al. (2013). ADCPs 
measure flow velocity using the Doppler shift principle. ADCP’s transmit sound waves with a 
known frequency, which reflects off particles moving in the water column (herein referred to as 
scatterers). As the sound reflects off scatterers, it changes frequency according to the Doppler 
shift equation (Equation 3.2a), where V is the velocity of particles in the water, c is the speed of 
sound in the water, fD is the Doppler shifted sound frequency measured by the ADCP, and fS is 
the source frequency of the sound transmitted by the ADCP. Assuming that the scatterers move 
at the same velocity as the water, the water velocity can be calculated using Equation 3.2b, 
where the Doppler equation has been modified slightly to account for the fact that two Doppler 
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shifts occur – first as the sound travels away from the ADCP, then again as the sound travels 
back to the ADCP.   
𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷 = 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐                                      (3.2a) 
𝑉𝑉 =  𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷
2𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆
𝑐𝑐                                     (3.2b) 
The velocity calculation is sensitive to the speed of sound in water, which is a function of water 
temperature and salinity. The Rio Grande Workhorse ADCP simultaneously measures water 
temperature to determine an accurate speed of sound, assuming that temperature is constant over 
the flow depth. If the water is saline, a salinity measurement must be made and entered into the 
ADCP software for the calculation of the speed of sound.  
In practice, ADCPs do not directly measure the change in frequency caused by the 
Doppler shift. Rather, the ADCP measures the phase change between the sound signal reflected 
from two staggered pulses of transmitted sound. Each ADCP “ping” consists of two pulses of 
transmitted sound, with a known time lag between the two pulses. Moving scatterers may move 
either closer or farther away from the ADCP during the time lag between the two pulses. If the 
scatterers move farther away from the ADCP during the time lag, then the second pulse has to 
travel farther to reach to the scatterers and it takes longer for the second pulse to return to the 
ADCP than it took for first pulse. As a result, there will be a change in phase between the 
reflections from the first and second pulse that is between 0 and positive 180 degrees. 
Conversely, if the scatters move closer to the ADCP during the time lag, the second pulse will 
have a shorter travel time than the first pulse, which will result in a phase change between the 
reflections from the first and second pulse that is between 0 and negative 180 degrees. The speed 
that scatterers move toward or away from the ADCP is equal to the phase change divided by the 
time lag between the two pulses.  
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If the time lag between sound pulses is too long, there can be ambiguity regarding the direction 
of scatterer travel. Long time lags can result in phase changes that are greater in magnitude than 
± 180 degrees. For example, a phase change of 200 degrees is indistinguishable from a phase 
change of -160 degrees, and a phase change of -190 degrees is indistinguishable from a phase 
change of 170 degrees. The ambiguity velocity is the maximum detectable velocity for a 
particular time lag (Equation 3.3, where 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 is the ambiguity velocity, c is the speed of sound, f 
is the sound frequency, and Δt is the time lag between pulses):  
𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 = 𝑐𝑐4𝑓𝑓∆𝑑𝑑                   (3.3) 
If the relative velocity of the water and the boat exceeds the ambiguity velocity, an ambiguity 
error occurs and the measurement is inaccurate. A longer time lag between pulses will result in a 
more accurate measurement of phase lag, but will also have a lower ambiguity velocity 
(Equation 3.3). A longer time lag also increases the likelihood that the two pulses reflect off of 
different scatterers, resulting in poor correlation between the two pulses. Therefore, the time lag 
between pulses must be optimized based on the expected maximum relative speed between the 
water and the boat. The configuration settings for the two pulses are called the “water mode.” 
Some ADCPs automatically adapt the water mode throughout a measurement, but the Rio 
Grande Workhorse ADCP requires the user to set the water mode before collecting data.  
An individual Rio Grande Workhorse ADCP beam can only measure the component of 
water velocity that is parallel to its sound beam (Figure 3.6), meaning that at least three 
transducers are needed to resolve three-dimensional water velocities. When using multiple beams 
to determine three-dimensional velocity, the water is assumed to be homogenous, meaning that 
water measured by the four beams must have similar speed and direction. The Teledyne RDI Rio 
Grande Workhorse ADCPs have four beams in a Janus configuration with a 20 degree beam 
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angle (Figure 3.5b), where beams 1 and 2 are opposing pairs, beams 3 and 4 are opposing pairs, 
and beam 3 should point upstream. The three-dimensional velocity from beams in a Janus 
configuration is calculated using Equation 3.4a-c, where Bi is the beam velocity measured with 
the i'th beam (i = 1, 2, 3, or 4), Vx is the streamwise velocity, Vy is the cross-stream velocity, Vz 
is the vertical velocity, and θbeam is the beam angle (equal to 20 degrees for Teledyne RDI Rio 
Grande Workhorse ADCP).  
𝑉𝑉𝑥𝑥 = 𝐵𝐵4−𝐵𝐵32 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚                 (3.4a) 
𝑉𝑉𝑦𝑦 = 𝐵𝐵1−𝐵𝐵22 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚                (3.4b) 
𝑉𝑉𝑧𝑧 = 𝐵𝐵1+𝐵𝐵2+𝐵𝐵3+𝐵𝐵44𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚                (3.4c) 
𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 = 𝐵𝐵1+𝐵𝐵22 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚 − 𝐵𝐵3+𝐵𝐵42 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚             (3.4d) 
The difference between the vertical velocities measured by opposing beam pairs of a 4-beam 
ADCP is reported as the error velocity (Equation 3.4d). High error velocities can be an indication 
of a bad measurement by one of the beams, or it can indicate that the homogeneity assumption 
does not hold. The homogeneity assumption can be violated where there are strong gradients in 
flow velocity, or at deep flow depths, where the beam spread is large. For example, with a 20 
degree beam angle, the distance between beam pairs at 5 meters of depth is 3.64 meters, while at 
10 meters of depth the distance between beam pairs is 7.28 meters. 
The received sound signal of an ADCP is gated into time bins, which are converted to 
depth bins based on the speed of sound. Each depth bin is assigned the center-weighted average 
of the velocities measured within that bin. In this way, the ADCP measures a profile of three-
dimensional velocity over depth, called an ensemble. An entire cross section of ensembles can be 
collected by moving the ADCP across the width of a channel (Figure 3.7). There are portions of 
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the flow depth that cannot be measured due to the inherent limitations of the instrument (Figure 
3.8). First, the ADCP must be submerged and its draft cannot be measured. There is an additional 
blanking distance below the transducers of the ADCP, as the ADCP cannot begin to receive an 
acoustic signal until the transducers have stopped vibrating after the initial pulse of sound is 
transmitted. There is also an area above the river bed that cannot be measured called the zone of 
side-lobe interference. Most ADCP transducers transmit a beam that has a main beam and a side-
lobe with lower sound intensity. Acoustic energy from the side lobe can reflect off the bed with 
high enough intensity to interfere with the near-bed reflected signal from the main beam. The 
blanking distance of the Rio Grande Workhorse ADCP is c. 0.25 m from the sensor head and the 
zone of side lobe interference is within about 6% of the total flow depth from the channel bed.  
The Teledyne RDI Rio Grande Workhorse ADCP was deployed for the present study 
using Water Mode 12 with the bin size set to 0.1 m and a transducer draft of c. 0.33 m. Water 
Mode 12 is suitable for use in conditions where the water may vary from shallow and low-
velocity to deep and fast-velocity. Water Mode 12 has a maximum depth of 19.8 meters for the 
1200 kHz ADCP and 70.1 meters for the 600 kHz ADCP, a maximum relative velocity (between 
the water and the boat) of 9.7 m s-1, and a minimum depth cell size of 5 cm. All measurements 
were georeferenced using a Trimble AG132 differential Global Positioning System (dGPS) 
mounted above the ADCP. The salinity was assumed to be zero. Prior to each measurement the 
ADCP system test was run and the compass calibration and evaluation were run until the error 
was less than 2 degrees. Between 4 and 6 repeat transects across the river were used to collect 
multiple sets of velocity measurements along georeferenced cross sections (Figure 3.9), 
following the recommendations of Szupiany et al. (2007). Navigation along cross sections was 
accomplished using Hypack® software linked to the Trimble dGPS. Cross sections were 
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generally aligned orthogonal to the local channel direction as determined by fitting parametric 
cubic splines (PCS) to the channel centerline using Matlab scripts developed by Güneralp 
(2007). Channel centerlines were extracted from channel banklines (from RTK-GPS surveys and 
digital aerial orthophotographs) using the Planform Statistics tool developed by J. Wesley Lauer 
for the NCED Stream Restoration Toolbox (http://www.nced.umn.edu/content/stream-
restoration-toolbox). When possible, the same georeferenced cross sections were surveyed 
during each measurement campaign. However, the rapidly evolving channel planform 
necessitated reorientation of some cross sections between measurement campaigns to maintain 
an orthogonal orientation with respect to the channel centerline.  
ADCP data were collected, reviewed, and exported as ASCII files using Teledyne RDI 
WinRiverII® software. The magnetic variation at the site on the date of the survey was 
determined using the Geographic Magnetic Calculator and entered into WinRiverII during post 
processing. The data for multiple traverses were then analyzed using the Velocity Mapping Tool 
(VMT), a suite of MatLab® routines with a graphical user interface (Parsons et al., 2013). VMT 
composites and averages ADCP velocity data from repeat transects along cross sections and 
provides capabilities for plotting 3-D velocity information. VMT calculates the local depth-
averaged velocity; the streamwise (U), cross-stream (V), and vertical (W) components of 
velocity; and primary and secondary flow velocities both in the Rozovskii (1957) and zero net 
secondary discharge frames of reference. The Rozovskii reference frame rotates each vertical 
ensemble of velocity measurements such that the depth-averaged velocity vectors are tangential 
to the depth-averaged streamlines, and is especially useful for identifying helical motion in 
strongly converging or diverging flows (Rozovskii, 1957; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1999). VMT 
can also display patterns of backscatter intensity from the ADCP.  
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All velocity measurements were obtained during high discharges relative to the mean 
annual discharge (825 m3s-1) of the Wabash River (Table 3.1). Flow structure through the first 
cutoff channel was documented at three flow events with discharges exceeding 2,000 m3s-1, 
whereas measurement campaigns at the second cutoff channel were conducted six times during 
discharges exceeding 1,500 m3s-1. Water levels during the measured events ranged from slightly 
more than half bankfull to near-bankfull stage, but it is important to note that flow stage in 
Mackey Bend is strongly influenced by the stage of the Ohio River (Table 3.1) and is therefore 
not a simple function of the Wabash River discharge. The partitioning of discharge through the 
main channel and the two cutoff channels was measured during all nine surveys (Table 3.1).  
 Calculating bed shear stress from moving-boat ADCP measurements is problematic due 
to the lack of data collected in the zone of side-lobe contamination near the channel bed and the 
low signal to noise ratio of ADCP measurements in individual bins. The method proposed by 
Wilcock (1996) to determine local bed shear stress uses a logarithmic “law of the wall” function 
based on the depth-averaged velocity (U) and a zero-velocity height (z0) defined by a 
characteristic grain size. This method provides relatively precise estimates of bed shear stress for 
moving boat ADCP velocity data in large gravel-bed rivers (Sime et al., 2007). Although total 
flow resistance in the Wabash River, which contains abundant sand, is partly influenced by form 
roughness associated with bedforms, only skin friction is considered in the estimation of bed 
shear stress because skin friction is most relevant for sediment transport (Einstein, 1950; Einstein 
and Barbarossa, 1952). The bed shear stress due to skin friction is given by: 
𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠 = 𝜌𝜌 � 𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠�2                                                    (3.5) 
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where τbs is bed shear stress due to skin friction, U is depth-averaged velocity, ρ is the water 
density, and Czs is the Chézy coefficient due to skin friction (Keulegan, 1938; Kamphuis, 1974; 
van Rijn, 1984): 
𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠 = 1𝜅𝜅 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 �11 ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠� ,     𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 = 2.5𝐷𝐷50 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 𝜅𝜅 = 0.41                               (3.6) 
where h is the flow depth, κ is the von Kárman coefficient, ks is the roughness height due to 
individual sediment grains and D50 is the median bed material size. A constant value of D50 = 
0.703 mm was used herein as derived from particle size analyses of bulk sediment samples 
obtained at the surface of exposed bars at low flow (see Chapter 4 for results of grain size 
sampling). The ADCP data provided information on flow depths and depth-averaged velocities. 
The estimated values of bed shear stress at measured cross sections were imported into 
ArcMap® and an interpolated surface was produced using ordinary kriging for the area of 
interest. Kriging is a method of interpolation that uses a weighted sum of surrounding measured 
values to predict a value at an unmeasured location. The kriging equation used in ArcMap® is 
shown in: 
?̂?𝑍(𝑐𝑐0) =  ∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖𝑍𝑍(𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖)𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖=1                                     (3.7) 
 
where ?̂?𝑍 is the predicted value, 𝑍𝑍(𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖) is the measured value at the ith location, 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 is a weight for 
the ith location, 𝑐𝑐0 is the prediction location, and 𝑁𝑁 is the number of measured values. The 
weight for the ith location is based on both the distance of the ith location to the prediction 
location, and a statistical model of the spatial autocorrelation of the values at the measured 
points. Ordinary kriging is a type of kriging that does not include an assumed deterministic 
spatial trend to the data.  
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3.2.2 Morphology  
The morphological evolution of the two cutoffs at Mackey Bend was monitored through 
a combination of field surveys and aerial photography. The planform evolution of the two cutoff 
channels was determined from bankline maps, produced at least once per year from field surveys 
of top-of-bank positions using a Leica 1200 survey grade RTK-dGPS. Channel banklines were 
also digitized from digital aerial orthophotographs supplied by the USDA National Agriculture 
Imagery Program (herein referred to as NAIP, orthophotographs are available at 
http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/; Figure 3.2). The orthophotographs were typically taken 
between mid-summer and fall, a period of time in which the Wabash River is typically at low 
flow stage, which allows for assessment of bar development at the site as well (Table 3.2).  
The bed morphology of the field site was assessed using the depth-sounding capabilities 
of the acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), single-beam bathymetry collected with a 
fathometer, aerial photographs taken at low flow stage, and with one high-resolution bathymetric 
survey using a multibeam echo sounding (MBES) system. The ADCP can provide depth 
measurements from all four beams, and average values of the four depths were converted to bed 
elevations and used to create interpolated surfaces of bed elevation. ADCP depth measurements 
were collected simultaneously with velocity measurements, and additional ADCP depth 
measurements were taken at the locations detailed in Table 3.3. An additional dataset of bed 
morphology, collected on 13-14 June 2012, was provided by the USACE, which contained 
single-beam fathometer depths merged with terrestrial LIDAR scans of exposed bars. The ADCP 
bathymetric data and the data provided by the USACE were interpolated to a grid size of 5 
meters. Bathymetric datasets that were confined to a single cutoff channel were interpolated 
using the “Spline with barriers” tool in ArcMap (Table 3.3). Bathymetric datasets that included 
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the entirety of Mackey Bend required two steps for plotting and visualization (Table 3.3). The 
data were first interpolated onto a curvilinear grid that was oriented along the channel centerline 
using iRIC v2.3. The curvilinear grid was then imported as point data to ArcMap and kriged for 
visualization as a raster image.  
Water surface elevations, measured using a Leica 1200 RTK-dGPS, were used with depth 
measurements from the ADCP and fathometer to compute bed elevations. To obtain 
measurements of the water surface elevation, a wooden stake was inserted into a near-vertical 
bank and a folding ruler was used to measure the distance between the top of the wood stake and 
the water surface. The elevation of the top of the wooden stake was measured with the RTK-
dGPS. Repeat RTK-dGPS measurements on fixed monuments indicate a vertical precision of 
approximately ±0.25 meters. An error of ±0.005 meters is estimated for the folding ruler 
measurement from the wood stake to the water surface. The ADCP can measure depths between 
0.5 and 30 meters with a resolution of 1 mm and an accuracy of ±1% ±0.01 meters. Assuming a 
depth of 6 meters, and using standard error propagation equations to include the error from water 
surface elevation measurements, the accuracy of the bed elevation measurements is ±0.26 
meters. Interpolation from sparse data introduces additional error, which is conservatively 
estimated as ±0.8 meters (based on comparison between the interpolated surface and known data 
points), giving a combined error of ±0.84 meters for interpolated maps of bed elevation and an 
error of ±1.2 meters for difference maps of the interpolated data.  
In addition to interpolated bathymetric maps, several fathometer lines were selected from 
the January, February and November 2009 surveys for detailed analysis based on two criteria: 
(1) bathymetric data were collected along paths that were roughly parallel to the channel 
centerline (Table 3.3), and (2) that the data indicated the presence of clearly identifiable dune-
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scale features (see Chapter 4 for location maps). Bedform crests and troughs were manually 
digitized from the bed profiles of these lines using the data cursor tool in the Matlab plot 
window. The bedform crest and trough locations were then used to determine bedform 
wavelengths and amplitudes. A bedform was defined as the series of a trough point, a crest point, 
and another trough point. The ending trough point of one bedform may define the starting trough 
point of new bedform in many cases, though this characteristic is not a required condition. The 
bedform wavelength was defined as the distance between the two troughs of a bedform. The 
bedform amplitude was defined as the average of the difference in bed elevation between the 
crest and the two troughs of the bedform.  
High-resolution bathymetry was collected on 1 May 2013 using a RESON SeaBat 
7125SV multi-beam echo sounding (MBES) system, which is specially designed for shallow 
water. A MBES uses many beams to map the topography of a swath of the channel bed, rather 
than a single point. The RESON SeaBat 7125SV maps lateral swaths of the channel bed of c. 5 
times the flow depth, and is capable of 6 mm depth resolution. Using the MBES in combination 
with an onboard Applanix Wavemaster inertial motion unit and GPS enables millimetric-
centimetric accuracy in determining the UTM coordinate position of the MBES in real time. The 
MBES data were post-processed in the Subset Editor Caris HIPS/SIPS and a 0.5 meter resolution 
BASE surface was produced and exported as an ESRI ASCII grid file. The ESRI ASCII grid file 
was then imported into ArcMap for visualization and preparation for further analysis in Matlab. 
A Matlab script, herein referred to as the “Slope-Aspect Bedform Analysis Tool” or “SABAT”, 
was developed1 for the extraction of bedform characteristics from the MBES raster (see Chapter 
4 for details). Bedform wavelength and amplitude were calculated for most of the MBES survey 
area using SABAT. 
                                                 
1SABAT was developed collaboratively by Julia Cisneros and Jessica Zinger. 
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In addition to processing of the MBES depth raster with the Slope-Aspect Bedform 
Analysis Tool, 19 longitudinal lines were digitized in Caris HIPS/SIPS and xyz data along those 
lines (at 0.5 meter resolution) were exported as text files. Bedforms were digitized by hand for 
these 19 longitudinal lines as a basis for comparison for the results of SABAT. A comparison of 
the mean and standard deviation for the hand-digitized bedforms and the results from the Slope-
Aspect Bedform Tool indicated that these two methods were generally comparable in terms of 
the order of magnitude of bedform wavelengths and amplitudes (Table 3.4).   
3.2.3 Sediment Sampling and Ground Penetrating Radar  
Fifty-three surface sediment samples were collected from four exposed bars in and near 
the second cutoff on 25 and 26 June 2012 at low flow stage (Figure 4.35 of Chapter 4). Many 
sampled bar surfaces were covered by cohesive fine-grained sediment with desiccation cracks, 
herein referred to as a mud drape or a fine sediment drape, which had a sharp contact with the 
underlying coarser sediment. At sampling locations where the mud drape was present and 
underlain by coarse sediment, the thickness of the mud drape was measured and samples were 
collected from the underlying coarse sediment. Samples were located in the field using a 
handheld GPS for speed and portability (accuracy ± 3m). The samples were dried, split, sieved 
(sieve sizes ranging from 0.063 mm to 31.5 mm) and weighed according to standard protocols in 
the Geomorphology Soils Lab at UIUC. Samples from the mud drape were generally too fine-
grained for sieve analysis and were classified as mud/silt. Additionally, the USACE collected 18 
bed sediment samples within the study area on 13-14 June 2012, processed those samples, and 
provided grain size distributions from those samples for use in the present study. 
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) data were collected on 29 and 30 August 2012 during 
low flow conditions along the lines shown in Figure 3.10 using a 250 MHz Sensors and Software 
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Smartcart. The high frequency radar signal of this GPR allows for detailed vertical resolution on 
the order of 0.1-0.2 m, though the depth of signal penetration was limited to 2-3 meters. The 
Smartcart system uses an odometer to enable consistent triggering of the radar pulse, displays 
data in real time, and was integrated with a Trimble Pro XR GPS capable of submeter accuracy. 
Post-processing of the GPR data was accomplished in EkkoView. The GPR data were first 
dewowed and migrated using a radar signal speed of 0.146 m ns-1. A linear gain was then applied 
to the migrated GPR data and the lines were corrected for the surface topography of the bars 
using the elevations recorded by the GPS. The GPR lines were exported from EkkoView as JPG 
files, which were imported to CorelDraw for interpretation. 
 
3.3 Laboratory Methods 
3.3.1 Flume geometry and experimental conditions 
Two flume configurations were constructed for the laboratory component of this study, 
consisting of three consecutive bends with a width of 0.52 m (Figure 3.11). The first 
configuration comprised the three bends with short straight sections at the upstream and 
downstream ends (herein referred to as the “pre-cutoff configuration”); whereas the second 
configuration contains a chute cutoff channel across the neck of the middle bend (herein referred 
to as the “post-cutoff configuration”). The planform geometry of the meander bends is a sine-
generated curve given by: 
𝛷𝛷 = 𝜔𝜔 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 �2𝜋𝜋
𝜆𝜆
𝑐𝑐�                 (3.8)  
in which ω is the maximum angle of the centerline to the mean downstream direction, s is the 
streamwise coordinate, Φ is the angle of the centerline to the downstream direction at location s, 
and λ is the wavelength of the sine wave used to generate the curve. The flume planform was 
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calculated from Equation 3.8 using ω = 90° and λ = 5.5. The flume bends have a smaller 
normalized radius of curvature than Mackey Bend, but are also less elongated, and therefore less 
sinuous than Mackey Bend (Table 3.5). The difference in planform geometry between the flume 
and Mackey Bend is due to the physical constraints of space in the laboratory. The cutoff 
configuration of the flume was designed to model a chute cutoff after the chute channel has 
widened to approximately the main channel width, but prior to the formation of an oxbow lake. 
The entrance to the chute cutoff channel in the cutoff configuration is located just upstream of 
the inflection point of the upstream limb of the middle meander bend. The flume cutoff therefore 
represents an “outer bank” cutoff in the nomenclature of Lewis and Lewin (1984). The flume 
cutoff channel is straight, aligned parallel to the downvalley direction, and has a diversion angle 
that is comparable to the diversion angle of the first cutoff at Mackey Bend, and slightly smaller 
than the diversion angle of the second cutoff (Table 3.5). 
 A local Cartesian coordinate system was created within the Ven Te Chow Hydrosystems 
Laboratory to allow for repeatable total station surveys of the flume and enable the creation of an 
intrinsic flume coordinate system that could be located in the real world. The local Cartesian 
coordinate system (Easting, Northing, Elevation) was established using a Leica 1200 Robotic 
Total Positioning Station (also referred to as the TPS or total station) with a 360° prism on a 2 
meter fixed-height rod. Four monuments of fixed, known locations were created and used in 
subsequent surveys to set up the total station using the “known backsight” method, and for on-
the-fly quality checks. The local Cartesian coordinate system is arbitrary and is not related to any 
standard datum or projected coordinate system.  
The flume banklines were surveyed with the total station in the local Cartesian coordinate 
system. The Planform Statistics Tool from the NCED Stream Restoration Toolbox was used in 
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ArcMAP to determine a centerline from the bankline coordinates. The centerline coordinates 
were then processed using a series of Matlab scripts developed by Güneralp (2007) to produce an 
intrinsic, curvilinear coordinate system with a streamwise coordinate that followed the 
centerline, plus a set of 34 cross sections orthogonal to the centerline of the bends (Figure 3.11). 
These cross sections have endpoint coordinates in the intrinsic coordinate system of the flume, as 
well as the local Cartesian coordinate system. Thus, it was possible to use the total station to 
locate these cross sections in the lab and mark them on the flume for use during ADV 
measurements. An additional 4 cross sections (letters A-D in Figure 3.11b) were located in the 
cutoff channel itself. The flume bed was leveled to be as flat as possible and bed elevation was 
surveyed along the channel centerline at each cross-section with the total station (Figure 3.12). 
Two flow conditions were used in these experiments, both of which were subcritical and 
turbulent (Table 3.6). The two flow conditions had the same discharge, but different mean flow 
depths, mean velocities, and water surface slopes. The flow depth and water surface slope were 
controlled by a hinged gate at the downstream end of the flume. The discharge of the flows was 
monitored using a Venturi meter, in which the measurement discharge corresponded to a 2 inch 
pressure difference. The Venturi meter was calibrated between 1 and 52 inches of pressure 
difference, and thus it was not possible to run smaller discharges through the flume that would 
still be on the calibration curve. The calibration equation is:  
𝑄𝑄 = 0.0144(𝛥𝛥𝐻𝐻)0.5163                                                     (3.9) 
 
where Q is the discharge in m3s-1 and 𝛥𝛥𝐻𝐻 is the pressure difference in inches, which gives a 
nominal discharge of 0.0206 m3 s-1 for a pressure difference of 2 inches. The discharge was 
determined for each cross section using the velocity-area method, giving an average calculated 
discharge of 0.0198 m3 s-1, and a standard deviation of 0.0019 m3 s-1 (9.7% of the mean). 
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Fluctuations in discharge during the experiments were expected since a constant head tank was 
not used. The kinematic viscosity (𝜈𝜈 = 9.744 × 10−7𝑚𝑚2𝑐𝑐−1) and the density 
(𝜌𝜌 = 997.8305 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 𝑚𝑚−3) of water, were determined based on the median water temperature 
during the experiments (21.52 °C). The water temperature ranged from 17.59 °C to 25.44 °C 
over the course of the experiments.  
3.3.2 Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter and water surface elevation measurements 
Flow velocity measurements in the water column were performed using a Nortek 
Vectrino Profiler acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) (Figure 3.13a). The Vectrino Profiler 
ADV is similar to an ADCP in that it determines water velocity based on the Doppler shift of 
sound reflected off of scatterers in the water column, but it measures over a much smaller 
sampling volume (Figure 3.13b), and can measure at a higher sampling frequency. The Vectrino 
profiler ADV is capable of measuring a velocity profile at cells located between 4.5 and 7.5 cm 
from the probe, unlike a single-point ADV, which can only measure within a single sampling 
volume. The diameter of these cells is fixed at 6 mm, while the cell height is selected by the user 
and can range from 1-4 mm. Indicators of data quality, such as signal correlation and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), are highest at a distance of 5 cm from the probe and decrease significantly 
outside of 1 cm from this “sweet spot” (MacVicar et al., 2014) (Figure 3.13b). While the ADCP 
transmits and receives sound from the same transducers, the ADV transmits sound from a 
designated transmitter at the center of the probe and receives reflected sound at four designated 
receivers (Figure 3.13a). Each receiver can only determine the component of water velocity that 
is parallel to a path that bisects the angle formed by the transmitter, the sampling volume, and the 
receiver (Figure 3.13c). Similar to the ADCP, at least three receivers are necessary to determine 
all three components of water velocity. The Vectrino Profiler ADV has four receivers, which 
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allows for determination of the three-dimensional velocity, as well as an error velocity based on 
duplicate vertical velocities, just like the Rio Grande ADCP. The ADV measures velocity with 
an accuracy of ±0.5% of the measured value with a constant additional ±1 mm s-1. For a flow 
velocity of 0.3 m s-1, the accuracy is ±25 mm s-1. Water temperature was recorded by the ADV 
with an accuracy of 1 °C and a resolution of 0.1 °C. 
The Vectrino profiler ADV measures the phase lag between successive reflected sound 
pulses rather than the actual Doppler shift in frequency. As with the ADCP measurements, the 
time lag between the transmissions of the two sound pulses determines the ambiguity velocity 
(Equation 3.3). The user sets the ambiguity velocity (velocity range) and chooses a ping 
algorithm. The ping algorithm setting for the Vectrino profiler ADV is analogous to the water 
mode of the Rio Grande ADCP, in that it determines the time lag between successive pulses in a 
ping for the phase lag measurement. There are three options for the ping algorithm – maximum 
interval, minimum interval, and adaptive. The maximum interval algorithm maximizes the time 
lag to match the user-specified ambiguity velocity, just like a single-point ADV. The minimum 
interval algorithm chooses the smallest possible time lag that allows the first pulse to fully transit 
the sampling volume before the second pulse is transmitted, in addition to meeting the 
requirement of the user-defined ambiguity velocity. The adaptive ping algorithm adjusts the time 
lag on-the-fly to minimize the acoustic interference between pulses while meeting the user-
specified ambiguity velocity. 
Configuration settings for the ADV measurements were determined based on extensive 
testing of the performance of the Nortek Profiling ADV in the flume under the flow conditions 
(Table 3.7). These tests indicated that data quality (e.g. signal to noise ratio, signal correlation) 
decreased substantially at sampling frequencies above 25 Hz. Sampling frequencies greater than 
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25 Hz also resulted in an increased frequency of spikes in the signal and increased sensitivity to 
user-defined settings such as the sampling volume height and the choice of ping algorithm. The 
ADV can check the bottom distance at a sampling rate up to 10 Hz, but was only sampled at 1 
Hz since the flume bottom was fixed. Data were collected at a single cell located 5 cm from the 
probe, and the cell height was typically set to 4 mm, which served to maximize the correlation 
and SNR of the signal. The cell height was set to 1 or 2 mm to avoid interference with the flume 
bottom for measurements located approximately 0.5 cm above the bed. Signal correlation was 
always greater than 80% and SNR was always greater than 20 dB.  
Previous authors have identified several key issues with using ADVs to characterize 
turbulent flows, including spatial averaging of turbulence due to the finite size of the sampling 
volume (Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998), the presence of noise in the ADV signal (e.g. Nikora 
and Goring, 1998; Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998; Garcia et al. 2005), and filtering and 
aliasing of the signal resulting from digital acquisition of data at a particular frequency (e.g. 
Bendat and Piersol, 2000; Garcia et al. 2005). Voulgaris and Trowbridge (1998) found good 
agreement between estimated “true” mean velocities and Reynolds stress and those calculated 
from ADV measurements. However, spatial averaging over the sampling volume, noise, and 
filtering and aliasing of the signal due to sampling do affect the power spectra and turbulent 
kinetic energy derived from ADV measurements.  
Noise in an ADV signal is primarily contributed by Doppler noise, though additional 
components include electronic noise and shear within the sampling volume (Nikora and Goring, 
1998; Voulgaris and Trowbridge, 1998; Garcia et al., 2005). If the sampling frequency is 
sufficiently high, Doppler noise can be visible in a power spectrum as a flat plateau at high 
frequencies, which can be subtracted out of the spectrum as a whole (Nikora and Goring, 1998). 
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Hilbert-Huang analysis provides another method of noise removal (see Huang et al., 1998 and 
Kanani et al., 2010 for details), which is particularly useful when the sampling frequency is too 
low for the noise level to be visible in the power spectrum.  
ADVs also filter and alias turbulent velocity signals since ADV data is acquired digitally 
at a particular sampling frequency (e.g. Bendat and Piersol, 2000; Garcia et al. 2005). 
Frequencies that are greater than the sampling frequency are filtered out automatically during 
acquisition (Garcia et al., 2005). The Nyquist frequency, which is the highest resolvable 
frequency in digitally sampled data, is equal to half the sampling frequency (e.g. Bendat and 
Piersol, 2000; Garcia et al., 2005). An aliasing problem arises for frequencies that are greater 
than the Nyquist frequency and less than the sampling frequency. In any digital sample of a 
random signal, frequencies between the Nyquist frequency and the sampling frequency are 
indistinguishable from (i.e. aliased to) frequencies within the resolvable range. The energy from 
aliased frequencies is also indistinguishable from the “true” energy of the resolvable frequencies. 
Garcia et al. (2005) found that frequency aliasing is negligible when the dimensionless 
parameter FADV = fRLUc  is greater than 20, where fR is the user-set ADV sampling frequency, L is 
the energy-containing eddy length scale, and Uc is the convective velocity. Nezu and Nakagawa 
(1993) empirically derived a similar criterion for open-channel flows, in which FADV = fRHU  must 
be greater than 16.67 for turbulence to be resolved, where the eddy-containing length scale is 
estimated as the flow depth (H) and the convective velocity is estimated as the mean streamwise 
velocity (U).  
Setting fR = 25 Hz and using the flow parameters given in Table 3.6 for Flow 1, gives FADV = 12.6, which does not meet the criterion proposed by Nezu and Nakagawa (1993). Garcia 
et al. (2005) found that ~85% of the variance (2nd statistical moment) and ~75% of the kurtosis 
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(4th statistical moment) can be captured when FADV  =  10. Clearly this is not ideal, but it is 
acceptable given the poor performance of the Nortek Profiling ADV at higher frequencies, and 
that the minimum possible discharge for the experiments was limited by the calibration range of 
the Venturi meter that was used to monitor discharge. In contrast, Flow 2 has a value of FADV =19.1, which does meet the criterion of Nezu and Nakagawa (1993). Thus, it is expected that 
frequency aliasing effects are negligible for Flow 2. 
The flows in these experiments are considered “narrow”, with width to depth ratios (𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟) 
less than 5 (Table 3.6). The relatively narrow, deep flow was necessary as the sampling volume 
of the ADV is located 5 cm from the probe transducers, which must be fully submerged during 
measurements. ADV measurements were possible in the bottom 62% and 66% of the water 
column in Flows 1 and 2, respectively. If the flow depth was shallower, it would be impossible to 
determine flow velocities in more than half the water column. Moreover, running the flume at 
shallower flow depths resulted in water surface waves and much smaller values of the 
dimensionless parameter FADV. Given that most large natural rivers have large width to depth 
ratios (𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 > 10, e.g. Konsoer et al., 2013), the low width to depth ratio of the flume experiments 
complicates the applicability of the flume results to many real world scenarios. However, careful 
comparison of the flume data to the results of the field study allows for identification of the 
artifacts that result from the unrealistic parts of the flume design and will therefore increase the 
value of the flume experiments as a whole.  
A sampling time of 2 minutes was chosen based on an analysis of convergence time for 
the first four statistical moments (mean, variance, kurtosis, and skewness) of the velocity signal 
(Figure 3.14). ADV measurements were recorded for 72 minutes at 6 measurement locations in 
XS 5 (Table 3.8). The percent difference between the first four statistical moments of the full 72 
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minute signal and 32 minute, 18 minute, 9 minute, 6 minute, 4 minute, and 2 minute subsets of 
the full signal was calculated for all three components of velocity. The results from Test #3 
(shaded in Table 3.8) are shown in Figure 3.14. The minimal gains in convergence for increasing 
the sampling time from 2 to 4 minutes did not warrant a doubling of experiment run time. 
ADV measurements were obtained at a selection of the 34 surveyed cross sections 
described in section 3.4.1. Sixteen cross sections were measured for the no-cutoff configuration 
(17, in the case of Flow 2), and 22 cross sections were measured with the chute cutoff installed 
(Figure 3.11). The ADV was mounted in a down-looking orientation on a vertical Velmex 
motorized slide, which was fixed to a horizontal Velmex motorized slide, both of which were 
operated using Velmex COSMOS software (Figure 3.15). The motorized slides were mounted on 
an aluminum frame that was manually moved between cross sections and aligned such that the x-
coordinate of the probe pointed downstream, parallel to the local centerline. After aligning the 
frame on a cross section and leveling the ADV, the initial distance to the center of the probe 
from the left bank was carefully determined using a measuring tape. The initial height of the 
probe above the flume bed was determined using the distance to bed measurement of the ADV. 
Once the initial location of the probe was determined, the motorized slides allowed for precise, 
hands-free movement of the probe to any horizontal and vertical position within the cross 
section. In each cross section (except XS 21), ADV measurements were spaced horizontally by 
8.67 cm and made at 7 (Flow 1, Table 3.8) and 8 (Flow 2, Table 3.9) points at different heights 
above the bed. The measurements at XS 21 for the pre-cutoff configuration were spaced every 
6.5 cm in the horizontal direction and located at the same heights above the bed given in Tables 
3.9 and 3.10. 
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Processing of the ADV data was accomplished in Matlab. An initial visual inspection of 
the data ensured that data quality standards (e.g. correlation > 80%, SNR > 20 dB, no frequent 
spikes in the velocity signal) were met. Spikes were removed from the u, v, and w components of 
velocity and replaced with a cubic polynomial interpolation using Matlab scripts developed by 
Mori et al. (2007), which implements the phase-space method of Goring and Nikora (2002). The 
signals were then visually inspected again to ensure no large spikes remained. Matlab scripts 
were written to calculate the time-averaged velocity, Reynolds stresses, and turbulent kinetic 
energy of each velocity component at each measurement point, as well as the depth-averaged 
velocity, shear velocity, and bed shear stress at each cross section. The depth-averaged velocity 
calculation included surface velocities that were determined using particle tracking velocimetry 
(described in section 3.3.3). Additionally, the water temperature measured by the ADV was 
included in the ADV data files, and the highest and lowest water temperatures measured by the 
ADV on each day of measurement were logged in an Excel spreadsheet. 
Water surface elevations were measured for both flow conditions at all 34 flume cross 
sections, at a cross section located downstream of the apex of the last bend, and at a cross section 
located at the end of the last bend. Three water surface measurements were acquired at each 
cross section; two located 5 cm from each flume wall and one at the flume centerline. A single 
water surface elevation measurement was also made 1 meter downstream from the last bend in 
the straight section leading to the downstream gate. The water surface elevation at any given 
point was determined by lowering a point gage to the water surface, followed by a total station 
measurement of the point gage elevation. Water surface elevations are accurate within ± 0.25 
cm, as the point gage measurements are approximate due to fluctuations in the water surface, and 
also because the TPS measurements include minor random error. Point gage measurements to the 
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flume bed were also obtained along the channel centerline for the no-cutoff configuration, and at 
all water surface measurement locations for the cutoff configuration, to allow flow depths to be 
calculated. 
3.3.3 Surface Particle Tracking Velocimetry 
Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) was used to determine the mean streamwise and 
cross-stream components of velocity at the water surface. The ADV cannot measure the top 5 cm 
of the water column since the sampling volume is 5 cm from the transmitter and the transmitter 
and receivers of the probe must be fully submerged. Thus, surface velocities determined using 
PTV allow for more complete characterization of the flow structure, as well as a better estimate 
of depth-averaged velocities. Surface particle tracking velocimetry entails filming floating 
particles as they move with the water at the water surface and analyzing the frames of the video 
to determine the motion of the particles. The basic workflow for PTV calculations includes: (1) 
identify particles in each frame, (2) match the particles between two successive images, (3) 
determine the distances traveled by each particle between the two frames, and (4) divide the 
travel distances by the time elapsed between frames.  
The set up for the PTV measurements consists of a HERO4 GoPro digital camera 
positioned approximately 1.25 meters above the water surface and aimed directly downward. 
Two white LED panels were aimed toward the water surface to provide additional light. Video of 
a regularly spaced grid resting on the water surface was recorded each time the camera was 
moved for the purpose of calibrating the image pixel size to real distances. During the 
experiments, particles were introduced to the water surface upstream of the camera’s field of 
view. The GoPro camera recorded at least 2 minutes of video at a frame rate of 60 frames per 
second and a resolution of 1080x1920 pixels. Hemispherical soy wax beads were used as the 
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particles for these experiments because they float when shaken gently onto the water surface, are 
circular when viewed from above, and are large enough to be resolved by the GoPro camera. 
The GoPro MP4 video files were imported into GoPro Studio software for initial 
processing. The GoPro Studio processing included trimming of the video, removal of the 
distortion created by the “fish eye” lens of the camera, conversion from color to grayscale, and 
adjustment of the video exposure and contrast. The videos were exported from GoPro studio as 
AVI files for processing in PTVlab, a series of Matlab scripts developed by Antoine Patalano 
and W. Brevis (Brevis et al., 2011). PTVlab was used to first save individual frames of the video 
as JPG files and invert the image intensity values such that the particles show up as light points 
over a dark background (Figure 3.16a). The videos used in the present experiments were 
subsampled down to a frame rate of 30 frames per second during this step. The image files are 
then averaged to create a mean “background” image (Figure 3.16b), and the background image is 
subtracted from each frame (Figure 3.16c). Particles are detected from the frames using the 
“Gaussian mask” method in PTVlab. The Gaussian mask method calculates the correlation 
between a 2D Gaussian kernel of light intensity and the light intensity of pixels in the image. The 
Gaussian kernel is defined by user-selected variance (sigma) and a maximum intensity and a 
particle is defined anywhere the correlation exceeds a threshold value. In other words, the pixels 
in each frame are searched for light intensity patterns that resemble a circular bright spot of a 
given pixel diameter. The particle detection parameters used in the Gaussian mask method are 
given in Table 3.11. These parameters were selected based on a series of trials. 
Once particles are located in each frame, the cross-correlation method in PTVlab was 
used to match particles between frames (Brevis et al., 2011, Figure 3.17). In the cross-correlation 
method, an interrogation window is centered on each “target” particle (particles identified in the 
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first frame of a frame pair), and any particles in the second frame that are located within that 
interrogation window are considered “candidate” particles for that particular target. The size of 
the interrogation window is defined by the user and should correspond to the maximum distance 
a particle may travel between frames. Cross-correlations are calculated between the image 
intensity matrix of pixels centered on the target particle and the image intensity matrix of pixels 
centered on each candidate particle. The candidate particle with the highest cross-correlation is 
chosen as the match for the target particle and the displacement vector is calculated, as long as 
the match meets the following two criteria. First, the cross-correlation coefficient must exceed a 
user-defined minimum correlation. Second, the displacement vector between the target and the 
match particle must meet a minimum percentage of similarity between itself and any vectors 
located within a user-defined “neighborhood” radius. This process continues for each target 
particle in the first frame of the frame pair, and then moves on to the next pair of successive 
frames. The values of interrogation window size, minimum correlation, neighborhood radius, 
and similarity threshold used in these experiments were selected based on a series of trials (Table 
3.12). After all the displacement vectors have been calculated, they are converted to velocities 
using a conversion from pixel size to real distance and the time lapse between frames (0.033 
seconds for a frame rate of 30 frames per second). The results of the cross-correlation for each 
frame pair were interpolated to 100 grid points spaced equally over the size of the frame in both 
the horizontal and vertical direction and the gridded data for all the frame pairs were averaged. 
 The results from PTVlab were transformed into the local coordinate system of the flume 
using the following method. Four control points in a frame from each video were matched to the 
coordinates of control points (as measured with the total station) using the Georeferencing 
Toolbar in ArcMap. These control point matches were used with the Matlab functions 
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“cp2tform” and “tformfwd” to transform the grid of average velocity from each video from 
image pixel coordinates to the local coordinate system of the flume. The transformed grid of 
points was then imported into ArcMap and U and V surface velocities were extracted from the 





Chapter 3 Tables 
Table 3.1: Discharges (m3s-1) through the Wabash River, the two cutoffs (from ADCP 



















7 January 2009 2,036 801 39% --- --- 2,670 0.76 
19 February 2009 2,625 1,174 45% --- --- 6,258 0.42 
21 May 2009 3,350 1,190 36% --- --- 3,313 1.01 
06 Nov. 2009 1,565 702 45% 290 19% 3,342 0.47 
27 May 2010 1,609 586 36% 455 28% 4,049 0.40 
29 June 2010 2,618 782 30% 1,189 45% 2,767 0.95 
2 June 2011 2,309 640 28% 1,178 51% 5,267 0.44 
30 June 2011 2,718 612 23% 1,438 54% 2,127 1.28 
30 April 2013 4,332 1,026 24% 3,399 78% 4,134 1.05 
30 June 2015 3,691 424 11% 2,924 79% 5,280 0.70 
 
Table 3.2: Wabash and Ohio River discharges during orthophotograph acquisition.  
Date of air photo  Qwab (m3/s) Qohio (m3/s) 
Qr = 
Qwab/Qohio 
6/14/2007 Pre-cutoff, Fig 5.1a 242.5 990.5 0.24 
8/11/2008 C1, Fig 5.1b 633.9 1,403.7 0.45 
8/13/2009 C1 & C2, Fig 5.1c 931.1 3,933.7 0.24 
6/23/2010 C1 & C2, Fig 5.1d 2,648.9 3,707.3 0.71 
8/12/2011 C1 & C2, Fig 5.1e 235.7 1,471.6 0.16 
7/10/2012 C1 & C2, Fig 5.1f 126.5 418.8 0.30 
11/6/2013 C1 & C2, Fig 5.1g 393.4 3,226.2 0.12 






Table 3.3: Bathymetric data collected with ADCP (*next to the survey data indicates that 
fathometer data was collected concurrently with the ADCP data). 
Survey Date Description of bathymetric data coverage Interpolation technique 
7 January 2009* 
• at velocity cross sections in first cutoff 
• two longitudinal lines in the first cutoff  
• three longitudinal lines were collected on the 
south side of Mackey Island 
Spline with barriers in ArcMap 
19 February 
2009* 
• at velocity cross sections in first cutoff 
• 5 longitudinal lines in first cutoff Spline with barriers in ArcMap 
21 May 2009* 
• at velocity cross sections in first cutoff 
• 3 longitudinal lines in first cutoff 
• 4 longitudinal lines 
Spline with barriers in ArcMap 
6 November 
2009* 
• at velocity cross sections in second cutoff 
• 5 longitudinal lines in second cutoff 
• 5 longitudinal lines in upstream limb of main 
channel 
Spline with barriers in ArcMap 
27-28 May 2010* 
• at velocity cross sections in second cutoff 
• 5 longitudinal lines in second cutoff 
• along centerline around Mackey Bend 
• cross sections spaced 2 channel widths around 
Mackey Bend 
• longitudinal lines connecting cross sections 
around Mackey Bend, on alternating banks 
• 3 longitudinal lines in first cutoff 
Interpolated to a curvilinear grid 
using iRIC, then kriged in 
ArcMap 
29 June 2010 • at velocity cross sections in second-cutoff Spline with barriers in ArcMap 
2-3 June 2011 
• at velocity cross sections in second-cutoff 
• along centerline around Mackey Bend 
• cross sections spaced 2 channel widths around 
Mackey Bend 
• longitudinal lines connecting cross sections 
around Mackey Bend, on alternating banks 
• along centerline in first cutoff 
Interpolated to a curvilinear grid 
using iRIC, then kriged in 
ArcMap 
30 June 2011 • at velocity cross sections in second-cutoff Spline with barriers in ArcMap 
13-14 June 2012 
• terrestrial LIDAR of exposed bars 
• zig-zag pattern through thalweg of Mackey Bend 
and both cutoffs 
Interpolated to a curvilinear grid 
using iRIC, then kriged in 
ArcMap 
30 June-1 July 
2015 
• at velocity cross sections in second cutoff 
• zig-zag pattern in both cutoffs 
• zig-zag pattern in upstream and downstream limb 
of Mackey Bend, but not all the way around the 
bend 





Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviation of bedform wavelength and amplitude as determined by 
hand-digitization of bedforms and using SABAT. 
Bedform 
parameter Method Mean Standard Deviation 
Wavelength (m) 
Hand-Digitized 6.3 4.5 
SABAT 7.7 5.3 
Amplitude (m) 
Hand-Digitized 0.46 0.35 
SABAT 0.48 0.36 
 
Table 3.5: Comparison of the planform geometry of Mackey Bend to the laboratory flume. 
 Mackey Bend Flume 
Bend sinuosity 4.51 2.1 
Diversion (offtake) angle 82° (C1) 
98° (C2)* 
83° 
Normalized wavelength (λ/B) 11.6 4.8 
Normalized radius of curvature (rc/B) 1.99 1.03 
Cutoff Ratio 0.13 (C1) 
0.08 (C2) 
0.37 




Table 3.6: Flow conditions used in the experiments as determined at cross section 1 for the no-
cutoff configuration.  
Flow 
Parameter Flow 1 Flow 2 Method or Equation 
Q 0.0206 m3 s-1 Nominal discharge calculated using Equation 3.9 
Q 0.0198 m3 s-1 
Average of the discharges determined at each 
cross section using the velocity-area 
method  
yc 0.053 m 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐 = �(𝑄𝑄 𝑏𝑏⁄ )2𝑔𝑔  
𝑼𝑼 28.1 cm s-1 22.7 cm s-1 𝑈𝑈 = 𝑄𝑄
𝑏𝑏ℎ
 
b 52 cm Measured channel width 
h 14.1 cm 17.4 cm Measured, average flow depth at XS 1 
Swater 7.33 x 10-4 4.01 x 10-4 
Slope of a linear regression of point gage 
measurements along the centerline 
u* 3.19 cm s-1 2.62 cm s-1 𝑚𝑚∗ = �𝑔𝑔𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 
Fr 0.239 0.174 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 = 𝑈𝑈�
�𝑔𝑔ℎ
 
Re 40,655 40,655 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 = 𝑈𝑈�ℎ𝜈𝜈  





Table 3.7: ADV configuration settings. 
ADV configuration settings 
Sampling rate (velocity) 25 Hz 
Sampling rate (bed distance) 1 Hz 
Nominal velocity range 30 cm/s 
Ping interval algorithm  Minimum interval 
Sampling time 2 minutes 
Cell diameter 6 mm 
Cell height 1-4 mm (see text) 
 
Table 3.8: Locations of measurements for convergence analysis. 
Test # Dist. from left bank (cm) Height above bed(cm) 
1 8.3 4.0 
2 16.6 4.0 
3 25 4.0 
4 25 1.0 
5 33.3 4.0 
6 41.6 4.0 
7 50 4.0 
 
Table 3.9: Planned measurement locations for Flow 1 for all cross sections except XS 21. Note 
that actual measurement locations at each cross section may vary slightly from this plan. 
Distance from 
left bank (cm) 8.67 17.33 26.0 34.67 43.33 
Height above 
bed (cm) 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
 
Table 3.10: Planned measurement locations for Flow 2 for all cross sections except XS 21. Note 
that actual measurement locations at each cross section may vary slightly from this plan. 
Distance from 
left bank (cm) 8.67 17.33 26.0 34.67 43.33 
Height above 
bed (cm) 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 





Table 3.11: Particle detection parameters used in Gaussian mask method. 
Particle Detection Parameter Value used 
Correlation Threshold 0.6 
Sigma (pixels) 9 
Intensity  55 
 
Table 3.12: Cross-correlation parameters used for PTV analysis. 
Cross-correlation Parameter Value used 
Interrogation window radius (pixels) 40 
Minimum correlation 0.7 
“Neighborhood” radius (pixels) 80 





Chapter 3 Figures 
 
 
Figure 3.1: (a) Location map for the study area, showing the Wabash and Ohio Rivers, Mackey 
Bend (red box) and the USGS gage station at Mt. Carmel (red circle). Inset shows broader 
context of study area location. (b) 2013 Digital Elevation Model produced from aerial LiDAR 
data collected by the Indiana Geographic Information Office (available at 
http://gis.iu.edu/datasetInfo/statewide/in_2011.php) showing the topography near Mackey Bend 
(in the red box). Note the ridge and swale topography and numerous meander scars on the 





Figure 3.2: Digital aerial orthophotographs collected by the USDA NAIP collected on (a) 14 




Figure 3.3: (a) Discharge hydrograph for the Wabash River at Mt. Carmel, IL (blue line) and the 
Ohio River at Cannelton, IN (red line) during the study period. The arrow labeled C1 indicates 
the flood event that cut the first cutoff, and the bracket labeled C2 indicates the period of time 
over which the second cutoff developed. (b) The flow dominance ratio (Fd, equation 3.1) since 
October 1940, calculated using the Wabash discharge at Mt Carmel, IL. The grey line shows Fd 
using discharge measured on the Ohio River at Evansville, IN (October 1940 to September 
1996). The black line shows Fd using discharge measured on the Ohio River at Cannelton, IN 






Figure 3.4: (a) Oblique aerial photograph taken on 14 August 2008, after the first cutoff was 
created (view is toward the west; photo c/o Sam Riche). Note the gullies across the neck of the 
bend, which formed during the same flow event that carved the first cutoff. (b) Photo of the 
headcut of the gully circled in red on 14 August 2008, viewed from the ground. (c) Photo from 
approximately the same location as (b), but during an overbank flow on 21 May 2010. Note the 










Figure 3.5: (a) Field deployment of the Rio Grande Workhorse ADCP and Trimble differential 
GPS. (b) Rio Grande Workhorse ADCP, with the four red ceramic transducers in a Janus 








Figure 3.6: Schematic showing that an individual transducer measures the component of the 
velocity of scatterers in the water column that is parallel to its beam. The scatterer velocity is 







Figure 3.7: Sketch showing collection of an ADCP measurement across a river cross section 






Figure 3.8: Sketch showing the areas that the ADCP cannot measure – transducer draft, blanking 






Figure 3.9: Blue lines show ADCP cross sections measured in February 2009 (C1, dotted lines) 
and May 2010 (C2, solid lines). Locations of the ADCP cross sections varied between surveys 
due to rapid changes in channel planform. Black lines show cutoff channel banklines from 








Figure 3.10: Location map of GPR lines (black lines) from the August 2012 survey, overlain on a 
USDA NAIP orthophotograph collected on 10 July 2012. “SZ” refers to the bar in the separation 
zone of the second cutoff, and “CM-A” and “CM-B” refer to the two exposed portions of the 









Figure 3.11: (a) Pre-cutoff flume planform. (b) Post-cutoff flume planform. Solid grey lines 
show flume banklines and centerline, solid black lines show cross sections with ADV and water 
surface elevation measurements, and dotted grey lines show cross sections with only water 




































Figure 3.13: (a) The Nortek Vectrino Profiling ADV has a central transmitter and four receivers. 
(b) The sampling volume is a 6 mm diameter cylinder along the vertical axis of the probe that 
begins 4.5 cm from the transmitter and ends 7.5 from the transmitter. The best data quality in the 
sampling volume is found 5 cm from the transmitter. (c) An individual receiver measures the 
component of the velocity of scatterers in the water column along a path that bisects the angle 









Figure 3.14: Results of the convergence analysis for a 72 minute ADV measurement made at 25 
cm from the left bank and 4 cm above the flume bed. These plots show the average percent 
difference between the (a) mean, (b) variance, (c) skewness, and (d) kurtosis of the u, v, and w 
velocity signals calculated for the full 72 minute measurement and the statistical moments 
calculated for subsets of that measurement. For example, there were four 18 minute subsets and 
the statistical moments and the percent difference from the full 72 minute signal were calculated 
for each of those four subsets. The plotted percent difference is the average of the four percent 













Figure 3.16: (a) Example of a frame with inverted intensity values. (b) Mean of all the frames in 
the video from which the frame shown in (a) was selected. (c) The result of subtracting the mean 





Figure 3.17: Example of cross-correlation method. The reference matrix is defined by an 
interrogation window of length lw is centered on the particle located at position xi in the first 
frame (t0). All the particles in the next frame (t0+Δt) that are located within the interrogation 
window are candidate particles. A cross-correlation between a matrix centered on a candidate 
particle and the reference matrix is calculated for each candidate particle. The candidate particle 
with the greatest cross-correlation coefficient is selected as the match. Examples of candidate 
matrices are shown for candidates located at y1 and y2. In this example, the candidate matrix 





MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGE AND 




Three phases have been identified in past research for the period of time following the 
initiation of a chute cutoff: blockage, infilling/lacustrine, and terrestrial phases. The blockage 
phase represents the time between chute initiation and closure of the upstream and downstream 
limbs of the original bend to form an oxbow lake (Fisk, 1951; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; 
Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995). Understanding the blockage phase is important because 
the morphologic development that occurs during this period is ultimately responsible for bend 
abandonment and oxbow lake formation. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to examine the bed 
morphology and sedimentary dynamics of the cutoffs at Mackey Bend, which are currently in the 
blockage phase, with an emphasis on the patterns of bar development at the site. This chapter 
documents: (1) the macroscale morphologic evolution of the bed, (2) the characteristics of dune-
scale features on the bed, (3) the textural characteristics of bar surface sediments, and (4) the 
shallow subsurface structure of the bars. The patterns of morphologic change described herein 
                                                 
2This chapter contains previously published material from: 
Zinger, J. A., B. L. Rhoads, J. L. Best, and K. K. Johnson (2013), Flow structure and channel morphodynamics of 
meander bend chute cutoffs: A case study of the Wabash River, USA, J. Geophys. Res. Earth Surf., 118, 2468–
2487, doi:10.1002/jgrf.20155. 
Zinger, J.A., B.L. Rhoads, and J.L. Best (2016), Bed morphology and sedimentology at chute cutoffs: A case study 
of Mackey Bend, lower Wabash River, IL-IN, accepted to: River Flow 2016: Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Fluvial Hydraulics, St. Louis, MO, 10-14 July 2016. 
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are revisited in Chapter 5, where these patterns are linked to observations of flow structure to 
develop a conceptual model for chute cutoff morphodynamics during the blockage phase3.  
The macroscale bed morphology at Mackey Bend is documented through repeat 
hydroacoustic surveys of bed morphology. An additional dataset of bed elevation, containing a 
combination of single beam bathymetry and terrestrial LiDAR of exposed bars, was collected by 
USACE in June 2012. The subaerial extent and characteristics of bars was also determined 
through analysis of digital aerial orthophotographs collected under the USDA National 
Agriculture Imagery Program. The hydroacoustic data and aerial photos are supplemented with 
field observations of bar morphology made on exposed bars during low flow stage. These data 
are used to study the three major loci of deposition at Mackey Bend: (1) in the upstream limb of 
the bend opposite the cutoff channel entrance, (2) on the inner bank of the entrance to the cutoff 
channel, and (3) at the cutoff channel mouth. Aerial photographs and field observations are used 
to track the colonization of bars by vegetation, which increases flow resistance when partially or 
fully submerged and can therefore influence deposition rates and the stability of bars (e.g. Nepf, 
2012).  
In addition to documentation of the macroscale bed morphology, the morphology of 
bedforms is characterized using two approaches. First, bedform wavelengths and amplitudes are 
determined from bathymetric data collected along longitudinal lines with a single-beam 
fathometer during three different flow events. Second, a high resolution bathymetric dataset, 
collected with a multibeam echosounder (MBES), provides a detailed look at the spatial 
distribution of different bedform scales and morphologies during an individual high flow event. 
                                                 
3During the blockage phase, potential exists for substantial erosion to occur as a chute channel widens, deepens, and 
adjusts its planform in response to the flow structure at the chute bifurcation point. The volume of sediment eroded 
to form the cutoff channels at Mackey Bend has been previously documented by Zinger et al. (2011) and is therefore 
not addressed in this Chapter. 
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A new Matlab tool was developed to create a spatially-rich dataset of bedform wavelength and 
amplitude from the MBES data. 
Surface sediment samples were collected during low stage conditions in the summer of 
2012 from bars in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend, the bar on the left side of the second 
cutoff, and the bars at the mouth of the second cutoff. Grain size distributions determined from 
these samples are used to determine the 50th and 85th percentiles of grain size, and the degree of 
grain size sorting. A ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey was also completed in the summer 
of 2012. GPR data were collected on the bar attached to the inner bank of the second cutoff and 
on the bars at the mouth of the second cutoff. Six facies were identified from the GPR data that 
are linked to the bar morphology. These facies include sedimentary features formed by migrating 
dunes, the erosional (bounding) surfaces of small dunes, accretion and progradation of unit bars, 
and deposition of suspended sediment. 
The results of this study indicate that the blockage phase begins with an initial period of 
cutoff widening with deposition focused in the downstream limb of the bend. The cutoffs then 
transition into a period in which extensive bar development occurs throughout the site. Bars 
develop through the deposition of unit bars, deposition by migrating dunes, and deposition of 
fine sediment as a drape during strong backwater from the Ohio River. The morphologic features 
are reflected in the near-surface sedimentary structure. Thus, these four components – the time 
evolution of macroscale bed morphology, snapshots of dune-scale bed morphology, the bed 
sediment texture, and the subsurface bar structure – begin to elucidate the process-form 





4.2 Bed morphology at Mackey Bend 
4.2.1 Macroscale Morphologic Evolution  
The morphology of the channel bed at Mackey Bend has undergone substantial changes 
since the development of the two cutoffs. The time-evolution of the bed was examined through 
analysis of interpolated maps of bed elevation, aerial photographs, and field observations. The 
colonization of vegetation on the bars has also been noted, as vegetation is an indication of a 
sustained period of subaerial exposure, and because vegetation can increase resistance to flow 
when partially or fully submerged, therefore influencing bed shear stresses and deposition rates 
(e.g. Nepf, 2012). The June 2007 orthophotograph (Figure 4.1a) is used as a basis for comparison 
for subsequent aerial orthophotographs as it was taken at low discharge on both the Wabash and 
Ohio Rivers prior to the initiation of either cutoff. Compared to the June 2007 orthophotograph, 
almost all of the post-cutoff orthophotographs (except the July 2012 image) were either taken at 
higher discharges on both the Ohio and Wabash Rivers, or under similar flow conditions 
(Chapter 3, Table 3.2). Thus, in general, areas of exposed sediment visible in the post-cutoff 
images, but not in the pre-cutoff (June 2007) image, indicate that deposition occurred between 
the date of that orthophotograph and June 2007. 
Following the initiation of the first cutoff, deposition began in the main channel on the 
south side of Mackey Island, just downstream of the first cutoff entrance. Between 5 and 8 ± 1.2 
meters of aggradation occurred on the south side of Mackey Island from January 2009 to June 
2012 (Figures 4.2-4.6, 4.10, and 4.12). The sediment deposited on the south side of Mackey 
Island has been visible in the low-stage aerial photographs since August 2008 (Figure 4.1). The 
development of the second cutoff also resulted in deposition within the upstream limb of the 
main Wabash River channel. Aggradation has occurred over nearly the entire width of the main 
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channel downstream of the second cutoff entrance (Figures 4.7-4.11). Deposition occurred most 
rapidly on the right hand side of the channel over a streamwise distance of about 2-3 channel 
widths from the second cutoff entrance. Furthermore, the aerial orthophotographs also clearly 
show exposed sediment on the left side of the main channel just downstream of the sediment 
deposited on the right side of the channel (Figure 4.1e-h). The bar on the right side of the channel 
is also visible in the June 2012 bathymetry (Figure 4.10). By November 2013, vegetation had 
colonized large portions of the exposed bar surfaces in the main channel between the second and 
first cutoff entrances, and the bar located on the south side of Mackey Island (Figure 4.1g). 
These bars were so thickly vegetated by June 2015 that a survey boat could not safely pass over 
the bars, even though they were fully submerged and the level of the river was nearly at bankfull 
stage. 
Measureable deposition has also occurred within 4 channel widths downstream of 
Mackey Island, where up to 3 ± 1.2 meters of sediment was deposited between May 2010 and 
June 2012 (Figures 4.5-4.6, 4.10, and 4.12). This area of deposition is subaerially exposed in the 
2011 to 2014 orthophotographs (Figure 4.1e-h). It is difficult to determine if morphologic change 
has occurred throughout the rest of Mackey Bend (e.g. between Mackey Island and the first 
cutoff mouth) because the changes in bed elevation that have been observed mostly fall within 
the measurement and interpolation error (±1.2 meters) and because the 2012 bed elevation data 
does not cover much of the point bar (Figure 2.12).  
The early morphologic evolution of the cutoff channels was dominated by cutoff 
widening (Zinger et al., 2011). As the cutoff channels widened, extensive bar deposition began to 
occur adjacent to the inner (left) bank of the entrances to the two cutoff channels. Up to 4.5 ± 1.2 
meters of aggradation occurred on a bar attached to the inner bank of the entrance to C1 between 
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January 2009 and June 2012 (Figures 4.2-4.6, 4.10, and 4.12). In the second cutoff, up to 6.5 ± 
1.2 meters was deposited on the bar attached to the inner bank between November 2009 and June 
2012 (Figures 4.7-4.10, and 4.12), and up to 4.5 ± 1.2 meters was deposited between June 2012 
and June 2015 (Figures 4.10-4.12). These bars have accreted laterally toward the thalweg of the 
channels, and prograded downstream (Figure 4.1). Downstream progradation of the bars attached 
to the inner bank of the cutoffs has occurred along a bar front that extends obliquely from the 
west bank toward the channel thalweg, and dips to the southeast (Figures 4.1 and 4.13).  
In the first cutoff, vegetation colonized the inner portion of the bar attached to the left 
bank during the summer of 2011 (Figure 4.1e), although it appears that these plants died over the 
next two years and new vegetation was established along the bar edge by November 2013 
(Figure 4.1g). Between November 2013 and July 2014, some vegetation recolonized the inner 
portion of this bar (Figure 4.1g,h), and by June 2015 the vegetation was so thick that a survey 
boat could not pass over this bar, even at near-bankfull flow stage. In contrast, no vegetation is 
visible on the bar attached to the left bank of the second cutoff in any of the air photos, with the 
exception of a very small amount that was present along the northwest edge of the bar in July 
2012 (Figure 4.1). However, during the GPR survey in August 2012, patches of vegetation were 
observed on the east side of the bar in the second cutoff.  
Morphologic change at the exits of the two cutoff channels has been complex due to the 
close proximity of the two cutoff mouths, which creates a highly three-dimensional flow 
structure in which the confluence hydrodynamic zones of the two cutoff channels overlap (see 
Chapter 5 for details). Additionally, large volumes of sediment were introduced into the 
downstream limb of Mackey Bend by incision and widening of the cutoff channels (Zinger et al., 
2011). In August 2008, following the initiation of the first cutoff, but prior to the initiation of the 
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second cutoff, exposed bars were visible in the main channel at the downstream junction corner 
of the first cutoff and in the middle of the main channel approximately two channel widths 
downstream of the cutoff mouth (Figure 4.1b). Between January and May 2009 up to 5 ± 1.2 
meters of deposition occurred at the upstream junction corner (i.e. the right side of the cutoff 
exit) (Figures 4.2 and 4.4), which was exposed in the August 2009 aerial photograph (Figure 
4.1c). Erosion ensued across the entire mouth of the first cutoff between May 2009 and June 
2012, but the bar at the upstream junction corner of the first cutoff was not completely removed. 
 By August 2009, the second cutoff had produced an exposed delta-shaped deposit at its 
mouth (Figure 4.1c). This bar underwent erosion until June 2012 (Figures 4.8-4.10), but was still 
exposed at the upstream and downstream junction corners of both cutoff mouths in the 2011 and 
2012 orthophotographs (Figure 4.1d,f). These exposed surfaces are part of a large partially-
submerged bar complex, which is termed the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage. Following the 
summer of 2012, the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage underwent reorganization in which the bar 
between the two cutoff mouths elongated and the bar at the downstream junction corner of the 
second cutoff translated downstream toward the confluence of the Wabash and Ohio rivers 
(Figures 4.1f,g and 4.10-4.11). Up to 2.5 ± 1.2 meters of sediment was deposited where the bar at 
the upstream junction corner elongated into the center of the main channel between June 2012 
and June 2015 (Figures 4.10-4.12). The bed at the downstream junction corner of the second 
cutoff mouth was eroded by up to 3.3 ± 1.2 meters over this time period; this sediment appears to 
have been redeposited further downstream (Figures 4.1f,g, 4.10-12). 
Unfortunately, no pre-cutoff bed elevation data exist against which to compare post-
cutoff morphologic change in the downstream limb of Mackey Bend at the mouth of the second 
cutoff. The second cutoff formed in 2009, but only limited bathymetric data were collected in the 
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second cutoff mouth in November 2009. More extensive bathymetric coverage of the second 
cutoff mouth did not occur until May 2010 (Figure 4.5). The bed elevation data generally 
indicate that erosion occurred in this portion of the channel from June 2010 to June 2012 
(Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Erosion between June 2010 and June 2012 represents removal of the 
mouth bar at the mouth of the second cutoff that is clearly visible in the August 2009 aerial 
photograph (Figure 4.1c) Bathymetric data showing a large amount of sediment in the 
confluence of the Wabash and Ohio Rivers in July 2010 suggest that a large volume of sediment 
was transported downstream from the cutoff mouths and deposited within the confluence (Zinger 
et al., 2011, their Figure 3). In the case of both cutoffs, the pulse of sediment that was released 
during the incision and initial widening of the cutoff channel was first deposited in the cutoff-
mouth bar assemblage, then subsequently remobilized and transported downstream. The 
remobilization of the cutoff-mouth sediment occurred between 2009 and 2012 in the case of the 
first cutoff and between 2010 and 2012 in the case of the second cutoff.  
Two phases of macroscale morphologic evolution may be identified from these results. 
Both of the cutoffs first underwent a period of rapid widening and deepening, which is associated 
with deposition of the excavated sediment in the downstream limb of the bend. As the width and 
depth of the cutoffs approached that of the main channel, the dominant mode of morphologic 
change shifted to bar development in the upstream limb of the bend and on the inner bank of the 
cutoff entrances, while widening of the cutoff channel slowed. Concurrently, the sediment 
deposited in the downstream limb of the bend was partially removed and reorganized. Deposition 
prevailed at the junction corners of the cutoff exit, and some erosion occurred at the right bank of 
the main channel, just upstream of the confluence with the Ohio River. Close inspection of 
orthophotographs as well as field observations indicate that bar growth following the initial 
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period of cutoff widening occurs by stacking and amalgamation of unit bars (Figure 4.13) that 
are similar to the unit bars that compose compound point bars and braid bars (e.g. Bridge, 2003). 
The unit bars that form the bars in the upstream and downstream limbs of the bend (Figure 
4.13a,b,f,g) are smaller than those that have been identified in the second cutoff, which are more 
sheet-like and expansive in form (Figure 4.13c,d,e). A cross-bar channel with an associated 
mouth bar has also been identified on the bar at the inner bank of the second cutoff (outlined in 
red, Figure 4.13c,d). 
4.2.2 Detailed Bed Morphology - Single-beam data 
 Several fathometer lines were selected from the January, February, and November 2009 
surveys for detailed analysis based on two criteria: (1) these lines are oriented along paths 
roughly parallel to the channel centerline, and (2) bathymetric data for these lines reveal clearly 
identifiable dune-scale features. Bedform wavelengths and amplitudes were extracted from crest 
and trough points that were manually digitized from these selected fathometer lines (see Chapter 
3 for a detailed description of the methods). The selected fathometer lines were also visually 
inspected to confirm the presence of the major morphological features identified from the 
interpolated maps discussed in section 4.2.1. Fathometer lines may not have been exactly 
perpendicular to bedform crestlines at all locations, which may result in a bias toward larger 
wavelengths than were actually present. Moreover, the presence of three-dimensional and 
skewed dunes further increases the uncertainty in determining bedform scales from single 
fathometer lines. The flow conditions during the fathometer surveys are given in Chapter 3, 
Table 3.1 and in the captions of Figures 4.14, 4.17, and 4.21. 
Descriptive statistics of bedform wavelength and amplitude from three longitudinal lines 
located on the south side of Mackey Island in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend, and two 
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longitudinal lines in the first cutoff from the January 2009 survey (Figure 4.14a) are given in 
Table 4.1. Of the lines located in the main channel, average bedform wavelength is largest for 
line J09-1, intermediate for line J09-3, and smallest for line J09-2; whereas average bedform 
amplitude is largest for line J09-3, intermediate for J09-1, and smallest for J09-2 (Table 4.1, 
Figure 4.14b). In the first cutoff channel, the average bedform wavelength and amplitude are 
both larger for line J09-5 than for J09-6 (Table 4.1).  
Line J09-5 passes through the right side of the cutoff channel (Figure 4.14a). The deep 
thalweg at the cutoff entrance, formed by flow curving into the cutoff channel, is located c. 165 
meters downstream from the start of line J09-5, after which the bed elevation gradually increases 
with distance downstream (labeled “thalweg” in Figure 4.15). Approximately 1000 meters 
downstream from the start of line J09-5, a transition occurs from irregularly-shaped, relatively 
long dunes to uniform-size dunes with smaller wavelengths, but larger amplitudes, than the long 
dunes upstream (Figure 4.15). Line J09-6 was located closer to the channel centerline than line 
J09-5. The first c. 490 meters of line J09-6 contains the bar attached to the left bank of the first 
cutoff channel (labeled Bar J09-6-A in Figure 4.16). This bar leads into a series of two bars 
(labeled Bar J09-6-B and Bar J09-6-C in Figure 4.16) that form a downward-stepping profile 
into the confluence of the first cutoff with the downstream limb of Mackey Bend. The dunes on 
Bar J09-6-A are generally smaller in wavelength and amplitude than the bedforms on Bars J09-
6-B and J09-6-C (Figure 4.16). In particular, the dunes at the upstream end of Bar J09-6-B have 
wavelengths up to 30 meters, which is large compared to those along the rest of line J09-6 
(Figure 4.16). The remaining length of Bar J09-6-B and Bar J09-6-C is populated by dunes with 
a moving average of wavelength that fluctuates between 10 and 15 meters (Figure 4.16b). The 
bedform amplitudes are relatively large (moving average c. 0.75 m) for the entire length of Bar 
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J09-6-B, then the amplitude decreases to a moving average of c. 0.5 m for Bar J09-6-C (Figure 
4.16c). 
Three fathometer lines through the first cutoff were measured on 19 February 2009 
(Figure 4.17). The average bedform wavelength and amplitude are largest for line F09-5, which 
is located closest to the right bank of the cutoff, intermediate for line F09-4, and smallest for line 
F09-3 (Table 4.2, Figure 4.17). Bed elevation generally increases with distance downstream 
along F09-5, and the dunes are superimposed over two bars at the upstream end of the line 
(labeled Bar F09-5-A and Bar F09-5-B in Figure 4.18). The dunes along line F09-5 show a 
variety of wavelengths and amplitudes, such that the standard deviations of bedform wavelength 
and amplitude for line F09-5 are more than twice the values of these attributes for bedforms 
along lines F09-3 and F09-4 (Table 4.2). Lines F09-4 and F09-3 both cross the bar located 
farthest upstream within the cutoff (labeled F09-5-A, F09-4-A, and F09-3-A in Figures 4,18, 
4.19, and 4.20, respectively), although the two lines show different bed morphologies on the 
surface of this bar. Line F09-3 shows dunes climbing up the stoss side of this bar, as well as 
dunes superimposed on what are interpreted as two unit bars on the bar top (labeled “Unit Bars” 
in Figure 4.20). Close inspection of line F09-3 suggests that the bedforms downstream of Bar 
F09-3-A are generally larger than the dunes that are superimposed on the unit bars on top of Bar 
F09-3-A, but differences in the scales of these features on the bar top are difficult to discern 
(Figure 4.20). The downstream end of line F09-3 shows an increase in dune wavelength and 
amplitude that coincides with a deepening of flow depth near the mouth of the cutoff.  
In contrast, Line F09-4 does not show any unit bars on the larger bar (Bar F09-4-A, 
Figure 4.19). Rather, along line F09-4 a continuous series of dunes occurs and these dunes tend 
to decrease in wavelength and amplitude with distance along the rising bar face and onto the bar 
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top (Figure 4.19). Immediately downstream of Bar F09-4-A, a c. 200 meter section of channel 
contains the longest wavelength bedforms along line F09-4 (up to 16.4 meters, Figure 4.19). 
Farther downstream, the bedform wavelengths decrease to a moving average between 4 to 6 
meters. Line J09-6 also shows a local maximum in dune wavelength just downstream of Bar J09-
6-A (which is the same bar as Bar F09-4-A), followed by relatively consistent dune wavelengths 
(Figure 4.16). However, the bedform wavelengths are smaller for F09-4 than for J09-6.  
 Four longitudinal lines in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend and two longitudinal lines 
in the second cutoff were selected from the 06 November 2009 survey for bedform analysis 
(Figure 4.21). The lines in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend start near the apex of the bend 
upstream of Mackey Bend and end just upstream of Mackey Island (Figure 4.21). The bend just 
upstream of Mackey Bend has a point bar on the right side of the channel, and the thalweg is 
located near the left (outer) bank of the bend. The upstream halves of lines N09-2 and N09-3 are 
located on the top of a compound point bar, while N09-4 is on the slope of the compound point 
bar, and N09-6 is in the thalweg. The entrance to the second cutoff channel is located near the 
midpoint of these lines, on the left bank of the main channel. Of the lines in the upstream limb of 
Mackey Bend, the dunes along line N09-4 had the greatest average wavelength and amplitude 
(Table 4.3). Although the maximum wavelength and amplitude of dunes along line N09-6 are 
greater than those along line N09-4, the average wavelength and amplitude along line N09-4 are 
larger than average values along line N09-6.   
 The bed along lines N09-2, 3, and 4, upstream of the second cutoff entrance, is covered 
with dunes with wavelengths on the order of 5 – 10 meters (Figures 4.22-4.24). In contrast, in the 
reach leading up to the entrance to the second cutoff, line N09-6 shows a series of unit bars, with 
wavelengths ranging from c. 40 – 120 meters, which are covered by small dunes (Figure 4.25). 
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Just downstream of the entrance to the second cutoff, lines N09-2 and N09-3 show a decrease in 
bed elevation of c. 1.5 meters, down to a surface that is not covered with dunes that extends c. 
375 meters along N09-2 and c. 200 meters along N09-3 (Figures 4.22 and 4.23). The dune-free 
sections of lines N09-2 and N09-3 most likely develop because of decreased velocities that occur 
along the right bank of the main channel where flow enters the second cutoff. The decreased 
velocities result in decreased bedload transport and can promote fine sediment deposition, which 
may account for the lack of dunes in this area. The dune-free surface transitions abruptly into a 
field of dunes that occur along the rest of lines N09-2 and N09-3.  
Unlike lines N09-2 and N09-3, lines N09-4 and N09-6 do not contain a dune-free surface 
downstream of the second cutoff entrance; rather, the entire bed profile of N09-4 and N09-6 is 
covered with dunes (Figures 4.24 and 4.25). Bar N09-4-A and Bar N09-4-B along Line N09-4 
(Figure 4.24) are part of the compound point bar that is attached to the right bank of the main 
channel. A local minimum in bed elevation occurs along line N09-4 just upstream of the second 
cutoff entrance, between Bar N09-4-A and Bar N09-4-B (Figure 4.24). Line N09-6 also contains 
a local minimum just upstream of the second cutoff entrance, followed by an increase in bed 
elevation of c. 5.4 meters that begins near the second cutoff entrance, and extends over a distance 
of c. 240 meters (Figure 4.25). Both lines N09-4 and N09-6 show an increase in bed elevation at 
their downstream ends, where the lines cross onto a bar attached to the left side of the channel 
(Bar N09-4-C, Figure 4.24; and N09-6-C, Figure 4.25).  
Lines N09-22 and N09-23 pass through the second cutoff and have complex 
morphologies. Several bars can be identified in the second cutoff in Lines N09-22 and N09-23 
(Figures 4.26 and 4.27), which are also visible in the November 2009 interpolated map of bed 
elevation (Figure 4.7). The bar (labeled Bar N09-22-A in Figure 4.26) is located at the cutoff 
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channel entrance along Line N09-22. Sediment transport occurs along the stoss side of this bar, 
as evidenced by the presence of dunes, yet this bar is also at the position of the former left bank 
of the main channel, and its morphology may be influenced by the remnants of that bank 
(Figures 4.7, 4.21, and 4.26). Additionally, lines N09-22 and N09-23 both show bars on the 
downstream side of the two bends in the cutoff planform (Bars N09-22-B, N09-22-C, in Figure 
4.26; Bars N09-23-B, N09-23-C, in Figure 4.27, also see Figure 4.7), and a bar located at the 
cutoff mouth (Bar N09-22-D, in Figure 4.26; Bar N09-23-D, in Figure 4.27, also see Figure 4.7). 
Dunes of various size are superimposed onto these large-scale bar forms (Figures 4.26 and 4.27), 
although dunes are noticeably absent from the downstream side of Bar N09-22-A and Bar N09-
22-C-A in line N09-22 (Figure 4.26). The dunes along line N09-22 are, on average, more 
uniform in wavelength and amplitude than the dunes along line N09-23, and the standard 
deviations of dune wavelength and amplitude are therefore smaller for line N09-22 than for line 
N09-23 (Table 4.3). 
The relationship between bedform scales and flow conditions is complex due to feedback 
between flow and channel morphology, and the time lag between morphologic adjustments in 
response to unsteady flow conditions. During an individual flow event, a wide range of dune 
scales can be present in close proximity and may be superimposed on one another. Even within 
areas where the dunes visually appear consistent in size and form, the moving standard deviation 
of the wavelengths and amplitudes is the same order of magnitude as the moving average (with a 
window size of 11 bedforms). Similarly, in each of the three surveys, the standard deviation of 
dune wavelength and amplitude, as calculated for each line, tends to scale with the mean 
wavelength and amplitude, respectively, of each line (Tables 4.1-4.3), indicating that lines with 
larger dunes tend to show greater variability in dune size.  
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The correlation between the flow depth at the dune crest, the dune wavelength, and the 
dune amplitude was calculated for the fathometer data using the Matlab function corrcoef (Table 
4.4). The fathometer data were grouped by survey date and by whether the line was located in 
the upstream limb of the main channel or in one of the cutoff channels (Table 4.4). Correlations 
were considered strong when the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.2 
(shown in bold in Table 4.4), weak when the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is 
between 0.1 and 0.2, and very weak when the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is less 
than 0.1. In January 2009, the wavelength, amplitude, and the flow depth at the dune crests were 
positively correlated both in the upstream limb of the main channel (lines J09-1, 2, and 3) and 
the first cutoff (lines J09-5 and 6), with the exception of the correlation between amplitude and 
depth in the first cutoff being weakly negative. The correlation between wavelength and flow 
depth in the first cutoff in February 2009 was very weak, whereas the correlation between 
amplitude and depth was weakly positive, and the correlation between wavelength and amplitude 
was strongly positive. In the main channel in November 2009, the correlations between 
wavelength and depth, and amplitude and depth, were both weakly positive, and the correlation 
between wavelength and amplitude was strongly positive. The correlations in the second cutoff 
for November 2009 were similar to the main channel, except that the correlation between 
wavelength and depth was strongly positive in the cutoff channel.  
An abundance of previous work indicates that dune wavelength and amplitude increase 
with increasing flow depth, and in particular, multiple empirical equations have been developed 
for the relationship between dune amplitude and flow depth (e.g. Yalin, 1964; Allen, 1970, 1982; 
van Rijn, 1984; Leeder, 1999). The ratio of flow depth (h) to dune amplitude (A) can range from 
2.5 to 40 (Allen, 1982), though Yalin (1964) suggests an expected value of h/A ~ 6. Similarly, 
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the ratio of dune wavelength (WL) to flow depth (h) can range from WL/h ~ 1 to WL/h ~ 16 
(Allen, 1982). The dune wavelengths and amplitudes determined from the fathometer data in the 
present study generally fit within the expected upper and lower bounds of h/A and WL/h, 
although the data exhibit substantial scatter and an obvious trend is not evident (Figure 4.28a,b). 
Unlike the relationship between dune scale and flow depth, a clear relationship exists between 
dune wavelength and amplitude in the data from Mackey Bend (Figure 4.28c), despite 
substantial scatter in the data. The strong relationship between dune wavelength and amplitude is 
confirmed by the relatively large correlation coefficients compared to the correlation coefficients 
relating wavelength and amplitude to flow depth (Table 4.4). The empirical relationship provided 
by Ashley (1990) (equation 4.1a) plots within the scatter of the data (Figure 4.28c), and is similar 
to a linear regression of the combination of the three fathometer datasets (equation 4.1b).  
𝐴𝐴 = 0.0677𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿0.8089            (4.1a) 
𝐴𝐴 = 0.0596𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿0.7612  ,       𝑅𝑅2 = 0.32         (4.1b) 
Several authors report that the most common dune aspect ratio (A/WL) is between 0.05 and 0.06 
(Fredsøe 1975, 1982; Yalin, 1977; Allen, 1982). The average aspect ratio of the dunes measured 
in this study is 0.046, with a standard deviation of 0.03, which is slightly low but consistent with 
the range of variation reported by Yalin (1977).  
4.2.3 Detailed Bed Morphology - Multibeam data 
Multibeam echosounder (MBES) bathymetry collected on 1 May 2013 in and near the 
second cutoff channel provides insight into the types and scales of bedforms that are actively 
migrating through the channel when the bars are fully submerged. During the MBES survey, the 
total discharge on the Wabash River was 4,330 m3s-1, of which 3,400 m3s-1 was routed through 
the second cutoff channel. The discharge on the Ohio River at the USGS gage at Cannelton Dam 
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was 4,248 m3s-1 during the survey. A raster of bathymetry with 0.5 meter resolution was created 
in CARIS and exported to ArcMap for analysis (see Chapter 3 for details). Visual inspection of 
the depth raster indicates a wide variety of bedform morphologies and scales, including large 
dunes with superimposed smaller dunes, highly three-dimensional dunes, flat surfaces, and 
several isolated flute-like erosional features (Figure 4.29). 
A Matlab script, herein referred to as the “Slope-Aspect Bedform Analysis Tool,” or 
“SABAT,” was developed for the extraction of bedform characteristics from an MBES depth 
raster4. The inputs to the Slope-Aspect Bedform Analysis Tool are ASCII files of two-
dimensional grids of depth, bed surface slope, and bed surface aspect direction (Figure 
4.30a,b,c). The user also supplies an estimated bedload transport direction, and a range of 
variation of that bedload transport direction. The bed surface slope and aspect are calculated 
from the MBES depth data using the Slope tool and Aspect tool in the Spatial Analyst Toolbox 
of ArcMap. The estimated bedload transport direction is assumed to be equivalent to the 
downstream flow direction in the present study. The range of variation of bedload transport 
direction is also specified by the user and can be any angle between 0 and 90 degrees. In this 
study, the range of variation of bedload transport direction was set to 60 degrees (note that the 
code was not applied in the flow separation zones described in Chapter 5).  
SABAT first identifies the lee and stoss sides of bedforms by determining if the aspect of 
a raster cell is within the range of variation from the bedload transport direction (lee sides) or is 
not within that range (stoss sides). Next, crests and troughs are identified as the boundaries 
between groups of stoss side cells and lee side cells (Figure 4.30d). Finally, the wavelength and 
amplitude of bedforms are calculated along pathways that are parallel to the bedload transport 
direction. (Figure 4.30e,f). Wavelengths that are less than twice the raster resolution (0.5 meters) 
                                                 
4SABAT was developed collaboratively by Julia Cisneros and Jessica Zinger. 
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and amplitudes less than 0.02 m are rejected. The bedform characteristics are then exported as 
ESRI ASCII grids for further analysis in ArcMap. Although SABAT cannot identify 
superimposed bedform scales, it rapidly provides a spatially rich dataset of the dominant 
bedform wavelengths and amplitudes (at the resolution of the original depth raster), and produces 
comparable results to hand-digitizing bedforms from individual bed profiles. 
The MBES data were sectioned into eight regions to facilitate analysis with SABAT 
(Figure 4.31). These eight regions also highlight distinct areas of interest in cutoff development. 
Regions 1, 2, and 3 delineate the bifurcation at the cutoff entrance; regions 3, 4, and 5 define the 
cutoff channel; whilst regions 6, 7, and 8 include the confluence at the cutoff exit. Regions 1 and 
2 contain dunes with slightly sinuous crestlines that qualitatively scale with flow depth. Region 3 
contains a deep scour on its upper-right side, and sinuous-crested dunes throughout the rest of the 
region. The largest dunes in Region 4 are located on either side of the thalweg, with smaller 
dunes located in the center of the thalweg and at the shallowest depths in the region. The dunes 
in the thalweg of Region 4 are highly three-dimensional, whereas the larger dunes in Region 4 
have relatively straight-crests. Region 5 contains a variety of dune scales, with small dunes 
superimposed on larger dunes. The dunes in Region 5 are generally three-dimensional in form, 
and no clear qualitative relationship exists between dune size and flow depth. A scour hole is 
evident in the bottom right of Region 5, which contains small dunes around its edges and a flat-
bed along its central axis. Region 6 contains three-dimensional dunes with superimposed scales, 
and the three-dimensionality of the dunes qualitatively increases with distance downstream. 
Region 7 contains small, highly three-dimensional bedforms over most of its area, including the 
thalweg along the right bank of the channel. Smooth patches of the bed that contain several flute-
like features occur in the upstream portion of Region 7 (Figure 4.29e). Region 8 contains three-
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dimensional dunes, which have superimposed scales in some locations. In the upstream third of 
Region 8, the dunes tend to be larger in size on the side of Region 8 that is closest to the second 
cutoff channel, although the cross-stream variation in dune scales appears to decrease with 
distance downstream. 
The spatial distribution and statistics of the bedform wavelengths and amplitudes in each 
region were determined using SABAT (Figure 4.32). The average dune wavelength is greatest in 
Region 1 (10.6 m), followed by Region 8 (8.5 m) (Table 4.5). The shortest average bedform 
wavelength is found in Region 2 (4.7 m) (Table 4.5). The average dune wavelength in Regions 3 
through 7 ranges from 6.6 m to 7.9 m (Table 4.5). In contrast, the largest mean amplitudes are 
found in Region 4 (0.58 m), whereas Regions 1, 3, 5, 6, and 8 have dunes with similar mean 
amplitudes, ranging from 0.49 m to 0.57 m (Table 4.5). Regions 2 and 7 have much smaller 
mean amplitudes than the other regions (0.30 m and 0.26 m, respectively) (Table 4.5. The 
standard deviations of wavelength and amplitude for each region tend to increase with increasing 
mean wavelength and amplitude, respectively, indicating that regions with larger bedforms also 
contain a wider range of bedform dimensions (Table 4.5). The regions with large standard 
deviations in wavelength and amplitude also tend to have larger standard deviations of depth, 
suggesting that the greater variability in bedform dimensions is related to the wider range of 
depth in a region. 
Correlation matrices for bedform wavelength, amplitude, and flow depth were calculated 
for all the regions combined and for each individual region using the corrcoef function in Matlab 
(Tables 4.6-4.14). Correlations were considered strong when the absolute value of the correlation 
coefficient is greater than 0.2, weak when the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is 
between 0.1 and 0.2, and very weak when the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is less 
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than 0.1. Wavelength and amplitude are strongly correlated when all the regions are combined 
and for each individual region. In contrast, depth is not significantly correlated with either 
wavelength or amplitude when all the regions are combined, or in Regions 3-6. Depth is strongly 
correlated with both wavelength and amplitude in Regions 1 and 2, and weakly correlated with 
both wavelength and amplitude in Regions 7 and 8. 
Although considerable scatter characterizes the relationships between bedform 
wavelength, amplitude, and flow depth for the MBES data, some trends in the envelope curves of 
the maximum wavelengths and amplitudes can be identified at a given flow depth (Figures 4.33 
and 4.34). The maximum bedform amplitude increases with increasing flow depth for Regions 1-
5, whereas the maximum bedform amplitude first increases and then decreases with increasing 
flow depth for Region 6 (Figure 4.33). Although the correlation coefficient between flow depth 
and amplitude in Regions 7 and 8 indicated weak correlation, no trend is obvious in the scatter 
plot of amplitude vs. flow depth for these regions (Figure 4.33). Similarly, the maximum 
bedform wavelength increases with increasing flow depth for Regions 1-4, while Regions 5-7 
have a broad peak in maximum bedform wavelength at intermediate flow depths in those regions 
(Figure 4.34). In contrast, the maximum bedform wavelength decreases with increasing flow 
depth in Region 8 (Figure 4.34).  
The correlation coefficients of dune wavelength and amplitude with flow depth, and the 
patterns in the maximum wavelengths and amplitudes observed for a particular flow depth are 
interpreted to be related to how flow depth and velocity (details in Chapter 5) vary spatially 
throughout the channel. Assuming that the grain size within each region is roughly constant, then 
in a general sense it is expected that small dunes will be found where velocities are relatively 
low, large dunes will be found where velocities are intermediate to high, and shorter dunes and 
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upper-stage plane bed will be found where velocities are extremely high (Southard and 
Boguchwal, 1990; van Rijn, 1990, 1993; van den Berg and van Gelder, 1993). Therefore, if 
intermediate to high velocities are correlated with large flow depths in a particular region, clear 
relationships between dune wavelength and amplitude with flow depth are expected. Conversely, 
if the spatial association between large flow depths and high velocities is poor, the relationship 
between dune scale and flow depth should be weaker. 
In Regions 1-4, the highest velocities are spatially associated with the greatest flow 
depths (Chapter 5, Figure 5.12). Regions 1 and 2 show the strongest relationship between dune 
scale and flow depth of all of the regions, both in terms of the correlation coefficients and the 
patterns in the maximum wavelengths and amplitudes observed for a particular flow depth 
(Figures 4.33 and 4.34, Tables 4.7 and 4.8). Regions 3 and 4 also exhibit a spatial association 
between the greatest flow depths and highest velocities, yet the velocities in Regions 3 and 4 are 
generally greater than in Regions 1 and 2 (Chapter 5, Figure 5.12). Regions 3 and 4 do not show 
strong correlation between dune scale and flow depth; however, the maximum dune wavelength 
and amplitude do increase with increasing flow depth (Figures 4.33 and 4.34, Tables 4.9 and 
4.10). Inspection of the MBES depth raster (Figure 4.31), and the wavelength and amplitude 
rasters produced by SABAT (Figure 4.32) indicate that the largest dunes in Regions 3 and 4 are 
found at flow depths that are intermediate between the thalweg and the shallowest flow depths in 
these regions. Therefore, the velocities in the thalweg of Regions 3 and 4 must be great enough 
that the dune amplitude is suppressed (e.g. van den Berg and van Gelder, 1993). As a result, the 
largest dunes in Regions 3 and 4 are not found in the thalweg, but rather found at slightly 
shallower flow depths. Thus, the correlation between dune scale and flow depth is smaller in 
Regions 3 and 4 compared to Regions 1 and 2.  
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Flow depth and dune scale are poorly correlated in Regions 5 and 6, and only weakly 
correlated in Regions 7 and 8 (Figures 4.33 and 4.34, Tables 4.11-4.14). The highest velocities in 
these regions emanate from the cutoff channel through Regions 5 and 6 (Chapter 5, Figure 5.12), 
and do not reach the right bank of the main channel until partway downstream through Region 8. 
Conversely, the deepest area in these regions is found along the right bank of the main channel, 
in Regions 7 and 8. High velocities and deep flow depths are not spatially associated until 
partway through Region 8, which at least partially explains the relatively poor correlation 
between flow depth and dune scale compared to Regions 1 and 2. Therefore, where the flow 
velocity and depth are spatially correlated, the dunes scale more strongly with flow depth (i.e. 
Regions 1, 2, and possibly the downstream end of 8). In contrast, where velocities are highest 
(i.e. Regions 3 and 4), or where high velocities and large flow depths are not spatially correlated 
(i.e. Regions 5, 6, and parts of 7 and 8), the expected scaling of dunes with flow depth does not 
develop. 
 
4.3 The Sedimentology of Mackey Bend 
4.3.1 Surface grain size distributions 
 The surface sediments of exposed bars near the second cutoff channel were sampled 
during low flow stages on 25-26 June 2012 (circles, Figure 4.35). Additional bed samples were 
collected by the USACE on 13-14 June 2012 (diamonds, Figure 4.35) and grain size analysis on 
those samples was performed by the USACE. The percentiles of the grain sizes were determined 
by weight, and the standard deviation of grain size was determined by the Folk and Ward 
inclusive graphic standard deviation method (equation 4.2, where σ is a graphically determined 
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standard deviation and the grain size percentiles are given in the φ scale) and the verbal scale for 




6.6                                         (4.2) 
Mud drapes, consisting of very fine-grained cohesive sediment with desiccation cracks, 
were found covering much of the exposed bar surfaces (Figures 4.35, 4.37a,b). In some 
locations, the mud drape formed a sharp contact with underlying coarser sediments and was most 
likely deposited during a period of prolonged near-stagnant water at Mackey Bend. Stagnant 
water conditions at Mackey Bend are typically caused by backwater effects from the Ohio River. 
Thus, the mud drape may not be a good representation of the bed material during flows that 
actively transport sediment. As such, the coarser sediment immediately underlying the mud 
drape was sampled as a proxy for the surface sediment and the thickness of the mud drape was 
measured (Figure 4.35). The thickness of the mud drape ranged from 0.03 m to 0.33 m, with an 
average of 0.112 m and a standard deviation of 0.077 m. If no coarse sediment could be found 
within 0.50 m of the bed surface, or if the transition to coarser sediment was gradational, that 
sampling location was marked as mud/silt (Figure 4.35). 
The median grain size (D50) of the sediment samples from the two June 2012 surveys 
(including samples from beneath the mud drape) ranged from silt (11.4 µm) to very fine gravel 
(2.77 mm), with an average grain size in the range of coarse sand (0.58 mm) (Figure 4.35a). The 
84th percentile of grain size (D84) ranged from medium silt (0.03 mm) to pebble gravel (11.22 
mm), with an average in the range of very coarse sand (1.8 mm) (Figure 4.35b). In general, the 
samples with a smaller median grain size were better sorted than coarser samples (Figures 4.35 
and 4.36). The two exposed bar surfaces that were sampled in the upstream limb of Mackey 
Bend were mainly composed of medium and coarse sand and material covering these bars 
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generally fined in the downstream direction (Figure 4.35). The exposed sediment on the right 
side of the upstream limb of Mackey Bend also tended to become better sorted in the 
downstream direction, whereas the exposed sediment on the left side of the channel was mostly 
poorly sorted (Figure 4.36). A sample collected by USACE approximately 1 km downstream of 
Mackey Island had a median grain size of fine sand and a sample in the downstream limb of 
Mackey Bend (upstream of the cutoff exits) had a median grain size of medium silt (Figure 
4.35). 
The overall coarsest and most poorly sorted sediment sampled at the site was found on 
the bar on the left side of the second cutoff (Figure 4.35). Sediment on this bar fined in the 
downstream direction and toward the east bank, except for the two samples taken furthest 
downstream, which were as coarse as at the upstream edge of the bar. Most of the samples from 
the bar on the left side of the second cutoff were poorly sorted (Figure 4.36). Although not 
included in grain size analysis, cobble-sized mud clasts were scattered along the northwest edge 
of the bar during the field campaign in 2012 and a separate field campaign in the summer of 
2015 (Figure 4.37c,d,e). Samples collected by USACE in the submerged part of the second 
cutoff were finer grained than the samples collected along the bar edge, and had median grain 
sizes of medium and coarse sand (Figure 4.35). Additionally, the two samples collected by 
USACE in the first cutoff were much finer grained than the samples in the second cutoff, with 
median grain sizes in the range of silt.  
Three bar surfaces were sampled from the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage in the 
downstream limb of Mackey Bend, and USACE provided grain size data from several samples 
from the submerged part of the channel (Figure 4.35). The samples from the bar at the upstream 
junction corner of the first cutoff exit had median grain sizes in the range of medium and coarse  
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sand and all but one of the samples were moderately sorted (Figure 4.36). The bar between the 
two cutoff mouths was the finest-grained bar that was sampled, with median grain sizes ranging 
from mud/silt to medium sand that was moderately to poorly sorted (Figures 4.35 and 4.36). The 
bar at the downstream junction corner of the second cutoff channel ranged in median grain size 
from medium sand to very coarse sand, This bar showed a clear cross-stream trend in grain size 
and sorting, with coarser poorly sorted sediment near the bar edge and finer moderately to 
moderately well sorted sediment near the left bank (Figures 4.35 and 4.36).  
4.3.2 GPR Facies Descriptions and Interpretations 
 Three bars in the second cutoff channel were surveyed with a 250 MHz ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) in the summer of 2012 (Figure 4.38, Appendix A). These bars included 
the one on the left side of the second cutoff channel, herein referred to as the separation-zone bar 
(referred to as “SZ”, Figures 4.38a,b), and two exposed surfaces on the cutoff-mouth bar 
assemblage (referred to as “CM-A”, Figures 4.38c,d, and “CM-B”, Figure 4.38e,f). Details on 
GPR data collection and processing are given in Chapter 3. The depth of penetration of the GPR 
was typically limited to 2 meters with local maxima of 3-4 meters, which confines this analysis 
to the sedimentary structure of shallow bar-top sediments. The depth of penetration tended to 
increase toward the channel thalweg, which suggests that reduced penetration in the bar interior 
was due to an increase in the proportion of fine sediment in the subsurface. Six radar facies were 
identified from the GPR data (see examples given in Figure 4.39).  
Facies 1 consists of low angle (0º to 3º), semi-parallel reflectors (Figure 4.39) that range 
from tens of meters to over 100 meters long in both cross-stream and streamwise oriented GPR 
lines. A single parallel reflector in Facies 1 is typically 0.25 m thick, whereas packages of Facies 
1 range from 0.25 meters to 3 meters thick. In the separation-zone bar (SZ), facies 1 is common 
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in the interior of the bar and is found both at the surface and at depth, usually interbedded with 
facies 2 (Figures 4.38a,b and 4.40). Facies 1 is also common in the interior and downstream 
portions of the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage (CM-A and CM-B, Figures 4.38c-f, 4.41, and 4.42), 
and grades laterally into facies 2, although it is not typically interbedded with facies 2.  
Interpretation: Facies 1 is interpreted as representing deposition by broad, low-relief unit 
bars. Facies 1 also includes the bounding surfaces of small scale cross-stratification produced by 
the migration of small dunes across the surface of a unit bar, which may be below the resolution 
of the GPR. Finally, Facies 1 may also include a component of deposition of fine sediment 
drapes over a flat-bed by suspension fall-out in quiescent water, particularly when it is found 
farther from the channel thalweg or at the bed surface. 
Facies 2 is divided into two subfacies- facies 2a and 2b. Facies 2a is characterized by 
trough-shaped reflectors that truncate underlying reflectors (Figure 4.39) and has been identified 
in streamwise and cross-stream GPR lines (Figure 4.38). The trough height of facies 2a ranges 
from 0.09 to 0.65 meters, with an average of 0.21 meters and standard deviation of 0.09 meters. 
Trough height tends to increase with proximity to the channel thalweg. Facies 2b consists of 
high-angle (8º to 10º) downstream dipping reflections, that downlap tangentially onto a lower 
bounding surface. By definition, facies 2b is found in GPR lines that are near-parallel to the 
streamwise direction. Facies 2 is the most common radar facies that has been identified (Figures 
4.40-4.42), with facies 2b occurring far less frequently and usually being associated with facies 
2a.  
Interpretation: Both facies 2a and 2b are interpreted as trough cross-stratification 
produced by migration of dunes, with facies 2a found where the GPR line was oblique or 
perpendicular to dune migration, and facies 2b found where the GPR line was aligned parallel to 
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dune migration. Thus, the two subfacies have been grouped for the purpose of visualization of 
the spatial distribution of facies. Facies 2 is most abundant near the channel thalweg in the SZ 
bar, although it is also found interbedded with facies 1 in the bar interior (Figure 4.38a,b). In the 
CM-A bar (Figure 4.38c,d), facies 2 dominates the upstream third of the bar, as well as the side 
of the bar nearest to the channel thalweg. In the CM-B bar (Figure 4.38e,f), facies 2 is the most 
common facies in all but the two cross-stream lines that are farthest downstream, and the 
streamwise line that is closest to the left bank. 
Facies 3 consists of semi-parallel reflectors that stack concentrically into concave-up or 
concave-down packages on the order of tens of meters long (Figure 4.39). Facies 3 is found in 
both streamwise and cross-stream lines (Figure 4.38). An individual reflector in facies 3 may 
vary laterally from sub-horizontal to a dip angle of 15-20°, and a facies 3 “package” may vary 
laterally from concave-up to concave-down. Facies 3 has been identified at the downstream end 
of the SZ bar, as well as in one isolated location on the east side of line SZ-7 (Figures 4.38a,b 
and 4.40). Facies 3 was not found in CM-A (Figure 4.38c,d), although it was abundant at the 
downstream end of CM-B, particularly in cross-stream lines CM-B-8 and 9 (Figures 4.38e,f and 
4.42).  
Interpretation: Facies 3 is interpreted as the product of accretion surfaces of unit bars or 
mouth bars associated with cross-bar channels, particularly the rounded arcuate surfaces at the 
downstream portions of these features. Facies 3 includes surfaces produced by both lateral 
accretion and progradation of these bars. 
Facies 4 is found in cross-stream GPR lines, and is composed of planar, high-angle (15-
20°) reflectors that dip away from the channel thalweg (Figure 4.39). Facies 4 is distinct from 
Facies 3 in that the surfaces dip in a consistent direction at a steeper angle than the surfaces in 
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Facies 3. The clearest examples of Facies 4 are found in the eastern half of lines SZ-8, 9 and 10 
(Figures 4.38b and 4.40), but also are evident near the bank in the upstream portion of CM-A 
(Figures 4.38d and 4.41).  
Interpretation: Based on the locations in which Facies 4 was found, and on its steeper dip 
angle as compared to Facies 3, Facies 4 is interpreted as a subset of bar accretion surfaces that 
are produced by cross-stream directed flow driven by flow separation and recirculation. In the 
case of the SZ bar, the flow separation is caused by flow curvature into the cutoff channel, 
whereas for CM-A, flow separates from a protrusion in the channel bank upstream from the bar. 
Facies 5 and facies 6 are only found in the separation-zone bar (Figures 4.38s and 4.40). 
Facies 5 consists of high-amplitude reflectors that dip downstream at 7-8° and downlap 
tangentially onto the underlying reflector (Figure 4.39). Facies 5 is only found at the downstream 
end of line SZ-2, where the exposed surface dropped in elevation to approximately one meter 
below the top surface of the rest of the bar (Figure 4.38a).  
Interpretation: Facies 5 is interpreted as surfaces produced by downstream progradation 
of the separation-zone bar.  
Facies 6 is a concave-up reflector, filled with either concentric concave-up reflectors, or 
flat-lying reflectors (Figure 4.39), and is found primarily along the east bank of SZ and to a 
lesser extent in the bar interior (Figure 4.38a,b).  
Interpretation: Facies 6 is interpreted as the fill of either a bank-attached channel or a 
local topographic depression. Bank-attached channels form because the front of the separation-
zone bar is oriented obliquely to the bankline.  The channels infill through bar progradation and 





Bar growth has taken place at three main locations at the Mackey Bend field site: (1) 
throughout the upstream limb of Mackey Bend, (2) attached to the left bank of the two cutoff 
channels, and (3) in the downstream limb of Mackey Bend at the mouths of the two cutoff 
channels. This discussion focuses mostly on the second cutoff, where the majority of the 
sediment was sampled and all of the GPR data were collected. 
4.4.1 Bar development, bedform morphology, and sedimentology at Mackey Bend 
Bar development occurred on the right side of the main channel, opposite the entrance to 
the second cutoff (Figure 4.1) due to the loss of flow discharge to the second cutoff, which 
reduces flow velocities in the main channel. Bar development in the main channel, downstream 
of the entrance to a cutoff channel has been documented previously both in natural and artificial 
cutoffs, and is the mechanism by which the upstream limb of the bend is eventually fully 
disconnected from the river (Fisk, 1947; Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995; Fuller et al., 2003; 
Tiron et al., 2009). The grain size of surface sediments on the bar in the upstream limb of 
Mackey Bend generally decreases with distance downstream, which suggests a progressive loss 
of flow competence (Figure 4.35). The fine sediment drape found on the bar in the upstream limb 
of Mackey Bend (Figure 4.35) was most likely deposited during a period of backwater from the 
Ohio River. Backwater from the Ohio River results in low velocities at Mackey Bend, which 
promotes fine sediment deposition. This fine sediment drape was not found upstream of the 
second cutoff entrance, but was very common on the exposed bars between the second cutoff 
entrance and Mackey Island.  
The influence of the flow offtake into the second cutoff on the upstream limb of Mackey 
Bend is also reflected in the distribution of bedform scales identified from the 6 November 2009 
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fathometer data and the 1 May 2013 MBES data. The second cutoff conveyed only 19% of the 
total Wabash River discharge during the 6 November 2009 field campaign (Chapter 3, Table 
3.1). Under these conditions, bedform dimensions did not differ upstream and downstream of the 
entrance to the second cutoff in the November 2009 fathometer data (Figures 4.22-4.25), 
although the two fathometer lines located closest to the right bank of the main channel (N09-2 
and N09-3) did contain a dune-free section located just downstream of the offtake into the 
second cutoff. By May 2013 the second cutoff had widened substantially (Figure 4.1) and was 
conveying 78% of the total Wabash River discharge (Chapter 3, Table 3.1). The data from the 1 
May 2013 MBES survey shows a reduction in bedform wavelength and amplitude moving from 
upstream (MBES Region 1) to downstream (MBES Region 2) of the entrance to the second 
cutoff in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend (Figures 4.31 and 4.32). Although MBES coverage 
of the top of the bar in the upstream limb of the bend was limited, small dunes are evident on the 
portion of the bar that was located directly across from the second cutoff entrance. In contrast, 
farther downstream, the top of the bar on the right side of the upstream limb of Mackey Bend is 
not covered with dunes. The reduction in dune scale in the thalweg, and the transition from small 
dunes to no dunes on the top of the bar occurs because the substantial loss of discharge to the 
second cutoff causes an abrupt reduction in flow velocity downstream of the entrance to the 
second cutoff. 
Extensive bar deposition also occurred along the left (“inner”) bank of both cutoff 
channels. Deposition of a bar attached to the inner bank of the cutoff channel has been 
previously documented (Hooke, 1995; Fuller et al., 2003) and occurs by processes that are 
similar to point bar deposition in a tight meander bend (e.g. Leeder and Bridges, 1975; Bathurst 
et al., 1977; Thorne et al., 1985; Dietrich, 1987; Neary and Odgaard, 1993). As flow curves into 
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the cutoff channel, momentum is advected toward the right bank and flow on the left side of the 
channel decelerates in the streamwise direction. During some flow conditions, particularly when 
the discharge ratio of the Wabash and Ohio Rivers was equal to or greater than one (Table 3.1), 
separation and recirculation of flow occurred on the left side of the channel (see Chapter 5 for 
details, Zinger et al., 2013), which is equivalent to flow separation that has been observed at flow 
diversions (Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 1996; Ramamurthy et al., 2007). Hence, 
this bar is referred to as the separation-zone bar. The separation-zone bar in the second cutoff has 
been constructed by deposition of large, sheet-like unit bars, which were identified in the surface 
morphology (Figure 4.13) and the subsurface structure (Facies 1, 3, and 4; Figure 4.38). The 
morphology of the separation-zone bar has also been shaped by erosion. A cross-bar channel 
with an associated mouth bar has been identified both in the aerial photographs (Figure 4.13c,d) 
and verified in the field (October 2015 field observations), as well as in the subsurface structure 
of GPR line SZ-11 (Figure 4.38b). The coarsest, most poorly sorted sediment at Mackey Bend 
was sampled from the separation-zone bar in the second cutoff (Figure 4.35), yet much of the bar 
interior was draped with fine sediment in the summer of 2012 (e.g. Figure 4.37a). No fine 
sediment drape could be identified on the surface of the separation-zone bar during a field visit at 
low flow stage in October 2015; however, layers of fine sediment were visible in the exposed 
banks of the cross-bar channel (Figure 4.13c,d; Figure 4.43). Thus, the surface sedimentology of 
the separation-zone bar may vary substantially depending on the flow conditions at any given 
time. 
The MBES survey in 2013 included only sparse coverage of the separation-zone bar as 
the flow depth was too shallow to navigate this part of the cutoff channel. Most surveyed areas of 
the separation-zone bar revealed highly three-dimensional small dunes, whereas the bed surface 
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within the cross-bar channel was largely featureless. The MBES data also show large, sinuous-
crested dunes covering the flank of the separation zone bar. Radar Facies 2, which has been 
interpreted as trough cross-stratification produced by migrating dunes, was common in the GPR 
data for the separation-zone bar, particularly near the right edge of the exposed bar surface. The 
average trough heights measured from Facies 2 in the GPR data from the separation-zone bar 
were one-half of the dune amplitudes measured from fathometer lines N09-22 and N09-23, and 
slightly less than one-half of the dune amplitudes measured from Regions 3 and 4 of the MBES 
data (Table 4.15). Previous estimates indicate that the ratio of set thickness to dune amplitude 
can be less than one-tenth, but no more than one-half, with a reported mean value of 1
2.9±0.7 
(Leclair et al., 1997; Leclair and Bridge, 2001; Leclair, 2011; Sambrook Smith et al., 2013), 
which is comparable to the results of the present study. 
The cutoff-mouth bar assemblage at the cutoff exit has a complex morphology, and has 
exhibited more morphological variability over time than any of the other bars at Mackey Bend 
(Figure 4.1). Substantial deposition occurred during the widening stage, followed by an initial 
period of erosion at the beginning of the bar development stage, with dynamic reorganization of 
parts of the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage then occurring in response to the changing planform 
geometry of the second cutoff. At the time of sediment sampling in 2012, the cutoff-mouth bar 
assemblage was subaerially exposed in three locations - attached to the upstream junction corner 
of the first cutoff exit, between the first and second cutoff exits, and along the left bank of the 
channel downstream of the second cutoff exit. The exposed bar surfaces at the upstream junction 
corner of the first cutoff and downstream of the second cutoff exit were both coarser-grained 
than the surfaces of the bar complex between the cutoff exits (Figure 4.35). Thus, the lowest 
velocities in the downstream limb of the bend at the time of deposition occurred between the two 
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cutoff exits, whereas the flow exiting the two cutoffs was relatively fast. The coarsest sediment 
in the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage was sampled along the edge of the exposed bar surface 
downstream of the second cutoff exit, which is consistent with the conclusion that the highest 
velocities in the downstream limb were associated with the flow exiting the cutoff channel.  
The MBES bathymetry highlights the fact that the exposed bar surfaces identified during 
low flow stage in the downstream limb of the cutoff actually comprise a single large feature that 
extends across more than two-thirds of the main channel width (Figure 4.29 and 4.31). Bed 
morphology in regions 6 and 7 differs substantially. Although the average wavelengths of the 
bedforms in regions 6 and 7 were similar, the bedforms in region 6 had twice the amplitude of 
those in region 7 (Table 4.4). With increasing distance downstream in region 6, the occurrence of 
superimposed and three-dimensional bedforms increases.  Such forms are also common in region 
8. The flow from the main bend must have been relatively slow, while the high-velocity flow 
from the second cutoff generated substantial bedload transport and dune development. The 
mapped areas upstream of region 7 were flat bedded, although a few isolated flute marks were 
identified in the thalweg where flow exits the first cutoff, which suggests that the bed in that area 
is composed of cohesive fine sediment (Figures 4.29e and 4.31). Again, the flat bed morphology 
suggests low velocities; however, velocities must have been high enough to erode the flutes at 
some point following the deposition of fine sediment. Similar to the separation zone bar in the 
second cutoff, the bedforms in region 8 are largest at moderate depths, and become smaller in the 
thalweg and on top of the bar on the left side of the channel.  
The subsurface structure of the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage reflects the bed 
morphology. The exposed bar between the two cutoff exits (GPR lines designated with CM-A) 
was composed mostly of trough cross-stratification (Facies 2a) along its left side, and transitions 
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into low-angle semi-parallel bedding (Facies 1) toward the bar interior (Figure 4.38c,d). 
Similarly, the MBES bathymetry shows dunes on the left side of the bar and a transition to a flat-
bed near the bar interior (Figure 4.29 and 4.31). The bar downstream of the second cutoff exit 
was also mostly composed of trough-cross stratification with some low-angle sub-parallel 
bedding (Figure 4.38e,f), which reflects the widespread dune coverage on the bar and the 
transition to smaller dunes on the bar interior. Bar accretion (Facies 3) is also evident on the 
distal portion of the bar downstream of the second cutoff exit (Figure 4.38).  
4.4.2 Bedform scales at Mackey Bend 
The bedform scales determined from the fathometer data and the MBES data show 
substantial scatter in the relationships among dune wavelength, dune amplitude, and flow depth, 
as has been demonstrated in previous work (e.g. Allen 1982). A variety of factors contribute to 
the variability in the relationship between dune scale and flow. The equilibrium bed 
configuration is dependent on both the capacity of the flow to move sediment (parameterized as 
either mean velocity or excess bed shear stress) and the grain size of the bed sediment (Southard 
and Boguchwal, 1990; van Rijn, 1990, 1993; van den Berg and van Gelder, 1993). Given that a 
range of velocities is possible for a given flow depth (depending on the unit discharge and the 
energy gradient of the channel), and bed grain size varies widely throughout the world and can 
vary spatially in a single channel, the bedform type, size, and aspect ratio (A/WL) for the 
equilibrium bed configuration exhibits inherent variability for a given flow depth (Yalin, 1977; 
Southard and Boguchwal, 1990; van Rijn, 1990, 1993; van den Berg and van Gelder, 1993). 
Moreover, it takes time for a mobile bed to reach the equilibrium configuration for any given 
flow condition. Thus, in the case of field measurements of dune scales, whether or not the bed 
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was in equilibrium with the flow conditions at the time of measurement is uncertain, which 
contributes to the scatter in the relationships between dune scale and flow depth. 
The controls on bed configuration are particularly difficult to disentangle in the case of 
the cutoffs at Mackey Bend because additional factors can influence the relationship between 
flow depth and bed configuration. First, the flow conditions at Mackey Bend are dependent on 
both the discharge in the Wabash River and the stage of the Ohio River. The backwater influence 
from the Ohio River complicates the relationship between flow depth and velocity within all 
portions of Mackey Bend. Consequently, the relationship between flow depth and dune scale will 
be less consistent compared to a channel with no backwater effects. Moreover, the planform and 
bed morphology at Mackey Bend has been continuously evolving in response to the major 
disturbance caused by the development of the cutoff channels. As a result, high flow velocities 
and large flow depths are not spatially correlated everywhere at Mackey Bend. Dune scale and 
flow depth were slightly better correlated in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend than in the 
downstream limb of Mackey Bend, as the spatial correlation between flow depth and flow was 
stronger in the upstream limb at the time of the bathymetry surveys. As the cutoff channel 
continues to develop and the bend becomes fully abandoned, the large-scale morphology will 
gradually adjust such that high velocities are associated with the deeper parts of the channel, and 
the relationship between dune scale and flow depth will approach that of a typical meander bend. 
4.4.3 A modification of the conceptual model for cutoff development 
Based on the results of this study, a model of chute cutoff development is proposed that 
represents a modified version of previous models (e.g. Fisk, 1951; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; 
Shields and Abt, 1989; Saucier, 1994) (Figure 4.44a). The present study suggests that the 
blockage phase should be replaced by two phases – a widening phase and a bar development 
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phase – based on a distinct shift in the modes of morphological development that occurs as the 
cutoff channel width approaches the width of the main channel (Figure 4.44b). During the 
widening phase, morphologic change is dominated by rapid widening of the cutoff channel (e.g. 
Zinger et al., 2011), and deposition of the excavated material at the downstream end of this 
channel. Such rapid deposition in the downstream limb of the bend can produce a delta-like 
feature at the cutoff channel mouth (Figures 4.1c and 4.44). Once the width of the chute cutoff 
channel begins to approach the width of the main channel, the widening slows and bar growth 
becomes the dominant mode of morphologic change. In some cases, the cutoff channel can over-
widen and then readjust its width through bar deposition in the bar development phase (e.g. 
Hooke, 1995). The transition between the widening phase and the bar development phase is 
gradual rather than abrupt. Cutoff channel widening can continue as bars begin to develop in the 
upstream limb of the bend, as well as in the cutoff channel. The first cutoff channel transitioned 
from the widening phase into the bar development phase at some point prior to the summer of 
2009. The second cutoff widening phase lasted from the summer of 2009 through at least the 
summer of 2010, after which the cutoff channel transitioned into the bar development phase by 
the summer of 2011. 
During the bar development phase, bar growth accelerates in the upstream limb of the 
bend and in the cutoff channel, and reorganization of the deposits in the downstream limb of the 
bend ensues (Figure 4.44b). Eventually, blockage of the bend occurs, as described in the original 
conceptual model. Previous studies have noted that blockage of the upstream limb typically 
occurs prior to blockage of the downstream limb (e.g. Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995; van 
Dijk et al., 2012, 2014). The cutoff channel can continue to widen but the widening will slow 
and eventually stop, even though bank erosion may still occur as the planform of the cutoff 
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channel evolves. The locations of bar development in the cutoff channel are somewhat dependent 
on the planform geometry of the cutoff. If the offtake angle of the cutoff from the bend is large, 
as is the case for Mackey Bend, bar development on the inner bank of the cutoff entrance is 
expected. Bars may also develop as a result of curvature in the cutoff channel planform, just as a 
point bar forms in a meander bend. Morphologic adjustment within the cutoff channel may also 
be dependent on the channel size and characteristics of the bed material. For example, cutoffs on 
small gravel-bed rivers have been observed to initially over-widen and develop multiple riffles 
and bars, and subsequently stabilize at a narrower width with a smaller number of stable bars and 
riffles (Hooke, 1995). The deposits in the downstream limb of the bend may initially be eroded 
during the beginning of the bar development phase as more discharge is routed through the 
cutoff as it widens. Following this period of initial erosion, the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage will 
develop mainly through deposition near the junction corners where the cutoff channel joins the 
downstream limb of the bend. Once the upstream limb of the bend is fully plugged, sediment can 
become entrained into the downstream limb of the bend by a gyre that forms through fluid shear 
between flow in the river and stagnant water at the open downstream end of the bend (Le Coz et 
al., 2010). Bar growth will then progress from the bank across from the cutoff channel mouth 
toward the zone of deposition associated with the cutoff–mouth-bar assemblage (Le Coz et al., 
2010). Eventually, the downstream limb of the bend will be completely sealed with sediment; 
thus concluding the transition to the lacustrine stage.  
This revised conceptual model of cutoff sedimentation is intended to highlight two key 
features of cutoff development that have previously been overlooked. First, the modified scheme 
emphasizes the importance of erosion during the early stages of cutoff, as the initial period of 
rapid channel widening sets the stage for the changes that occur both in the upstream and 
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downstream limbs of the bend during bar development. As the cutoff widens, it can capture an 
increasing proportion of the total discharge, which drives deposition in the upstream limb of the 
bend. This mode of development creates a positive feedback as the growth of a bar in the 
upstream limb of the bend will cause an even greater proportion of the total discharge to be 
routed through the cutoff. The rapid widening of the cutoff channel also introduces a large 
volume of sediment into the downstream limb of the bend, which is partially eroded and 
reorganized during the bar development stage. Second, the modified scheme more directly 
addresses the morphologic change that occurs within the cutoff channel concurrently with 
blockage. The results from Mackey Bend show that bar development along the inner bank of the 
cutoff entrance is a key component of the morphologic adjustment of the cutoff channel.  
 
4.5 Conclusions 
This chapter focuses on the morphological development of two chute cutoffs at Mackey 
Bend, as well as their near-surface sedimentology. The cutoffs at Mackey Bend are currently in 
the blockage phase of cutoff development, and the results shown here suggest that this phase has 
two major stages: the widening and bar development stages. During the first stage, the chute 
cutoff channel widens and deepens, and deposition mainly occurs in the downstream limb of the 
bend. The widening stage is followed by the bar development stage, which is characterized by 
three major areas of bar growth: (1) in the upstream limb of the bend, opposite and downstream 
of the cutoff channel entrance, (2) on the inner bank of the entrance to the cutoff channel, and (3) 
at the cutoff channel mouth. The three major depositional loci at Mackey Bend all occur where 
flow decelerates (see Chapter 5 for details), which causes a reduction in sediment transport 
capacity. The construction of bars in, and near to, the two cutoff channels is accomplished 
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through aggradation of bedload as well as the settling of fine sediment from suspension in very 
slow-moving or stagnant water to form a drape over the underlying topography. When the flow 
possesses sufficient bed shear stresses for bedload transport through the three main zones of 
deposition, sediment accumulates through the vertical accretion and downstream progradation of 
migrating unit bars, which under certain flow conditions may be covered by superimposed 
dunes. These unit bars stack and amalgamate to form the bars that are the dominant features of 
the bed topography. During periods of substantial backwater from the Ohio River, the flow 
within Mackey Bend can range from slow to stagnant throughout the entire bend. Flow 
stagnation allows fine sediment to settle out of suspension as a drape over existing bed 
topography. This fine sediment drape may be eroded during subsequent stronger flows through 





Chapter 4 Tables 
 
Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics for bedforms identified from fathometer lines from the 7 January 
2009 survey. 
 Wavelength (meters) Amplitude (meters) 
Line # Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
J09-1 13.2 7.2 3.3 30.0 0.66 0.39 0.06 1.52 
J09-2 8.3 4.7 3.0 21.6 0.39 0.29 0.05 1.21 
J09-3 12.2 2.9 9.2 16.6 0.86 0.28 0.48 1.29 
J09-5 13.4 7.9 4.8 46.4 0.63 0.29 0.06 1.79 
J09-6 11.1 4.4 3.0 28.9 0.60 0.25 0.09 1.35 
 
Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics for bedforms identified from fathometer lines from the 19 
February 2009 survey. 
 Wavelength (meters) Amplitude (meters) 
Line # Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
F09-3 8.3 3.7 3.8 26.9 0.14 0.09 0.03 0.60 
F09-4 5.4 2.5 2.2 16.4 0.26 0.11 0.04 0.67 
F09-5 13.3 8.1 3.0 50.5 0.34 0.20 0.06 0.88 
 
Table 4.3: Descriptive statistics for bedforms identified from fathometer lines from the 6 
November 2009 survey. 
 Wavelength (meters) Amplitude (meters) 
Line # Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
N09-2 7.3 5.3 2.9 43.2 0.20 0.14 0.02 0.88 
N09-3 6.1 3.1 2.0 21.0 0.23 0.10 0.04 0.61 
N09-4 8.9 5.5 2.7 45.5 0.29 0.16 0.04 1.02 
N09-6 5.8 8.7 1.4 118.9 0.24 0.21 0.01 1.94 
N09-22 6.3 3.3 1.8 29.4 0.34 0.18 0.06 1.05 
N09-23 9.5 9.3 2.8 67.2 0.32 0.24 0.02 1.11 
 
Table 4.4: Correlation coefficients for wavelength, amplitude, and depth at the dune crest for the 
fathometer data. 





January 2009 1,2,3 USC1 0.226 0.202 0.801 
January 2009 5, 6 C1 0.283 -0.155 0.290 
February 2009 3,4,5 C1 0.072 0.143 0.512 
November 2009 2,3,4,6 USC2 0.140 0.182 0.715 
November 2009 22, 23 C2 0.235 0.137 0.559 
* USC1 refers to the upstream limb of Mackey Bend, near the entrance to the first cutoff, USC2 refers to the 
upstream limb of Mackey Bend, near the entrance to the second cutoff, C1 refers to the first cutoff, and C2 refers to 





Table 4.5: Descriptive statistics for bedforms identified from MBES data from the 1 May 2013 
survey. Note that all wavelengths < 1.0 meter and amplitudes < 0.02 meters were rejected. 
 Wavelength (meters) Amplitude (meters) 
Region Mean St. Dev. Min Max Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
1 10.6 7.0 1.6 54.5 0.54 0.39 0.02 3.05 
2 4.7 2.4 1.0 28.5 0.30 0.18 0.02 1.85 
3 7.0 4.8 1.0 40.0 0.57 0.43 0.02 3.33 
4 8.0 5.4 1.0 69.0 0.58 0.40 0.02 3.04 
5 6.9 5.1 1.0 44.7 0.51 0.42 0.02 2.82 
6 7.2 4.3 1.1 39.2 0.52 0.34 0.02 3.18 
7 6.6 3.2 1.6 36.6 0.26 0.16 0.02 1.87 
8 8.5 5.5 1.3 50.9 0.49 0.34 0.02 2.41 
All 7.7 5.3 1.0 69.0 0.48 0.36 0.02 3.33 
 
Table 4.6: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for all regions 
combined. 
All Regions Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.67 0.03 
Wavelength 0.67 1.00 -0.05 
Depth 0.03 -0.05 1.00 
 
Table 4.7: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 1. 
Region 1 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.72 0.38 
Wavelength 0.72 1.00 0.32 
Depth 0.38 0.32 1.00 
 
Table 4.8: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 2. 
Region 2 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.55 0.28 
Wavelength 0.55 1.00 0.25 
Depth 0.28 0.25 1.00 
 
Table 4.9: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 3. 
Region 3 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.71 0.02 
Wavelength 0.71 1.00 0.03 
Depth 0.02 0.03 1.00 
 
Table 4.10: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 4. 
Region 4 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.67 0.08 
Wavelength 0.67 1.00 0.09 




Table 4.11: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 5. 
Region 5 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.75 0.03 
Wavelength 0.75 1.00 0.00 
Depth 0.03 0.00 1.00 
 
Table 4.12: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 6. 
Region 6 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.64 0.05 
Wavelength 0.64 1.00 0.01 
Depth 0.05 0.01 1.00 
 
Table 4.13: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 7. 
Region 7 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.56 0.10 
Wavelength 0.56 1.00 0.11 
Depth 0.10 0.11 1.00 
 
Table 4.14: Correlation matrix for bedform amplitude, wavelength, and depth for region 8. 
Region 8 Amplitude Wavelength Depth 
Amplitude 1.00 0.70 0.14 
Wavelength 0.70 1.00 0.16 
Depth 0.14 0.16 1.00 
 
Table 4.15: Trough heights measured from GPR Facies 2 from the separation-zone bar compared 
to mean bedform amplitudes from the November 2009 fathometer (Fath.) data from lines N09-22 
and N09-23 and from Regions 3 and 4 of the May 2013 MBES data. 
 Mean St. Dev. Min Max 
















Figure 4.1: Digital aerial orthophotographs collected by the USDA NAIP collected on (a) 14 
June 2007, (b) 11 August 2008, (c) 13 August 2009, (d) 23 June 2010, (e) 12 August 2011, (f) 10 






Figure 4.2: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 7 January 2009. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 7 January 2009. Background 






Figure 4.3: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 19 February 2009. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 19 February 2009. Background 






Figure 4.4: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 21 May 2009. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 21 May 2009. Background aerial 





Figure 4.5: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 27 May 2010. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 27 May 2010. Background aerial 





Figure 4.6: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 2 June 2011. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 2 June 2011. Background aerial 





Figure 4.7: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 6 November 2009. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 6 November 2009. Background 





Figure 4.8: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 29 June 2010. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 29 June 2010. Background aerial 







Figure 4.9: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 30 June 2011. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 30 June 2011. Background aerial 






Figure 4.10: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAD83) interpolated from single-beam 
bathymetry and terrestrial LiDAR collected by the USACE on 13-14 June 2012. (b) Single-beam 
bathymetry and terrestrial LiDAR data points from the USACE survey. Background aerial 





Figure 4.11: (a) Map of bed elevation (datum NAVD88) interpolated from fathometer data 
collected on 30 June 2015. (b) Fathometer lines collected on 30 June 2015. Background aerial 





Figure 4.12: Difference maps of bed elevation (a) from January 2009 to June 2012, (b) from May 





Figure 4.13: All aerial orthophotographs provided by the USDA NAIP. Exposed portions of unit 
bars outlined in black and gray on (a,b) a bar in the upstream limb of Mackey Bend, (c,d) the bar 
on the inner bank of the second cutoff, (f,g) bars in the downstream limb of Mackey Bend. Gray 
lines are used to indicate unit bars that are interpreted as lower down than the unit bars outlined 
in black. In (c,d), the red lines indicate the boundaries of a cross-bar channel with an associated 
mouth bar. The white circle in (d) shows the location of the photograph in (e), showing the unit 





Figure 4.14: (a) Map of fathometer lines selected for bedform analysis from the 7 January 2009 
survey, overlain on 11 August 2008 aerial orthophotograph collected by the USDA NAIP. On 
the day of this survey, the discharge on the Wabash River was 2,036 m3s-1, the discharge through 
the first cutoff was 801 m3s-1, and the discharge on the Ohio River was 2,670 m3s-1. (b) Bed 
elevation (NAVD88) plotted against distance downstream from the start of line J09-1, for lines 






Figure 4.15:  Bedform characteristics for line J09-5. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.16: Bedform characteristics for line J09-6. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 






Figure 4.17: Map of fathometer lines selected for bedform analysis from the 19 February 2009 
survey, overlain on 11 August 2008 aerial orthophotograph collected by the USDA NAIP. On 
the day of this survey, the discharge on the Wabash River was 2,625 m3s-1, the discharge through 





Figure 4.18: Bedform characteristics for line F09-5. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.19: Bedform characteristics for line F09-4. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.20: Bedform characteristics for line F09-3. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.21: Map of fathometer lines selected for bedform analysis from the 6 November 2009 
survey, overlain on 23 June 2010 aerial orthophotograph collected by the USDA NAIP. Note that 
N09-2 and N09-3 cross each other. On the day of this survey, the discharge on the Wabash River 
was 1,565 m3s-1, the discharge through the first cutoff was 702 m3s-1, the discharge through the 






Figure 4.22: Bedform characteristics for line N09-2. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.23: Bedform characteristics for line N09-3. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.24: Bedform characteristics for line N09-4. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.25: Bedform characteristics for line N09-6. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 






Fig 4.26: Bedform characteristics for line N09-22. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 





Figure 4.27: Bedform characteristics for line N09-23. (a) Bed elevation (NAVD88) plotted vs. 
distance downstream from the upstream end of the line. (b) Bedform wavelengths (blue circles), 
the moving average of bedform wavelength (black line), and the moving standard deviation of 
bedform wavelength (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream from the start of the line. (c) 
Bedform amplitudes (blue circles), the moving average of bedform amplitude (black line), and 
the moving standard deviation of bedform amplitude (red line) plotted vs. distance downstream 
from the start of the line. The moving averages and standard deviations are determined for a 
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Figure 4.28 (previous page): Dune characteristics extracted from fathometer lines: (a) Dune 
amplitude (A, in meters) vs. flow depth (h, in meters) at dune crests; grey line shows h/A = 40, 
dotted black line shows h/A = 6, and solid black line shows h/A = 2.5. (b) Dune wavelength 
(WL, in meters) vs. flow depth (h, in meters) at dune crests; grey line shows WL/h = 16, dotted 
black line shows WL/h = 5, and solid black line shows WL/h = 1. (c) Dune amplitude (A, in 
meters) vs dune wavelength (WL, in meters); black line shows the empirical relationship 





Figure 4.29: Multibeam echosounder (MBES) bathymetry from 1 May 2013 survey overlain on 
an aerial orthophotograph collected on 10 July 2012 by the USDA NAIP. (a) Map showing full 
coverage of MBES bathymetry, black rectangles outline the detailed views shown in b-f. (b,c) 
Dunes with a variety of wavelengths and amplitudes, sinuous crestlines, and some instances of 
superimposed dunes scales. (d) Small dunes downstream of the entrance to the second cutoff. (e) 
Flute-like features on an otherwise flat bed in the downstream limb of Mackey Bend. (f) Highly 






Figure 4.30: Example of inputs to SABAT and outputs.  Inputs are (a) depth raster, (b) slope 
raster, (c) aspect raster. Outputs are (d) crest and trough locations, (e) bedform wavelength raster, 





Figure 4.31: Regions that are subsectioned from the MBES data for use in SABAT are outlined 
in black in the top left panel. Detailed views of each region are also shown. White arrows show 
the estimated bedload transport direction used in SABAT for each section and north is always 





Figure 4.32: Output of SABAT for all eight regions of the 1 May 2013 MBES survey. (a) Dune 






Figure 4.33: Bedform amplitude (A) in meters (determined using SABAT) plotted vs flow depth 
(h) in meters, for the MBES data collected on 1 May 2013. The green line shows h/A = 40, the 





Figure 4.34: Bedform wavelength (WL) in meters (determined using SABAT) plotted vs flow 
depth (h) in meters, for the MBES data collected on 1 May 2013. The green line shows WL/h = 





Figure 4.35: Location of sediment samples collected in June 2012. The size and color of the 
circle indicates the (a) D50, and (b) D84 of each sample. Squares surrounding the circles indicate 
the presence of a fine mud drape, and samples were taken from both the mud drape and the 
coarse sediment immediately underlying the mud drape. Empty squares with no circle indicate 
that only the top surface of fine sediment was sampled. Beige shading indicates locations where 
the mud drape was laterally continuous and mud cracks were present. Red arrow in (a) indicate 





Figure 4.36: Sorting of the sediment samples according to the Folk and Ward (1957) inclusive 
graphic standard deviation method. Samples with a high proportion of mud/silt were not 
classified by sorting as the Folk and Ward method requires the 5th percentile of grain size 





Figure 4.37: (a) Exposed bar on the inner bank of the second cutoff showing mud cracks and 
partially buried trees (25 June 2016). (b) Cohesive mud drape overlying sediment with a median 
grain size in the range of medium sand in the upstream limb of the main channel (25 June 2016). 
(c and d) Large mud clast found on the exposed bar in the second cutoff, whole and broken, (5 
October 2015). (e) Coarse sediment, including large mud clasts (some circled), on the upstream 








Figure 4.38 (previous page): Vertical profiles of facies identified in GPR lines collected on 29-31 
August 2012 overlain on 10 July 2012 orthophotograph. The black dotted lines show the bed 
profile of each line. (a) Streamwise and (b) cross-stream lines on the bar in the second cutoff. (c) 
Streamwise and (d) cross-stream lines at the upstream junction corner of the second cutoff exit. 
(e) Streamwise and (f) cross-stream lines at the downstream junction corner of the second cutoff 
exit. Note the scale bars in each panel, and the depth of penetration scale for the vertical profiles 
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Figure 4.43: Layer of fine sediment between cross-bedded coarse sands in the exposed banks of 







Figure 4.44: (a) Original conceptual model of cutoff development showing the blockage phase, 
lacustrine phase, and terrestrial phase (based on Fisk, 1951; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields 
and Abt, 1989; Saucier, 1994). (b) Revised conceptual model of cutoff development showing the 







COEVOLUTION OF FLOW AND 
MORPHOLOGY AT MACKEY BEND5 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Since Fisk (1947) described the formation of cutoffs on the Mississippi River, a variety 
of studies have documented and proposed mechanisms for the initiation of cutoffs. The 
progressive migration and eventual intersection of the limbs of a meander bend that occurs 
during neck cutoff has been described in detail (e.g. Fisk, 1947; Lewis and Lewin, 1983; 
Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Hooke, 1995, 2004). Chute channel formation during overbank 
flows can occur through deepening and widening of swales on point bars (Fisk, 1947; Bridge et 
al., 1986; van Dijk et al., 2012), headward erosion of gullies during overbank flows (Gay et al., 
1998; Zinger et al., 2011; van Dijk et al., 2012), or downstream erosion of an embayment on the 
upstream limb of a bend (Constantine et al., 2010b). Cutoffs locally shorten and straighten the 
river channel and thus have the potential to substantially influence the morphologic evolution of 
channel planform. Moreover, because meander dynamics are a spatial-convolution function of 
channel curvature (Güneralp and Rhoads, 2009, 2010), local changes in channel planform 
(curvature) induced by a cutoff can have a dynamic effect on the evolution of bends upstream 
and, in some cases, downstream of the cutoff (Camporeale et al., 2008).  
Morphologic change within a new cutoff channel is initially rapid, and then slows over 
time (Fuller et al., 2003; Hooke, 1995). The processes operative during this period of rapid 
                                                 
5 This chapter contains previously published material from Zinger, J. A., B. L. Rhoads, J. L. Best, and K. K. Johnson 
(2013), Flow structure and channel morphodynamics of meander bend chute cutoffs: A case study of the 
Wabash River, USA, J. Geophys. Res. Earth Surf., 118, 2468–2487, doi:10.1002/jgrf.20155. 
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change are crucial in determining the local pattern of planform change produced by a cutoff, the 
timescales of bend abandonment, and the morphology, sedimentology, and internal structure of 
deposits in oxbow lakes. Few systematic field studies have explored processes in a chute cutoff 
channel during this critical period prior to closure of either end of the bend when the cutoff 
channel is still actively evolving (Johnson and Paynter, 1967; Hooke, 1995; Gay et al., 1998). 
Because most chute cutoffs occur suddenly, usually during floods, such events are difficult to 
anticipate and measure in the field. Moreover, the occurrence of major chute cutoffs on large 
rivers is relatively infrequent and intermittent, and may happen only once every few decades 
along hundreds of kilometers of river length. As a result, knowledge of the interaction between 
patterns of flow and changes in channel morphology within, and at the upstream and downstream 
ends of, incipient chute cutoff channels is currently incomplete, especially for large rivers. Thus, 
the treatment of chute cutoffs in even the most advanced models of meander migration is “quite 
schematic” (Seminara, 2006) and overlooks important process mechanisms.  
This chapter provides a process-based conceptual model for chute cutoff flow structure 
and evolution of channel morphology during prior to complete sealing of the upstream and 
downstream limbs of the bend, based on data collected at the Mackey Bend field site. The field 
study began shortly after the chute cutoff channels developed, such that the chute cutoffs were 
actively evolving and sedimentation was occurring in the upstream and downstream limbs of the 
original bend. Here we present field measurements of flow velocity in both chute cutoff channels 
and link this data to an analysis of aerial photographs of the field site at low flow stage. The 
study area and methods of data collection are described in detail in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 
Specific aims of the paper are to: (1) document the three-dimensional structure of flow within the 
evolving cutoff channels; (2) relate changes in bed morphology and channel form to the evolving 
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flow structure; and, (3) to use these field case studies to propose a general conceptual model of 
chute cutoff hydro- and morpho- dynamics that can be used to more widely interpret the 
characteristics and development of these common features of the alluvial landscape.  
 
5.2 Results: Discharge, depth-averaged velocity, and bed shear stress  
5.2.1 Flow discharges 
 The percentage of the total Wabash River discharge captured by the cutoff channels has 
changed over course of this field study (Table 5.1). Prior to development of the second cutoff 
channel, the percentage of discharge captured by the first cutoff from the main channel (i.e. the 
total discharge on the Wabash River, measured upstream of the two cutoff channels) increased 
from 39% to 45% between January and February 2009. This increase may be the result of 
widening of the entrance to the first cutoff channel by approximately 30 m during this period 
(Zinger et al., 2011). Although the cutoff channel continued to widen between February and May 
2009, the percentage of discharge captured by the first cutoff had decreased to 36% in May 2009. 
The discharge through the main channel on 21 May 2009 was significantly larger than that of 19 
February 2009 (Table 5.1). Increased flow velocities in the main Wabash channel on the south 
side of Mackey Island in May 2009 may have led to more flow bypassing the entrance to the 
cutoff channel compared to February 2009 (Table 5.2). Additionally, a large percentage of the 
discharge in May 2009 flowed in the channel north of Mackey Island, bypassing the cutoff 
channel completely.  
The incision of the second cutoff channel in June 2009 led to stabilization of the 
planform of the first cutoff channel (Zinger et al., 2011). In May 2010, 28% of the total 
discharge of the Wabash River flowed through the second cutoff channel, with 36% moving 
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through the first cutoff channel (both compared to the total Wabash River discharge). By 30 June 
2011, following a ~2.8 year flood in March 2011 (4560 m3s-1) and a ~14 year flood in May 2011 
(7590 m3s-1) (Figure 5.2a), the second cutoff had widened substantially such that it captured 54% 
of the total discharge, while the first cutoff channel conveyed only 23% of the total Wabash 
discharge. During high flow events in April 2013 and June 2015, the second cutoff had nearly 
80% of the total Wabash discharge, while the remaining 20% was divided nearly evenly between 
the first cutoff and Mackey Bend. 
5.2.2 Depth-averaged velocities and bed shear stress 
 Three key features of flow can be identified from the patterns of depth-averaged velocity 
at the entrance and exit of the cutoff channels (Figure 5.3; note that the data shown for the first 
cutoff in Figure 5.3a,c pre-date the development of the second cutoff channel): (1) a reduction in 
flow velocities in the main Wabash River channel moving from upstream to downstream past the 
cutoff entrance (labeled “reduced velocity” in Figure 5.3a,b), (2) large-scale flow separation and 
recirculation along the inner (left) bank at the upstream end of the cutoff channel (labeled 
“separation zone” in Figure 5.3a,b), and (3) flow stagnation and reduced flow velocities along 
the left bank of the main channel immediately upstream from the mouth of the cutoff channel 
(labeled “stagnation zone” in Figure 5.3c,d). These features were present during all of the 
measured flows.  
As flow curves into the upstream end of both cutoff channels (Figure 5.3a,b), the locus of 
high velocity shifts from the left (inner) side of the cutoff channel towards the right (outer) bank 
over a streamwise distance of approximately one cutoff channel width. The loss of fluid mass 
and momentum to the cutoff channel is reflected in the reduction in depth-averaged flow 
velocities in the main channel, moving from upstream to downstream (right to left in Figure 
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5.3a,b) past the cutoff channel entrance. The depth-averaged vectors near the inner bank of the 
first cutoff channel show negative (upstream) streamwise velocities, indicating flow separation 
and recirculation (Figure 5.3a). Very low and negative velocities in this region in the second 
cutoff channel (Figure 5.3b) also provide evidence of separation of flow at this site. The edges of 
these separation zones are characterized by strong cross-stream gradients in the magnitude of the 
depth-averaged velocity, which represent the shear layer along the boundary of the separation 
zones.  
At the downstream end of both cutoff channels (Figure 5.3c,d), flow from the cutoff 
channels converges with flow through the main channel and stagnates near the upstream corner 
of this junction. Depth-averaged velocities in the stagnation zones tend to be close to zero and in 
some cases are negative (upstream). Another zone of low velocity is also found along the left 
bank of the main channel immediately downstream from the mouth of the second cutoff, with the 
second cutoff showing flow separation at this location (Figure 5.3d). Overall, the depth-averaged 
velocity of flow exiting the cutoff channels is greater than that of the main channel. 
The patterns of bed shear stress (colored background in Figure 5.3) closely follow the 
patterns of depth-averaged velocity. High depth-averaged velocities are associated with high bed 
shear stress, and the zones of flow separation and stagnation overlap with areas of low and 
negative (upstream directed) bed shear stress. Where flow enters the cutoff channel (Figure 
5.3a,b), bed shear stress decreases in the main channel, moving from upstream to downstream 
past the cutoff channel entrance. Zones of high bed shear stress curve from the main channel into 
the entrance of the cutoff channel. Where flow exits the cutoff channel (Figure 5.3c,d), bed shear 
stresses increase from upstream to downstream within the main channel, and zones of high bed 
shear stress curve into the main channel from the cutoff channel.  
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5.3 Results: Three-dimensional velocities 
Two representative examples from the seven sets of velocity measurements (Table 5.1; 
Figures 5.4-5.7) are used to illustrate the structure of three-dimensional flow at the upstream and 
downstream ends of the cutoff channels: flow through the first cutoff on 19 February 2009 and 
flow through the second cutoff on 2 June 2011 (see location of cross-sections in Figure 5.1). 
Patterns of flow in these two examples are consistent with those in the other five data sets, with 
the velocity measurements in the first cutoff all being completed prior to initiation of the second 
cutoff. The secondary flow vectors plotted in the cross-sections are in the plane of the cross-
section unless denoted as a Rozovskii decomposition (Rozovskii, 1957).  
5.3.1 First Cutoff 
Upstream of the cutoff entrance, the core of high velocity is located on the left side of the 
channel, and centered above the thalweg (C1-2, Figure 5.4a). The velocity components in the 
plane of the cross-section show that flow is directed toward the left bank, in the direction of the 
cutoff channel entrance. The velocity structure just downstream of the entrance to the first cutoff 
channel is characterized by flow separation and bar development on the left side of the channel, 
similar to that along the inner bank of a sharp meander bend (C1-6, Figure 5.4b,c). The channel 
bed at C1-6 is highly asymmetrical, with a deep thalweg on the right side of the channel and a 
prominent sloping bar surface on the left side. Whereas the transverse velocities depict net 
outward flow at downstream locations (C1-6, Figure 5.4b), the Rozovskii decomposition shows a 
large, clockwise-rotating secondary circulation cell centered on the high velocity core and a 
smaller, counterclockwise-rotating secondary circulation cell near the right bank (C1-6, Figure 
5.4c), although this outer-bank cell was not evident in either January or May 2009. These two 
cells converge such that fluid descends near the location of maximum channel depth.  
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The cross-sections through the main channel at the exit of the first cutoff channel show 
development of a stagnation zone near the upstream junction corner (left side of C1-12, Figure 
5.5). Secondary flow vectors on the left side of the cross-sections in the main channel are 
oriented toward the right bank, indicating strong penetration of flow from the cutoff channel into 
flow moving around Mackey Bend (C1-12 and C1-13, Figure 5.5b-d). A Rozovskii 
decomposition of the secondary flow vectors in cross-sections C1-12 to C1-14 shows that a cell 
of clockwise motion develops on the left hand side of these cross-sections, where flow curves 
into the original channel from the cutoff channel (Figure 5.5c,d). A weak counter-clockwise 
secondary circulation cell is centered on the right side of the main channel, extending from the 
right bank to a zone of scour near the center of the cross-section. A strong clockwise secondary 
circulation cell within this zone of low bed elevation and scour may be related to local 
topographic effects.   
The mixing interface between the flows from the cutoff channel and Mackey Bend can be 
discerned by the difference in the depth-averaged ADCP backscatter intensities (Figure 5.5e), 
which serves as an indicator of the relative concentration of suspended bed sediment in the water 
column (Kostaschuk et al., 2005). Flow from the cutoff channel has a higher value of backscatter 
intensity compared to that from the main channel bend, which reflects the difference in 
suspended sediment load due to differences in flow velocities between these channels and rapid 
erosion of the cutoff channel banks. Thus, the mixing interface between the two streams of fluid 
is located at the strong cross-stream gradient in depth-averaged backscatter intensity, which 
occurs about halfway across cross-section C1-13 (Figure 5.5d). This interface corresponds with 
the left edge of the zone of low streamwise velocities between the two cores of high primary 
velocity that represent the thalwegs of the two converging flows (Figure 5.5d).  
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5.3.2 Second Cutoff  
 Results for the second cutoff primarily focus on analysis of data collected during the 
survey on 2 June 2011. Flow structure in the second cutoff channel (Figures 5.6, 5.7) is similar to 
that of the first cutoff, but some differences exist because the main channel near the entrance to 
the second cutoff is wider than that of the first cutoff, and the offtake angle of the second cutoff 
is larger (98°) than that of the first cutoff (82°). Near the cutoff entrance (C2-2, Figure 5.6a), the 
core of high velocity is located towards the left side of the main channel, and secondary flow 
vectors indicate lateral movement of fluid into the cutoff channel. To the right of this zone of 
flow offtake, the channel bed drops down to the thalweg, then increases in elevation toward the 
inner (right) bank.  
 Immediately downstream of the entrance to the second cutoff channel, the bed 
topography is asymmetrical, with the thalweg near the right bank (C2-6, Figure 5.6b). The zone 
of highest streamwise velocities is located over this thalweg adjacent to the outer (right) bank. A 
pronounced zone of flow separation, marked by small or negative streamwise velocities, exists 
along the left bank of the second cutoff channel, similar to the pattern in the first cutoff channel. 
Cross-stream vectors have a net outward (rightward) orientation, perhaps reflecting the curvature 
of the flow streamlines and topographic steering of the flow by the bar along the inner bank 
(Figure 5.6b). Secondary vectors in the Rozovskii frame of reference indicate clockwise 
circulation of the fluid within this curving flow (C2-6, Figure 5.6c).  
At cross-section C2-12 (Figure 5.7a), the stagnation zone seen in the depth-averaged 
velocities of C2-10 (Figure 5.3d) is absent, but two separate cores of high velocity still exist and 
the cross-stream velocity vectors show penetration of the flow from the cutoff into the main 
channel. A Rozovskii decomposition for cross-section C2-12 shows a pattern of fluid motion 
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suggestive of dual secondary flow cells, characterized by clockwise motion on the left side of the 
channel and weak counter-clockwise motion on the right side of the channel (Figure 5.7b). This 
pattern produces converging secondary flow at the water surface and diverging secondary flow 
near the bed at these two cross-sections. An additional counter-clockwise rotating secondary 
flow cell, perhaps topographically induced, is also evident within the zone of deep flow at the 
right bank (Figure 5.7b).  
The depth-averaged backscatter intensity can again be used to indicate the location of the 
interface between the fluid exiting the cutoff and that originating from the main bend. The 
absolute values of backscatter intensity differ from those presented for the first cutoff because 
flow conditions are different and flow from the first cutoff affects the backscatter intensities of 
fluid within the main channel. Nevertheless, similar patterns of relative backscatter intensity are 
visible (Figure 5.7c). A gradient in backscatter intensity extends downstream from the right bank 
at the cutoff exit to the center of cross-section C2-13. This mixing interface corresponds to the 
left side of the low-velocity zone identified in cross-section C2-12 (Figure 5.7b). A region of 
relatively low backscatter intensity is also present on the left side of cross-sections C2-12 and 
C2-13, which is related to a zone of reduced velocity that extends along the left bank of the 
cutoff channel, around the junction corner into the main channel, and along the left bank of the 
main channel downstream of the cutoff-channel mouth.  
5.3.3 Morphologic Change, Flow Structure and Backwater Effects  
             The morphology of the cutoff channels and their flow structure co-evolve over time 
through feedbacks that are conditioned by the discharge (stage) of the Ohio River immediately 
downstream, which determines the degree of backwater effects within Mackey Bend. The two 
cutoff channels both widened rapidly subsequent to their initiation, with this bank erosion 
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occurring in the form of frequent cantilever block failures as large as 4-5 meters high and 20-25 
meters in length. In both cases, the widening can be related to patterns of flow at the upstream 
end of the cutoff channel at the offtake point from the main Wabash River. The first cutoff 
widened mainly by rapid retreat of the right (west) bank (Figures 5.8a,b, 5.9b and 5.10) adjacent 
to the zone of high velocities and bed shear stress (Figure 5.3a). Sedimentation occurred in the 
main Wabash channel, south of Mackey Island and just downstream of the entrance to the first 
cutoff (Figures 5.8a,b and 4.10), where bed shear stress decreases dramatically (Figure 5.3a). A 
prominent bar also developed in the zone of flow separation along the left (east) bank in the 
upstream half of the first cutoff channel. This bar is clearly visible in the bed topography maps 
from 19 February 2009 (Figure 5.8a) and 27 May 2010 (Figure 5.8b) and accounts for the strong 
asymmetrical cross-section topography at cross-section C1-7 (Figure 5.9b). Much of this bar is 
exposed at low flow stage (labeled “2” in Figure 5.10). Before the development of the second 
cutoff, which greatly reduced the amount of flow through the first cutoff, this bar aggraded and 
grew by lateral accretion and downstream progradation as the right bank of the cutoff channel 
retreated (Figures 5.8a,b and 5.9b). The erosional development of the first cutoff essentially 
ceased after the second cutoff formed and began capturing increasing amounts of flow from the 
Wabash River (Table 5.1).  
 Widening at the upstream end of the second cutoff channel has also played a key role in 
the morphological development of the second cutoff, which is characterized by a progressive 
increase in width along much of the total length of the cutoff channel (Figures 5.8c,d, 5.9f and 
5.10). Much like at the first cutoff, flow curving into the entrance to the second cutoff channel 
produced high velocities and bed shear stresses near the west bank of this channel (Figure 
5.3b,d), resulting in high rates of bank retreat. The widening entrance captured increasing 
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amounts of flow from the Wabash River (Figure 5.11), causing overall enlargement of the entire 
channel over time (Figures 5.8c,d and 5.10). A clear positive feedback exists between the 
increase in width of the cutoff channel and the proportion of the total Wabash River discharge 
moving through this channel.  
As the second cutoff channel approached the width of the main channel, the widening 
slowed (Figure 5.11). However, even as the rate of widening slowed, the cutoff channel 
continued to capture an increasing proportion of the total discharge of the Wabash River, which 
is attributed to the influence of bar development in the upstream limb of the bend. Capture of 
flow by the cutoff has a pronounced effect on the velocity and bed shear stress in the Wabash 
River as flow moves past the entrance to the second cutoff channel. This effect can be expressed 
by the velocity reduction factor Ured (Equation 5.1), where U�u is the cross-sectional average 
streamwise velocity in the main channel upstream of the cutoff entrance and U�d is the cross-
sectional average streamwise velocity downstream of the cutoff entrance.  Ured = (U�u − U�d)/U�u                                                                    (5.1) 
 
As the percentage of discharge captured by the cutoff channel increases, Ured increases (Figure 
5.11), indicating a greater reduction in the velocity of flow in the Wabash River as it moves past 
the cutoff channel entrance. This reduction in velocity promotes bar growth in the upstream limb 
of the bend (labeled “1” in Figure 5.10), which reinforces capture of flow by the cutoff and 
further increases in Ured. Between 27 May 2010 and 2 June 2011, extensive sedimentation 
occurred along the right bank of the main Wabash channel across from, and downstream of, the 
entrance to the second cutoff (Figure 5.8c,d), where bed shear stress decreases along the channel 
(Figure 5.3b). Based on the planform curvature of the main Wabash channel, some deposition 
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associated with a point bar at this location prior to cutoff is expected, but bar growth in this 
location clearly has occurred since the time of the second cutoff.  
Patterns of depth-averaged velocities and bankline change for the second cutoff channel 
over four surveys between May 2010 and June 2011 illustrate how backwater effects from the 
Ohio River strongly influence rates of flow through this channel (Figure 5.12). On 27 May 2010 
(Figure 5.12a), the cutoff channel is narrow relative to the main Wabash River channel and the 
backwater effect from the Ohio River results in relatively deep, low-velocity flow at the field 
site. By 29 June 2010 (Figure 5.12b), the cutoff channel has widened substantially and the nearly 
equal discharges of the Wabash and Ohio rivers result in shallower, high-velocity flow through 
the cutoff channel. The second cutoff channel widened further by 2 June 2011, but increased in 
width only slightly between 2 June 2011 and 30 June 2011 (Figure 5.12). Although the Wabash 
River had similar discharges during the two June 2011 surveys, high discharge on the Ohio River 
on 2 June 2011 resulted in relatively deep, slow-moving flow through the cutoff channel, while a 
decrease in the Ohio River discharge resulted in shallower, faster-moving flow on 30 June 2011. 
Data for these two dates in June 2011 show that the cutoff channel can convey a similar 
proportion of the total Wabash discharge under vastly different hydraulic conditions due to 
backwater effects of the Ohio River.  
Despite progressive widening of the second cutoff channel, the thread of high velocity at 
the cutoff entrance has remained close to the west bank, leading to flow separation along the east 
bank during the 27 May 2010 survey and the 2 June 2011 survey (Figures 5.3 and 4.12). Bar 
development occurred in the region of flow separation in both cutoff channels (Figures 8 and 
labeled “2” in Figure 5.10), where the bed shear stresses are low (Figure 5.3a,b). The bar within 
the zone of flow separation in the second cutoff channel grew quickly over time, in association 
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with the rapid retreat of the right (west) bank, infilling part of the enlarging channel (Figure 
5.9f). The growing bar deflected the incoming flow laterally toward the west bank, thereby 
contributing to the sustained positioning of the thread of high velocity and bed shear stress near 
this bank (Figure 5.12). The degree of flow separation at this location may also be influenced by 
backwater effects. The depth-averaged velocities suggest that when Ucutoff/UWabash < 1 (Table 
5.2), flow separation at the upstream end of the second cutoff channel is large relative to the 
width of the cutoff channel (Figure 5.10a,c). Flow separation was not observed on 29 June 2010 
or 30 June 2011, when this ratio was relatively high (Table 5.2, Figure 5.12b,d); however, 
shallow flow depths prevented collection of ADCP data near the east bank on these dates. Values 
of Ucutoff/UWabash < 1 tend to occur when backwater effects from the Ohio River promote 
slackwater conditions at Mackey Bend (Table 5.2), suggesting that these effects tend to promote 
flow separation. The data also suggest that the size of the separation zone increases with 
increasing width of the cutoff channel (Figure 5.12a,c). Increases in the size of flow separation 
presumably are associated with episodes of enhanced bar growth.  
 The planform of the second cutoff channel in June 2011 has resulted in a shift of the 
cutoff channel thalweg from the right bank in the upstream portion of the channel to the left bank 
at the cutoff exit (Figure 5.12). The kink in the right bank of the cutoff channel creates a zone of 
low velocity, and possible flow separation, on the right side of the downstream half of the cutoff 
channel (Figure 5.12c,d). Deposition within this zone has generated a prominent bar along the 
right bank of the cutoff channel that extends to the mouth of the cutoff channel (Figure 5.10c).  
At the mouths of both cutoff channels, substantial sedimentation has occurred in the main 
channel of the Wabash River where flow from the two cutoffs rejoins the downstream limb of 
Mackey Bend and where the thalweg of the river was probably located prior to cutoff (Figures 
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5.8 and 4.9c,d,g,h). Instead of an outer bank pool, large volumes of sediment have accumulated 
within the Wabash River at the mouths of the cutoff channels. These bodies of sediment, 
exposed at low flow (labeled “3” in Figure 5.10), occupy the left side of the Wabash River 
channel, such that the deepest portion of the channel is in the center of the river (Figures 5.8a,b 
and 4.9c,d) or along the right bank (Figures 5.8c,d and 4.9g,h). The bar fronts marking the edge 
of these wedges of sediment (Figures 5.8 and 4.9c,d,g,h) correspond to the pattern of decreasing 
cross-stream bed shear stress, and thus sediment-transport capacity, in the Wabash River at the 
mouth of the cutoff channel (Figure 5.3). During periods of limited backwater, the extensive 
deposits downstream of the mouth of the second cutoff produce extremely rapid and shallow 
flow. On June 29 2010, flow attained supercritical conditions at this location as indicated by 
standing waves on the water surface (Figures 5.12b and 4.13). 
 
5.4 Discussion 
5.4.1 A conceptual model for chute cutoff channel dynamics  
The results of this study provide insight into the interaction between flow and 
morphological change in the development of chute cutoffs after an initial channel has formed 
across the neck of a meander bend, but before the formation of an oxbow lake. The occurrence of 
two cutoffs on a single bend is somewhat unusual, but because the cutoffs developed 
sequentially, with the second cutoff forming upstream from the first one, the two cutoffs on 
Mackey Bend essentially evolved independently of one another. The similarity of these cutoffs to 
one another, to chute cutoffs on meandering rivers described previously in the literature, and to 
chute cutoffs readily observable from satellite imagery all suggest that the findings from this 
study can be extended to other chute cutoffs. Based on these findings, a conceptual model of 
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flow structure and morphodynamics of chute cutoff channels can be proposed. In this model, the 
processes operative at a chute cutoff channel, prior to plugging of the entrance and exit of the 
main river channel with sediment, are the same as those found in a bifurcation (upstream end) 
and confluence (downstream end) with an intervening section of straight or curved channel 
(Figure 5.10). Thus, an understanding of channel bifurcations and confluences provides a 
framework for interpreting and predicting the spatial patterns of flow and morphologic change in 
developing chute cutoff-channels. 
The flow structure at the upstream end of a cutoff channel (i.e. the cutoff entrance) is 
similar to that at flow diversions from straight or curved channels (e.g. Fares and Herbertson, 
1993; Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 1995; Fares, 1995; Ramamurthy et al., 2007) 
and channel bifurcations (e.g. Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2011; Hardy et 
al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2011). Flow structure near the entrance of the cutoff channel is 
characterized by: (1) a reduction in velocity in the main channel across from the cutoff entrance; 
(2) flow separation along the left bank of the cutoff channel immediately downstream of where 
flow enters this channel; (3) the development of a secondary flow cell within the cutoff channel 
as flow curves into it from the main channel, and (4) an abrupt shift in the location of the zone of 
highest velocity from the left to the right bank as flow enters the cutoff channel (Figure 5.14). 
This flow structure leads to development of a bar in the main channel where velocities are 
reduced (labeled “1” in Figures 5.10 and 5.14) and a bar in the separation zone within the cutoff 
channel (labeled “2” in Figures 5.10 and 5.14), as described in detail in Chapter 4. The high flow 
velocities at the outer bank of the cutoff channel also lead to substantial erosion of the right bank 
of the cutoff, which promotes rapid widening and realignment of this channel during its initial 
development (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). 
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The effects of secondary circulation and topographic steering of flow on the spatial 
patterns of velocity and bed shear stress account for the rapid erosion of the right bank of each 
cutoff channel immediately downstream from the offtake (Figures 5.8-5.12). Channel widening 
associated with rapid bank erosion in both cutoff channels, combined with formation of a bar 
across the entrance to the meander bend, increases the proportion of flow captured by the cutoff 
channel (Table 5.1, Figures 5.8-5.12), which in turn promotes enlargement of the cutoff channel, 
mainly through further widening. Thus, the morphologic evolution of the upstream end of chute 
cutoff channels is driven by positive feedbacks between the channel morphology, both through 
bar growth and changes in channel dimensions, and the flow structure associated with the offtake 
of flow from the main channel (Figure 5.14).  
The downstream end of a chute cutoff channel, where flow through the cutoff channel 
merges with flow moving around the meander bend, shares many characteristics with 
asymmetrical river confluences (Best and Reid, 1984; Best 1986, 1987, 1988, Reid et al., 1989; 
Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; 1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001; Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 
2001; Weber et al., 2001; Boyer et al., 2006; Best and Rhoads, 2008; Rhoads et al., 2009). The 
confluences at these cutoffs are characterized by: (1) flow stagnation at the upstream junction 
corner; (2) penetration of flow from the cutoff channel into flow that has moved around the 
original meander bend; (3) deceleration of flow along the left bank of the main channel 
downstream of the cutoff mouth; (4) helical motion of the confluent flows; (5) the development 
of a mixing interface between flow exiting the cutoff and flow in the main channel, and (6) 





5.4.2 Chute Bifurcations 
The reduction in flow velocity in the main channel across from the cutoff offtake (Figures 
5.3, 4.11 and 5.12) is the result of fluid mass and momentum transfer across the main channel, as 
flow curves into the cutoff channel. This same pattern has been observed in studies of flow 
diversions from curved channels (Fares and Herbertson, 1993; Neary and Odgaard, 1993; Fares, 
1995; Ramamurthy et al., 2007). The reduction in flow velocity is accompanied by a decrease in 
bed shear stress (Figure 5.3ab), which can be related to a decrease in sediment transport capacity. 
Fares (1995) found that the distribution of bed shear stress in the main channel is such that bar 
development is expected to begin downstream of the diversion entrance on the bank opposite the 
diversion, and extend across the channel. This pattern of bed development downstream of offtake 
entrances is identical to that reported herein (Figures 5.8, 5.9 and labeled 1 in Figure 5.10) and 
has also been observed previously in natural cutoffs (Fisk, 1947; Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 
1995; Fuller et al., 2003) and human-induced cutoffs (Tiron et al., 2009).  
Growth of a bar across the entrance to the meander bend (see feature labeled “1” in 
Figure 5.10) likely produces a positive feedback by directing increasing amounts of flow into the 
cutoff channel, thereby increasing Ured (Figure 5.11), which promotes further bar development. 
Eventually, this bar should become large enough to completely prevent water from moving into 
the original bend when flow is below bankfull stage, effectively sealing off the bend entrance 
and initiating formation of an oxbow lake (Gagliano and Howard, 1984). Observations at 
Mackey Bend in August 2012 indicate that bar development may be enhanced by vegetation 
growth on the bar surface during low stages, which subsequently promotes deposition at high 
flow stages when the bar is partly or fully submerged.  
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Nodal point relationships and three-dimensional models for the division of flow and 
sediment at bifurcations (e.g. Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003; Kleinhans et al., 2008, 2011) also 
provide insight into the processes occurring at the upstream end of chute cutoff channels. The 
tendency for one bifurcate channel to become dominant over the other is a function of the 
Shields parameter of the upstream channel (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003), the slopes of the two 
bifurcate channels, the curvature and length of a bend upstream of the bifurcation, the width to 
depth ratio of the upstream channel, local topographic effects, and changing boundary conditions 
(Kleinhans et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2011). Chute cutoffs are clear examples in which one 
bifurcate channel (the chute channel) has a steeper gradient than the other channel (in this case, 
the original bend). At Mackey Bend, changes in backwater from the Ohio River modify this 
gradient advantage, thereby possibly delaying the rate of cutoff development compared to bends 
uninfluenced by backwater effects.  
Additionally, the bifurcation at a chute cutoff can be affected by channel curvature 
upstream of the cutoff, which influences the division of flow and sediment at the bifurcation 
through the inherited secondary flows and the gravitational influence of transverse and 
longitudinal bed slopes on sediment transport. Three-dimensional modeling has shown that the 
dominant bifurcate channel (i.e. outer bank or inner bank) is controlled by the width to depth 
ratio of the upstream channel and the length of the upstream bend (Kleinhans et al., 2008). The 
second cutoff at Mackey Bend is located on the outer bank of a relatively tight bend upstream 
(the ratio of the radius of curvature: channel width, R/W, ~ 2.3). The observed deepening and 
widening of this cutoff channel, and deposition in the main channel downstream of the 
bifurcation, shows that cutoff development is dominated by flow processes near the outer bank. 
The division of discharge at the second cutoff channel bifurcation (QC2/Qtotal = 0.54, Table 5.1) 
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on 30 June 2011 indicates that the second cutoff channel was still in the beginning of phase 2 of 
bifurcation development, as defined by Kleinhans et al. (2008), at the time of this survey. The 
development of the bifurcation at the second cutoff at Mackey Bend may diverge from the stable 
third phase of development described by Kleinhans et al. (2008), due to the gradient advantage 
of the cutoff channel that should eventually result in complete abandonment of Mackey Bend. 
The separation zone observed along the left (inner) bank of the cutoff channel (Figures 
5.3a,b, 5.4, 5.6) is also a common feature of flow diversions with angular planform geometries 
(Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 1995; Ramamurthy et al., 2007) and is analogous to 
the flow separation zone that forms at the inner bank of sharp bends (e.g. Bagnold, 1960; Leeder 
and Bridges, 1975; Bathurst et al., 1977; Thorne et al., 1985; Blanckaert, 2011). Due to the high 
inertia of the flow as it curves into the cutoff channel, it is unable to remain attached to the left 
channel bank downstream of the angular corner at the cutoff entrance, and forms a region of 
separated flow. The size of the separation zone is expected to increase as: i) the momentum of 
the flow in the main channel increases relative to that moving into the cutoff channel, and ii) the 
angle of entry into the cutoff channel increases (Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 
1995; Ramamurthy et al., 2007). The rapid widening of the cutoff channels and development of 
bars in the separation zones (labeled “2” in Figure 5.10) in both cutoff channels at Mackey Bend 
altered the flow structure, and it was thus difficult to confirm the relationship between 
momentum ratio and the size of the flow separation zone with the field data presented herein. 
However, the depth-averaged velocities from the second cutoff suggest that the size of the 
separation zone does increase with increasing momentum of the main channel flow relative to 
the cutoff channel flow (Table 5.2, Figure 5.12), which is consistent with the conclusions of 
earlier studies (Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 1995; Ramamurthy et al., 2007). 
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The separation zone is associated with low values of bed shear stress (Figure 5.3a,b), 
indicating that flow within this zone has a small sediment transport capacity. Sediment moving 
into the separation zone from the adjacent freestream is likely deposited, resulting in extensive 
bar development (Figures 5.8-4.10). Sedimentation in the separation zone of chute cutoff 
channels has been documented previously (Hooke, 1995; Fuller et al., 2003) and can produce 
key feedbacks between flow structure, sediment transport and the morphology of the cutoff 
channel (Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 1995).  
The curving of flow streamlines into a diversion has been compared to flow through a 
bend (Neary and Odgaard, 1993). Similar to flow through meander bends, the streamline 
curvature induces helical motion in the flow through imbalances of the pressure gradient force 
with centrifugal force over the flow depth (e.g. Leeder and Bridges, 1957; Bathurst et al., 1977; 
Thorne et al., 1985). Additionally, entrainment of flow into the separation zone may enhance 
skew-induced vorticity and the lateral across-channel transfer of fluid (McLelland et al., 1995). 
Neary and Odgaard (1993) show that the strength of secondary circulation, defined as the 
difference between flow velocity at the surface and flow velocity near the bed at a given point, is 
proportional to the log of the ratio of the mean flow velocity in the diversion to the mean flow 
velocity in the main channel (Ucutoff/Umain). Based on their experimental data, Neary and 
Odgaard (1993) showed that the threshold velocity ratio for incipient secondary circulation in the 
cutoff is Ucutoff/Umain = 0.03. During the events measured at the Mackey Bend cutoffs, this 
stability threshold was greatly exceeded (Table 5.2), producing strong secondary circulation in 
the upstream portion of the chute cutoff channels. Secondary circulation in both cutoff channels 
tended to be confined to the thalweg in transects where the left-bank flow separation zone was 
extensive (Figures 5.4, 5.6).  
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The development of strong helical motion has a pronounced influence on the 
morphologic evolution of the cutoff channels. Secondary circulation results in a transfer of 
momentum toward the bed, leading to the development of a submerged core of high velocity 
(Figures 5.4, 5.6) and high bed shear stresses at the bank toe. This effect promotes erosion of the 
bank toe and subsequent bank failures (e.g. Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and Rhoads, 
2012). The transfer of momentum towards the right bank of the cutoff channel is also likely 
reinforced by the strong topographic steering of flow by the bar formed in the flow separation 
zone on the left side of the channel. Growth of the bar in the separation zone effectively reduces 
the flow width, forcing flow toward the right bank and increasing the flow velocity in the 
channel thalweg (Blanckaert, 2011).  
5.4.3 Chute Confluences  
The ADCP measurements from Mackey Bend show that fluid is essentially stagnant at 
the upstream junction corner of the cutoff confluence (Figures 5.3c,d and 5.5) and characterized 
by low bed shear stress (Figure 5.3c,d). Flow stagnation, a well-documented feature of channel 
confluences (Best, 1987, 1988; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995, 1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 
2001; Best and Rhoads, 2008), develops as super-elevation of the water surface at the upstream 
junction corner creates an adverse pressure gradient, causing the converging fluid from the two 
channels to stall (Best, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). 
Low velocities or recirculating fluid in this area can lead to sediment accumulation (Best, 1987; 
Best and Rhoads, 2008), as observed at the upstream junction corners of the two chute cutoffs at 
Mackey bend (Figures 5.8-5.10). As the junction angle and momentum ratio at a confluence 
increase, the flow from the tributary penetrates farther into the main channel flow, increasing the 
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size of the stagnation zone in that channel and pushing the stagnation zone farther into the main 
channel (Best, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001).  
 A region of low flow velocities was observed between the two thalwegs of the 
converging flows (Figures 5.5 and 4.7). A similar low-velocity region has been observed in field 
studies of flow structure at small confluences (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998; Rhoads and 
Sukhodolov, 2001). This low-velocity region is most likely the result of the advection of near-
bank, low-velocity flow into the confluence from the upstream channels and may be linked to the 
region of flow stagnation at the junction corner. The low-velocity zone becomes smaller and less 
pronounced as flow momentum is redistributed downstream through the confluence (Figures 5.3, 
4.5 and 4.7) (Rhoads and Sukhodolov, 2001). For the first cutoff, the mixing interface, defined 
by a strong cross-stream gradient in the ADCP backscatter intensity, corresponds spatially with 
the left edge of the low velocity zone (Figure 5.5). The location of the mixing interface for the 
second cutoff is more difficult to define based on the backscatter intensity (Figure 5.7). The 
variability in backscatter intensity may be due to the influence of flow exiting the first cutoff 
channel, as well as sediment suspension due to the effect of bed topography on the flow 
structure. However, even given these caveats, the approximate location of the mixing interface, 
as based on the backscatter intensity, corresponds well with the left edge of the low velocity zone 
in cross-section C2-12 (Figure 5.7). 
Surface-convergent helical cells were identified in the cutoff confluence in the Rozovskii 
frame of reference (Figures 5.5 and 4.7), which has previously been used to detect secondary 
circulation at junctions (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1999). The helical cells are likely produced by 
curvature of the streamlines as the two flows enter the junction and re-align with the downstream 
channel (Rhoads, 1996), as well as the influence of the bed topography (Best, 1988). In the 
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present study, curvature of the main channel aids in the production of secondary circulation in 
the fluid moving into the confluence from Mackey Bend – a mechanism that has been observed 
previously at confluent meander bends (Roberts, 2004; Riley and Rhoads, 2012). At the 
downstream end of the first cutoff, the counter-rotating helical cells are centered on the cores of 
high streamwise velocity from the two converging flows and are separated by a zone of low 
primary velocity (C1-13, Figure 5.5d). Clockwise secondary circulation extends beyond the 
position of the mixing interface, as defined on the basis of the backscatter intensity data, over 
most of the zone of low velocity. This fluid motion may represent an extension of the main 
secondary flow cell that is centered on the cutoff flow or, alternatively, may arise independently 
from the locally complex bed topography associated with this region of deeper flow/scour. 
Counter-rotating flow cells are also centered on the two cores of high streamwise velocity at the 
downstream end of the second cutoff (C2-12 and C2-13, Figure 5.5c,d). In this case, the zone of 
low flow velocity is smaller than that for the first cutoff and does not show any local secondary 
circulation. Previous studies have associated the boundary between surface-convergent helical 
cells in a confluence with the location of the mixing interface (Mosley, 1976; Ashmore and 
Parker, 1983; Best, 1986, 1987; Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995, 1998; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads and 
Sukhodolov, 2001; Sukhodolov and Rhoads, 2001). The location of the mixing interface is 
positioned close to the boundary between the main cells for the second cutoff (Figure 5.7e), but 
is shifted slightly toward the clockwise cell in the cutoff flow in the case of the first cutoff 
(Figure 5.5e). This discrepancy may reflect imprecision in the delineation of the mixing interface 




The bed morphology associated with this characteristic flow structure includes the 
development of a bar complex extending from the stagnation zone along the left bank upstream 
of the cutoff mouth to the zone of reduced velocity along the left bank downstream of the cutoff 
mouth, and is herein referred to as the cutoff-mouth-bar assemblage (labeled 3 in Figure 5.10 and 
Figure 5.14). Most of the sediment deposited in the cutoff-mouth-bar assemblage at Mackey 
Bend was likely supplied by the rapid widening of the cutoff channel. Tributary-mouth bars are 
commonly observed in confluences where one channel dominates the flow structure (Petts and 
Thoms, 1987; Best, 1988; Reid et al., 1989; Mosher and Martini, 2002; Best and Rhoads, 2008; 
Rhoads et al., 2009). Bars with distinct fronts developed at the confluence of both cutoff 
channels (Figures 5.5 and 4.7-4.10), and portions of these bars are subaerially exposed at low 
flow stage (Figure 5.10). Deposition of sediment at the mouths of the cutoff channels reflects 
abrupt deceleration of high-velocity flow moving through the relatively steep cutoff channel as it 
enters the comparatively low-gradient main channel. The abrupt deceleration of flow at the 
cutoff channel mouth is reflected in the patterns in bed shear stress (Figure 5.3c,d). The 
extension of the mouth-bar assemblage along the left bank downstream of the cutoff mouth 
(Figures 5.8-4.10), indicates that these locations are characterized by decreasing bed shear stress 
and a loss of transport capacity during transport-effective flows – a mechanism that can produce 
bar formation at confluences (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1995; Rhoads, 1996; Rhoads et al., 2009). 
While the data collected in this study do not provide direct evidence of large-scale flow 
separation, a phenomenon documented at channel confluences (Best and Reid, 1984; Best, 1987, 





5.4.4 Future development of the cutoff channel 
Now that the second cutoff has captured a majority of flow of the Wabash River, the first 
cutoff has become erosionally dormant (Zinger et al. 2011). Eventually, the second cutoff should 
completely capture the flow of the Wabash River, transforming Mackey Bend and the first cutoff 
into a lake. Long-term observations of cutoffs indicate that closure of the upstream limb of a 
cutoff bend typically occurs prior to sedimentation in the downstream limb (Hooke, 1995). Once 
the upstream limb of the bend becomes plugged with sediment and the cutoff channel captures 
all of the flow in the upstream river channel, the abandoned bend undergoes a transition to 
stagnant, lentic conditions (Fisk, 1951; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Shields and Abt, 1989; 
Saucier, 1994; Glińska-Lewczuk, 2009). Flow at the downstream end of the abandoned bend, 
which is still partially open to the new river channel path, is analogous to flow in a local 
slackwater embayment along the river (Le Coz et al., 2010). Progressive deposition may cause 
the downstream end of the bend to be closed gradually as sediment is entrained into the 
embayment from fluid shear between flow in the river and stagnant water at the open 
downstream end of the bend. During this phase of oxbow lake formation, bar growth in the 
downstream limb progresses from the bank across from the cutoff channel mouth toward the 
upstream junction corner (Le Coz et al., 2010), until it coalesces with the zone of deposition 
associated with the cutoff–mouth-bar assemblage.  
Thus, the transformation of Mackey Bend into an oxbow lake likely will progress 
according to the conceptual model, in which bar development across the entrance to the bend 
eventually seals that limb from flow, the cutoff channel widens, and deposition at the 
downstream end of the cutoff channel continues to occur. Once flow into the bend is blocked by 
sedimentation at the upstream end of the cutoff, deposition into slackwater in the downstream 
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limb of the old meander will proceed until the cutoff channel is completely integrated into the 
path of the main river (e.g. Le Coz et al, 2010). Continued realignment of the cutoff-channel 
planform should occur during this integration, although the width of the cutoff channel will 
stabilize. The timescales of blockage and abandonment of bends at a variety of scales of channel 
size are not well known, but reported values range from 2 – 10 years on the lower Mississippi 
River (Gagliano and Howard, 1984), <1 to 7 years on the Rivers Dane and Bollin (Hooke, 1995) 
to 15 years on a bend of the Wabash River at Grayville (see Jackson, 1975, 1976, for details of 
this bend when active). At Mackey Bend, completion of the cutoff process, as well as the 
initiation of the cutoff itself, is delayed by backwater effects from the Ohio River, which 
diminish the erosive potential of flows through the cutoff channel when the Ohio River is at a 
high stage. The flow conditions that occurred when the first cutoff channel was initiated and 
gullies were carved in the location of the second cutoff (i.e. the Wabash River is at a high flood 
stage and the Ohio River is not) occur rarely according to historical data (Figure 5.2). 
Rapid lateral erosion downstream of cutoffs has been observed on several rivers 
(Kulemina, 1973; Brice, 1974; Bridge et al., 1986) and it has been argued that these high lateral 
erosion rates result from the increased sediment supply associated with cutoff channel incision 
(Nanson and Hickin, 1983). Erosion of the right bank of the downstream limb of Mackey Bend is 
apparent in aerial photographs (Figure 5.10, Figure 4.1), which is related to the advection of the 
core of high velocity exiting the cutoff channel toward that bank, as well as topographic forcing 
of flow toward that bank by the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage. Additionally, following the cutoffs 
at Mackey Bend, extreme sedimentation occurred downstream at the nearby confluence of the 
Wabash and Ohio rivers (Zinger et al., 2011). Upstream effects may also be produced by 
formation of a local knickpoint in the longitudinal profile that translates along the river, but in 
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some cases cutoffs do not appear to affect the morphologic evolution of adjacent bends (Hooke, 
1995). Because the cutoff is incomplete and the channel is still actively evolving, the long-term 




This study has examined the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of two chute cutoff 
channels formed along a large river immediately following initiation of the cutoffs. The results 
shed light on the fluvial processes and forms that characterize chute cutoff channel dynamics 
after initiation of a cutoff, but prior to the formation of an oxbow lake. A conceptual model of 
chute cutoff hydrodynamics and morphodynamics is developed to encapsulate insights gained 
from the study. The conceptual model places the results of the present field study within the 
context of relevant extant literature, such that the processes illustrated by the model are broadly 
applicable to chute cutoffs in a variety of environments over a wide range of scales. 
A key aspect of this model is that it views bifurcations and confluences as suitable 
analogs for depicting flow structure, patterns of erosion and deposition, and short-term 
morphodynamics at the upstream and downstream ends, respectively, of cutoff channels. Insights 
from previous work on bifurcation stability suggest that chute cutoffs “succeed” due to a 
combination of factors, including a gradient advantage and the influence of the bend upstream. 
Capture of flow by an incipient cutoff channel triggers positive feedbacks between flow and 
evolving channel form, including a feedback between the reduction in velocity in the upstream 
limb of the main channel and bar formation across the entrance to the meander bend and a 
feedback between the increase in the percentage of discharge captured by the cutoff channel and 
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widening of the cutoff channel. Feedbacks between the curvature of flow into the cutoff channel, 
the development of a flow separation zone and bar formation in the flow separation zone also 
drive cutoff channel widening. Furthermore, deposition of sediment excavated from the 
floodplain by erosional enlargement of the cutoff channel generates a cutoff-mouth-bar 
assemblage, which partially blocks the downstream limb of the bend. Spatial patterns of 
deposition in the cutoff-mouth-bar assemblage respond to, and develop because of, the same 
processes that occur in channel confluences.  
The results of the present study and previous research on oxbow lake formation (e.g. 
Hooke, 1995; Le Coz et al., 2010) indicate that the transformation from a chute cutoff to an 
oxbow lake is characterized first by rapid widening of the chute channel (e.g. Zinger et al., 
2011), followed by a period of extensive bar development. The conceptual model presented 
herein describes the processes by which the cutoff channel widens, sediment plugs the upstream 
limb of the bend, and the cutoff-mouth-bar assemblage is deposited (Figure 5.14). However, the 
model does not address how chute cutoff channels are initially carved across the necks of 
meander bends (e.g. Fisk, 1947; Bridge et al., 1986; Gay et al., 1998; Constantine et al., 2010b; 
van Dijk et al., 2012) and additional research is needed to examine this issue. The morphological 
developments that take place after the upstream limb of the bend is plugged, have been described 
in detail by Hooke (1995) and Le Coz et al. (2010) and is encapsulated in a conceptual model by 
Saucier (1994), yet exact mechanisms by which the entrance and exit to a meander bend are 
closed off also must be explored further to connect the model in this study to the formation of 
oxbow lakes. Additional field investigations of chute cutoffs over a range of spatio-temporal 
scales are required to fully evaluate the validity of the conceptual model of chute cutoff 
dynamics presented herein. Future work should include experimental and numerical modeling to 
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better identify the process-form interactions involved in the initial development of chute cutoff 





Chapter 5 Tables 
 
Table 5.1: Discharges (m3s-1) through the Wabash River, the two cutoffs (from ADCP 
measurements), and the Ohio River (from USGS gage at Cannelton, IN) at each survey. 





Cutoff 1  




Cutoff 2  






7 January 2009 2,036 801 39% --- --- 2,670 0.76 
19 February 2009 2,625 1,174 45% --- --- 6,258 0.42 
21 May 2009 3,350 1,190 36% --- --- 3,313 1.01 
06 Nov. 2009 1,565 702 45% 290 19% 3,342 0.47 
27 May 2010 1,609 586 36% 455 28% 4,049 0.40 
29 June 2010 2,618 782 30% 1,189 45% 2,767 0.95 
2 June 2011 2,309 640 28% 1,178 51% 5,267 0.44 
30 June 2011 2,718 612 23% 1,438 54% 2,127 1.28 
30 April 2013 4,332 1,026 24% 3,399 78% 4,134 1.05 
30 June 2015 3,691 424 11% 2,924 79% 5,280 0.70 
 
Table 5.2: Cross-sectional average velocities (ms-1) in the main channel just upstream of the 
cutoff channel entrance and within the cutoff channel entrance, C1 and C2 denote mean velocity 
in the first and second cutoff channels respectively.  
Survey Date U�cutoff U�Wabash U�cutoff/U�Wabash QWabash/QOhio 
7 January 2009  1.764 (C1) 1.787 0.987 0.76 
19 February 2009  1.201 (C1) 1.257 0.955 0.42 
21 May 2009  1.723 (C1) 1.993 0.867 1.01 
27 May 2010  0.839 (C2) 1.133 0.740 0.40 
29 June 2010  1.815 (C2) 1.622 1.120 0.95 
2 June 2011  0.675 (C2) 1.050 0.642 0.44 
30 June 2011  1.908 (C2) 1.661 1.149 1.28 








Figure 5.1: Location map of cutoff site showing Mackey Bend, just upstream of the confluence 
of the Wabash and Ohio Rivers. Values in white on aerial image show cross section numbers and 
C1 and C2 (black) are prefixes for these numbers corresponding to the first and second cutoff, 
respectively. The orthophotograph was taken 12 August 2011 (Wabash Discharge = 247 m3s-1) 
through the USDA National Agriculture Imagery Program (available at: 







Figure 5.2:  (a) Discharge hydrograph for the Wabash River at Mt. Carmel, IL (blue line) and the 
Ohio River at Cannelton, IN (red line) during the study period. The arrow labeled C1 indicates 
the flood event that cut the first cutoff and the bracket labeled C2 indicates the period of time 
over which the second cutoff developed. (b) The flood dominance ratio (eqn. 1) since October 
1940, calculated using the Wabash discharge at Mt Carmel, IL. The grey line shows Fd using 
discharge measured on the Ohio River at Evansville, IN (October 1940 – September 1996).  The 
black line shows Fd using discharge measured on the Ohio River at Cannelton, IN (October 1975 






Figure 5.3: Depth-averaged flow velocities (black arrows) at cross-sections measured at the 
upstream and downstream ends of the two cutoff channels. The skin friction bed shear stress is 
plotted in the background as filled, colored contours. (a) cross sections at the upstream end of the 
first cutoff channel on 19 February 2009, (b) cross sections at the upstream end of the second 
cutoff channel on 2 June 2011. (c) cross sections at the downstream end of the first cutoff 
channel on 19 February 2009 and (d) cross sections at the downstream end of  the second cutoff 
channel on 2 June 2011. The principal features of flow are labeled as reduction/stagnation of 






Figure 5.4: ADCP measurements at the upstream end of the first cutoff (looking downstream, 
locations plotted on inset). (a) C1-2, streamwise velocities (color) and transverse secondary 
vectors (arrows) (b) C1-6, primary velocities (colors) and transverse secondary vectors (arrows) 







Figure 5.5: ADCP measurements at the downstream end of the first cutoff (looking downstream, 
locations plotted on inset). (a) C1-12, streamwise velocities (colors) and transverse secondary 
vectors (arrows), (b) C1-13, streamwise velocities (colors) and transverse secondary vectors 
(arrows) (c) C1-12, primary velocities (colors) and secondary vectors in Rozovskii reference 
frame.  Note different reference vectors for each panel. (e) Depth-averaged ADCP backscatter 





Figure 5.6: ADCP measurements at the upstream end of the first cutoff, viewed looking 
downstream (locations plotted on inset). (a) C2-2, streamwise velocities (color) and transverse 
secondary vectors (arrows) (b) C2- 6, streamwise velocities (colors) and transverse secondary 
vectors (arrows) and (c) C2- 6, primary velocities (color) and secondary vectors (arrows) in the 







Figure 5.7: ADCP measurements at the downstream end of the first cutoff (looking downstream, 
locations plotted on inset). (a) C2-12, streamwise velocities (colors) and transverse secondary 
velocities (arrows) and (b) C2-12, primary velocities (colors) and secondary vectors in the 
Rozovskii reference frame. Note reference secondary velocity vectors are different for each 







Figure 5.8: Maps showing cutoff channel bed elevation interpolated from single-beam 
fathometer data (NAVD88 reference) and bankline position for (a) the first cutoff on 19 February 
2009, (b) the first cutoff on 27 May 2010, (c) the second cutoff on 27 May 2010 and (d) the 






Figure 5.9: The time evolution of the cross-sections plotted in Figure 5.8; a) C1-2, b) C1-7, c) 






Figure 5.10: Orthophotographs of the field site from the USDA National Agriculture Imagery 
Program from a) 30 September 2008, (Qwab = 186 m3s-1, Qohio = 433 m3s-1), b) 5 November 2009 
(Qwab = 1,323 m3s-1, Qohio = 3,738 m3s-1) and c) 12 August 2011 (Qwab = 235 m3s-1, Qohio = 1,215 
m3s-1). Bar forms are labeled as follows: (1) stagnation zone in main Wabash River channel 
across from the cutoff channel entrance, (2) flow separation zone in the cutoff channel, (3) 







Figure 5.11: Relationship between the percentage of discharge captured by the second cutoff 
from the main Wabash River and the width of the second cutoff channel and velocity reduction 






Figure 5.12: Depth-averaged velocity vectors at cross-sections at the upstream and downstream 
ends of the second cutoff channel during its development from May 2010 - July 2011. The total 
Wabash River discharge, discharge through the second cutoff, percentage of the total Wabash 
River discharge in the second cutoff and the Ohio River discharge are given for reference. All 
discharges are given in m3s-1. Solid white lines indicate the bankline positions at the time of 
measurement and black dotted lines indicate locations where the flow depth was too shallow to 
collect ADCP data. Survey dates are (a) 27 May 2010, (b) 29 June 2010, (c) 2 June 2011, and (d) 
30 June 2011. Aerial orthophotographs plotted in the background were collected by the USDA 





Figure 5.13: Standing waves observed on 29 June 2010 at the downstream end of cutoff 2 
(location indicated in Figure 5.12b), viewed looking: (a) upstream toward the mouth of cutoff 2, 






Figure 5.14: Conceptual model for the morphodynamics of chute channels during the bar 
development phase. The diagram shows the bifurcation and confluence, the primary features of 











 Experimental investigations of fluvial morphodynamics have greatly enhanced the 
understanding of meandering rivers (e.g. Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a,b; Abad and Garcia, 
2009a,b), bifurcations (e.g. Federici and Paola, 2003; Bertoldi and Tubino, 2007; Thomas et al., 
2011), and confluences (e.g. Best and Reid, 1984; Best, 1987, 1988; Biron et al., 1996a,b). 
Physical experiments remove the inherent complexities of real-world environments by isolating 
the individual effects of key variables on system dynamics. The combination of results obtained 
from physical models with observations from the field and/or data generated by numerical 
simulations can be extraordinarily powerful in providing answers to fundamental questions. 
Nevertheless, the application of experimental approaches to the study of cutoffs has been limited 
to a small number of studies (Le Coz et al., 2010; van Dijk et al., 2012; Han and Endreny, 2014), 
of which only one addresses flow structure in detail (Le Coz et al., 2010). The present study 
contributes to the understanding of flow structure in chute cutoffs of meandering rivers through a 
set of experiments in which the patterns of mean three-dimensional velocities and turbulence are 
mapped in detail in an idealized physical model of a chute cutoff.  
 In this study, the three-dimensional mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy are 
measured at cross-sections in two flume geometries for two flow conditions. The first flume 
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geometry is the pre-cutoff configuration, which consists of three identical bends with sine-
generated planforms (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.11a). In the second flume geometry, the post-cutoff 
configuration, the simplest possible geometry of a chute cutoff is explored, in which a straight 
channel is inserted across the neck of the middle bend of the flume to form a chute cutoff (see 
Chapter 3, Figure 3.11b). The flume is constructed from fiberglass and consists of a prismatic 
rectangular cross-section with a flat, immobile bed and fixed banks. The width of the chute 
cutoff channel is equal to the width of the meander bends (0.52 m). The two flow conditions 
have the same nominal discharge of approximately 20 Ls-1 (Table 6.1). The downstream 
boundary condition was varied to create different hydraulic conditions by raising/lowering a 
hinged gate at the end of the flume. Flow 1 was 3.3 cm shallower than Flow 2 at cross-section 1 
during the pre-cutoff experiments. Flow velocities were measured at points in the water column 
using a Nortek Vectrino II Profiling ADV and at the water surface using surface Particle 
Tracking Velocimetry (details in Chapter 3).  
 The results of this study indicate that chute cutoffs that are equal in width to the main 
channel substantially alter the three-dimensional flow field and distribution of turbulent kinetic 
energy in a meander bend with immobile boundaries and a rectangular cross-section. The flow 
structure in the post-cutoff flume configuration is most analogous to a scenario in which the 
upstream limb of the bend has been completely plugged with sediment. In such a scenario, 
virtually all of the discharge is routed through the cutoff channel, and the primary mechanism for 
sedimentation in the downstream limb of the bend is a large, vertically-oriented gyre that 
entrains fluid and sediment into the bend. The morphological implications of the observed 
patterns in mean velocities and turbulent kinetic energy are explored and compared with the 
observations from the field study at Mackey Bend. 
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6.2 Experimental Results 
6.2.1 Depth-averaged velocity magnitude 
 Depth-averaged velocity magnitudes were determined from the combined ADV and 
surface PTV data at each of the five measurement verticals in each cross-section using the 
following procedure: 
(1) Calculate the time-average of the u, v, and w components of the three-dimensional (3D) 
velocity vector at each measurement location. For the water surface, assume the time-
average of w = 0. 
(2) Fit a cubic spline to the time-averaged u, v, and w components of the 3D velocity vectors 
over the whole water column  
(3) Resample the u, v, and w components at intervals that are spaced evenly by 0.005 m  
(4) Average the resampled u, v, and w components of the 3D velocity vectors over the whole 
water column to derive the depth-averaged U, V, and W components of the depth-
averaged 3D velocity vector) 
(5) Calculate the 3D depth-averaged velocity vector magnitude (𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔) as: 
 
𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔 = √𝑈𝑈2 + 𝑉𝑉2 + 𝑊𝑊2              (6.1) 
 
The pattern of Umag in the pre-cutoff flume configuration is typical of flat-bedded, high sinuosity 
meander bends (e.g. Abad and Garcia, 2009a) (Figure 6.1). The highest values of Umag are 
located at the inner bank of the bends and the locus of the highest values does not cross over to 
the opposite bank until downstream of the bend apex and slightly upstream of the inflection point 
(Figure 6.1). The crossover of the highest velocities occurs over a relatively short distance of 1-2 
channel widths. The average value of Umag for Flow 1 is 12% greater than the average value of 
Umag for Flow 2; however, the spatial patterns in values of Umag are quite similar for the two 
flow conditions. Flow at the water surface tends to be directed toward the inner bank in the 
upstream limbs of the bends, whereas the surface flow is weakly convergent at the bend apices, 
and oriented slightly toward the outer bank at cross-sections located downstream of the bend 
apices (Figure 6.1).  
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 The presence of the chute channel drastically alters the depth-averaged flow structure 
(Figure 6.2). The average value of Umag for Flow 1 is 35% greater than the average value of Umag 
for Flow 2 in the post-cutoff configuration (referred to herein as the abandoned bend) (Figure 
6.2), yet the spatial patterns of Umag are similar for the two flow conditions. In both Flow 1 and 
Flow 2, the locus of highest Umag is located within the cutoff channel, resulting in very low 
values of Umag in the ‘abandoned’ bend (Figure 6.2). As flow approaches the entrance to the 
cutoff channel, the high velocity core shifts toward the left side of the main channel, rather than 
hugging the inner bank as it does in the pre-cutoff configuration. There is a strong gradient in 
Umag between flow entering the cutoff channel and flow in the bend that has been cutoff (Figure 
6.2 and 6.3). The boundary between the high-velocity flow entering the cutoff channel and the 
low-velocity flow in the bend extends obliquely across the main channel from the right bank to 
the inner corner of the bifurcation formed by the cutoff and the bend (Figure 6.2 and 6.3).  
As flow enters the cutoff channel, the highest velocities initially shift slightly toward the 
right side of the cutoff, then back toward the left side of the channel. A flow separation zone 
forms along the left side of the cutoff channel, but this feature is difficult to discern due to sparse 
velocity measurements near the channel boundaries (Figure 6.2). Vertically-oriented vortices 
developed along the shear layer bounding this separation zone (Figure 6.3) and were advected 
downstream with the mean flow. The size of the flow separation zone at the water surface was 
determined from the surface PTV videos for the two flow conditions (Table 6.2). The separation 
zone occupies 25% (Flow 1) and 28% (Flow 2) of the total width of the cutoff channel at its 
widest point, which is located near XS B for both flows. The reattachment length of the 
separation zone in the cutoff channel is 0.969 m (1.86 channel widths) for Flow 1 (between XS C 
and XS D) and 0.823 m (1.58 channel widths) for Flow 2 (at XS C).  
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As flow exits the cutoff channel, the highest Umag shifts from the left side of the channel 
to the right side of the channel, moving to the inner bank of the bend located downstream of the 
cutoff exit (Figure 6.2). Flow on the left bank of the bend immediately downstream of the cutoff 
exit is relatively slow, leading to the development of a region of flow separation characterized by 
recirculation, which is bounded by a shear layer (Figure 6.3). The separation zone at the 
downstream junction corner occupies 24% (Flow 1) and 25% (Flow 2) of the total width of the 
channel at the water surface at its widest point. The reattachment length of the separation zone in 
the cutoff channel, derived from PTV analysis, is 0.884 m (1.7 channel widths) for Flow 1 
(slightly downstream of XS 29) and 0.801 (1.54 channel widths) for Flow 2 (slightly upstream of 
XS 29).  
The orientations of 2D surface velocity vectors overlain on the patterns of Umag provide 
further insight into the flow structure at the cutoff exit and in the abandoned bend (i.e. the middle 
bend of the flume) (Figure 6.2). As flow exits the cutoff channel and impinges on the right bank 
of the main channel it diverges. Most of the flow moves downstream, but a small amount moves 
upstream into the abandoned bend along the right (outer) bank of the bend, forming a slow 
clockwise gyre in the downstream limb of the abandoned bend. Flow in this gyre moves 
upstream along the right bank and downstream along the left bank. Flow moving downstream 
converges with flow exiting the cutoff channel and may either become re-entrained into the gyre 
or into the downstream moving flow. In the upstream limb of the abandoned bend, upstream 
moving flow occurs over the entire width of the channel, although it is faster along the outer 
(right) bank than the inner (left) bank (Figure 6.2). Flow moving upstream through the 
abandoned bend eventually converges with the high velocity fluid entering the cutoff channel. 
Based on visual observations during the PTV measurements, as a parcel of fluid moving 
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upstream through the bend approaches the boundary with the fast moving fluid it is usually 
entrained into the cutoff channel, but can sometimes temporarily recirculate downstream into the 
abandoned bend.  
6.2.2 Discharge and water surface elevations 
 The discharge at each cross-section was calculated with the velocity-area method, using 
the depth-averaged streamwise component of velocity and assuming that the velocity at the 
banks is zero (e.g. Buchanan and Somers, 1969). The pump system used in these experiments 
was not equipped with a constant head tank, which meant discharge varied somewhat over the 
course of the experiments. The average and standard deviation of discharge calculated at all of 
the measured cross-sections in the pre-cutoff configuration and at cross-sections 1, 5, 7, 29, 31, 
and 33 in the cutoff configuration, which represents the “main-channel” discharge, were 19.8  
Ls-1 and 1.91 Ls-1 (9.7% of the mean), respectively. The patterns in depth-averaged velocity 
suggest that all of the discharge is routed through the cutoff channel in the cutoff configuration, 
and a backflow occurs in the abandoned bend of the flume. Thus, due to continuity, the discharge 
through the cutoff channel should equal the sum of the main-channel discharge and the backflow 
discharge through the middle bend. The backflow discharge through the bend (averaged over XS 
10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 21, 23, and 25) was -3.59 Ls-1 for Flow 1 and -2.72 Ls-1 for Flow 2, where the 
negative sign indicates upstream flow (Table 6.1). The backflow discharges for the two flows are 
within one standard deviation (1.91 Ls-1) of the difference between the cutoff discharge and the 
main-channel discharge (Table 6.1), and therefore continuity is satisfied. 
The water surface elevations reported herein (Figures 6.4 and 6.5) are referenced to the 
arbitrary datum of the local coordinate system created for the flume. The water surface gradient 
in the flume was controlled by a gate at the downstream end of the flume. Due to imperfections 
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in the flume construction and the physical limitations of the laboratory setup, the flume bed is 
not perfectly level, thus water surface elevations rather than depths are reported. When the flume 
was converted from the pre-cutoff configuration to the post-cutoff configuration it shifted 
slightly, and the average slope of the bed increased from -0.6 X 10-3 to -1.2 X 10-3 (see below). 
In the pre-cutoff configuration, water surface elevation decreases in the downstream direction for 
both flow conditions. The streamwise water surface gradient along the channel centerline 
between XS 1 and XS 34 is -7.33 x 10-4 for Flow 1 and -4.01 x 10-4 for Flow 2 (Table 6.3). The 
spatial pattern of water surface elevation for the pre-cutoff configuration is typical of flat-bedded 
sharp meander bends for both flow conditions (Figure 6.4a,c). The highest water surface 
elevations are at the outer bank of the bends and the lowest water surface elevations are along the 
inner bank of the bends.  
 After the cutoff channel was added to the flume, the water surface gradient along the 
centerline of the main channel steepened for both flow conditions (Figure 6.4b,d and 6.5). For 
Flow 1 the water surface gradient in the post-cutoff configuration is -1.4 X 10-3 and for Flow 2 
the water surface gradient is -3.5 X 10-3 (Table 6.3). However, the average slope of the bed in the 
pre-cutoff configuration was -0.6 X 10-3, compared to -1.2 X 10-3 for the post-cutoff 
configuration (inserting the cutoff section into the flume planform required shifting the flume 
slightly). Subtracting the bed slope from the water surface gradient (Table 6.3, “corrected for bed 
slope”), indicates that although the increase in water surface gradient for the post-cutoff 
configuration is partly a result of the imperfect leveling of the flume bed, the increase in bed 
slope does not completely account for the increase in water surface gradient. 
 The addition of the cutoff channel results in superelevation of the water surface near the 
entrance and exit of the cutoff channel, which produces local backwater effects. Flow stagnation 
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generates superelevation of the water surface along the left bank at XS 10 and XS 11 (Figure 
6.5). Superelevation of the water surface also occurs along the right bank of XS 25 (Figure 6.5), 
as flow exiting the cutoff approaches the opposing bank at a high angle, diverges, and moves 
upstream into the mouth of the abandoned bend. As a result, the local water surface gradient in 
the downstream limb of the abandoned bend (between XS 21 and XS 25) is negative (i.e. the 
water surface dips in the upstream direction) (Figure 6.4b,d and 6.5). Moreover, the water 
surface slope is higher along the right bank than the left bank between XS 21 and XS 25. Thus, 
between XS 21 and XS 25, the streamwise pressure gradient is directed upstream and the cross-
stream pressure gradient is directed from the right bank toward the left bank. As water is 
entrained into the downstream limb of the bend along the right bank, it moves upstream due to 
the upstream-directed the pressure gradient. Concurrently, the cross-stream pressure gradient 
produces a component of flow from the right bank toward the left bank. The flow of water 
upstream along the right bank and toward the left bank initiates a clockwise-rotating gyre. 
Backwater effects caused by the cutoff channel produce water surface elevations in the bend 
upstream of the cutoff channel that exceed water surface levels in the pre-cutoff configuration, 
which, along with the imperfect leveling of the flume bed (Figure 3.12, Table 6.3), accounts for 
the overall increase in water surface gradient throughout the measured reach. 
The water surface elevation decreases abruptly at the entrance to the cutoff channel and is 
particularly low in the region of separated flow along the left bank of the cutoff channel (Figure 
6.4b,d and 6.5). However, after an initial decrease in water surface elevation at the cutoff 
entrance, the water surface through the cutoff channel increases toward the mouth of the cutoff. 
Downstream of the cutoff exit (from XS 27 to XS 31), the water surface elevation decreases 
sharply along the right bank of the channel, and the water surface elevation along the left bank 
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increases slightly for both flow conditions (Figure 6.4b,d and 6.5). The water surface elevation 
along the centerline (from XS 27 to XS 30) decreases slightly for Flow 1, and increases slightly 
for Flow 2.  
6.2.3 Three-dimensional flow structure 
 The two flow conditions share similar patterns of three-dimensional flow structure for the 
pre-cutoff configuration, even though velocities for Flow 2 are slightly less than for Flow 1. 
Between XS 1 (cross-section 1) and XS 9, the high velocity core shifts from the center to the 
right side of the channel (the inner bank of this bend) and slightly toward the bed. Clockwise 
secondary circulation generated in the previous bend gradually transitions to a counter-clockwise 
circulation between XS 1 and XS 9 (Figures 6.6 and 6.7). The surface velocities at XS 7 and XS 
9 indicate flow convergence, with surface flow toward the right bank on the left side of the 
channel, and toward the left bank on the right side of the channel, although the cross-stream 
velocities near the bed display a counter-clockwise cross-stream circulation (Figures 6.6 and 
6.7). The high velocity core shifts away from the right bank between XS 9 and XS 11; however, 
the cross-stream velocities still indicate counter-clockwise secondary circulation and the surface 
velocities still indicate surface flow convergence (Figures 6.6 and 6.7).  
At XS 18, the high velocity core has reached the left bank (the inner bank of the 
abandoned bend) and the secondary circulation is clockwise (Figures 6.6 and 6.7). The surface 
velocities at XS 18 are directed toward the inner bank across most of the channel width, except 
near the left bank. Between XS 18 and XS 23, the surface velocities are directed toward the right 
bank over the entire flow depth, the secondary circulation is clockwise, and the high velocity 
core begins to cross to right side of the channel (Figures 6.6 and 6.7). At XS 25 and XS 27, the 
high velocity core has reached the right bank, but the secondary circulation is still clockwise 
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(Figures 6.6 and 6.7). By XS 29 and XS 31, the secondary circulation has switched to a counter-
clockwise pattern, and at XS 33 the high velocity core begins to shift back toward the left bank, 
even though the secondary circulation still exhibits counter-clockwise rotation (Figures 6.6 and 
6.7). Thus, as suggested by the map of depth-averaged velocity magnitude (Figure 6.1), the high 
velocity core tends to hug the inner bank of the bends and crosses over to the opposite bank near 
the bend inflection point. The change in the sense of rotation of the secondary circulation occurs 
near the bend apex.  
The three-dimensional flow structure for the post-cutoff configuration is similar for the 
two flow conditions, even though velocities for Flow 1 are slightly higher than those for Flow 2 
(Figures 6.8 and 6.9). The flow structure for the post-cutoff configuration at XS 1 through XS 7 
is similar to the pre-cutoff configuration, with the high velocity core switching from the left bank 
to the right bank, and the secondary circulation transitioning from clockwise to counter-
clockwise with increasing distance downstream from XS 1 (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). However, from 
XS 8 to XS 29 dramatic differences in flow structure are evident for the post- and pre- cutoff 
configurations. In the post-cutoff configuration, a zone of low and slightly negative velocity 
develops along the right bank of XS 8 and XS 9; this low velocity zone is located at the position 
of the high velocity core in the pre-cutoff configuration (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). The magnitude of 
the cross-stream velocities at XS 8 and XS 9 is large compared to the pre-cutoff configuration 
and, with the exception of a small secondary circulation cell in the bottom left corner of XS 8, 
directed toward the left, indicating flow into the cutoff channel.  
The magnitudes of u within the bend (XS 10 through XS 25) are much lower than 
elsewhere in the experimental channel, and flow is directed upstream along the right bank of 
these cross-sections (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). Values of u along the left bank are negative, but have 
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small absolute values for XS 10 through XS 18, whereas values of u on the left bank are positive 
(downstream directed) for XS 21 through XS 25. The cross-stream vectors in XS 21 and XS 23 
generally depict flow toward the left bank (Figures 6.8 and 6.9), whereas at XS 25 the cross-
stream vectors show flow toward the right bank (Figures 6.8 and 6.9), which is consistent with 
the presence of a vertically oriented clockwise gyre in the downstream limb of the middle bend. 
The cross-stream vectors in XS 26 and XS 27 mainly show flow moving toward the right bank as 
it exits the cutoff channel (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). A small clockwise secondary circulation cell is 
evident in the bottom right corner of XS 25, XS 26, and XS 27, which suggests that some flow 
plunges downward as it exits the cutoff channel and impinges upon the right bank of the main 
channel.  
At XS 29, the high velocity core is located on the right side of the channel and values of u 
on the left side of the channel are nearly zero, indicating that flow is stagnant (Figures 6.8 and 
6.9). Two surface-divergent counter-rotating circulation cells are present in XS 29 (Figure 6.8). 
The clockwise secondary circulation cell on the right side of the channel at XS 29 is most likely 
inherited from the small secondary circulation cell in XS 26 and XS 27. The counter-clockwise 
secondary circulation cell on the left side of XS 29 may be developing due to the curvature of the 
bend at XS 29 as flow begins to recover from the influence of the cutoff channel (Figures 6.8 and 
6.9). By XS 31 and XS 33, the flow structure is similar to that of the pre-cutoff configuration, 
with a single counter-clockwise secondary circulation cell and the high velocity core located at 
the right bank (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). 
The three-dimensional flow structure in the cutoff channel (XS A-D) reflects the 
observed patterns in Umag. The core of high velocity is roughly in the center of the channel, 
although it shifts slightly to the right of the channel between XS A and XS B, and then back to 
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left between XS B and XS C (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). The smallest streamwise velocities are found 
near the left bank of XS A-D, which is consistent with the pattern of flow separation detected in 
the surface PTV videos (Table 6.2). The patterns of cross-stream velocity in the cutoff channel 
are complex and vary slightly for the two flow conditions. The cross-stream vectors in XS A are 
all directed to the right side of the channel, and have a greater magnitude near the bed than near 
the surface (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). In XS B and C, a pair of weak counter-rotating secondary 
circulation cells that converge near the bed can be identified (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). At XS D, the 
cross-stream vectors are mostly oriented toward the left bank for Flow 1, with the exception of a 
small counterclockwise cell in the bottom left corner (Figures 6.8 and 6.9). In contrast, XS D for 
Flow 2 displays a pair of weak counter-rotating secondary circulation cells, similar to XS C 
(Figures 6.8 and 6.9). 
6.2.4 Flow turbulence 
 The turbulent kinetic energy (k) at each measurement location was determined using: 
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
′(𝑚𝑚) = 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚) − 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖           𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, 3               (6.2) 
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = −𝜌𝜌 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖′2           𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, 3                (6.3) 
𝑘𝑘 = − 1
2𝜌𝜌
(𝜏𝜏11 + 𝜏𝜏22 + 𝜏𝜏33)                     (6.4) 
where 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚) is a component of velocity, the overbar indicates a time average, the prime values 
indicate fluctuations about the mean velocity, 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 refers to normal stresses, 𝜌𝜌 is density, and k 
refers to turbulent kinetic energy. The depth-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) was 
determined from the ADV data using the following method: 
(1) Calculate the k at each ADV measurement point. Assume the k at the water surface is 
equal to the k of the topmost measurement. 
(2) Resample the k at evenly spaced intervals of 0.005 m above the bed. 




The cross-sectional average of turbulent kinetic energy (𝑘𝑘) was calculated as the average of 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 
at all the verticals in a single cross-section, and did not include an estimation of 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 at the 
channel banks. For both the cutoff and pre-cutoff configurations, Flow 1 generally has greater 
values of 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 than Flow 2 at any given location in the flume (Figures 6.10 and 6.11).  
Overall, 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 increases with distance downstream for both flow conditions in the pre-
cutoff configuration (Figure 6.10). The 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 for the pre-cutoff configuration tends to be largest 
downstream of the bend apices on the inner bank of the bends, which coincides with the location 
where the high velocity core begins to shift toward the opposite bank (Figure 6.10). Moreover, at 
cross-sections near the bend inflection points (XS 1, 9, 11, 23, 25, and 33) local maxima in k are 
located along the inner bank (of the upstream bend) near the water surface (Figures 6.12 and 
6.13). Observations from PTV videos indicate that vertical vortices are generated where the high 
velocity core begins to move away from the inner bank (although flow separation does not 
occur), which may account for the high values of k and 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 near the bend inflection points. 
Additionally, high values of k are found in cross-sections with counter-rotating pairs of 
secondary circulation cells.  
The addition of the cutoff channel substantially alters the distribution of 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in the flume. 
The greatest 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in the post-cutoff configuration is found along the edge of the separation zone 
located at the left bank of the cutoff channel (Figure 6.11), where a shear layer develops between 
the separation zone and the adjacent freestream (Figure 6.3). Similarly, high 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is found along 
the boundary between the high velocity fluid entering the cutoff and the near-stagnant water in 
the upstream limb of the middle bend – a transition also marked by the development of a shear 
layer (Figure 6.3). The 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 values at the edge of the separation zone in the cutoff channel, and 
also near the entrance to the cutoff channel, are an order of magnitude greater than the largest 
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𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 values in the pre-cutoff configuration. The ratio of 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in the post-cutoff configuration to 
the pre-cutoff configuration (referred to herein as the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio) is generally slightly higher for 
Flow 1 than for Flow 2, although the overall pattern is similar for the two flow conditions 
(Figure 6.14). The 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio along the shear layer between the fast-moving fluid entering the 
cutoff and the slower fluid in the upstream limb of the bend was approximately 4 (Flow 1) and 3 
(Flow 2) (Figures 6.3 and 6.14). At the farthest upstream edge of this shear layer, along the right 
bank of the main channel, the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio was up to 5 for both flow conditions (Figure 6.14).  
At the downstream end of the cutoff, in the zone of flow divergence along the right bank 
of the main channel, the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio is up to 5 (Flow 1) and 4 (Flow 2) at its peak, with 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio 
values that are greater than one extending upstream into the bend along the right bank (Figure 
6.14). Finally, along the centerline of the bend downstream of the cutoff exit, the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio was 
c. 1.5-2.5 (Figure 6.14). In contrast, the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio between XS 10 and XS 23 ranges from less 
than 0.1 to 0.5, indicating that in this area the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 for the post-cutoff configuration was less than 
the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 for the pre-cutoff configuration (Figure 6.14). This decrease in 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is consistent with the 
extremely low velocities measured between XS 10 and XS 23 for the post-cutoff configuration. 
At several locations in the post-cutoff configuration high values of k (Figure 6.16 and 
6.17) are associated with a shear layer (Figure 6.3). The high values of k (Figure 6.16 and 6.17) 
along the boundary of the separation zone in the cutoff channel (XS A-D, Figures 6.16 and 6.17) 
are clearly associated with strong cross-stream gradients in velocity (Figure 6.2). Visual 
observations of the cutoff separation zone indicated the presence of vertically oriented vortices, 
which were shed along the shear layer between the separation zone and the high velocity flow 
within the cutoff channel. High values of k (XS 9, Figure 6.16 and 6.17) are also found along the 
shear layer between the fast-moving fluid entering the cutoff and the slower fluid in the upstream 
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limb of the abandoned bend, and vertical vortices were shed along this shear layer as well. 
Finally, a peak in k occurs along the shear layer between the separation zone that forms along the 
left bank downstream of the cutoff exit (XS 29, Figure 6.16 and 6.17). It is worthy of note that 
the shear layer at the exit of the abandoned bend does not produce elevated values of k, perhaps 
because the velocity gradient in that location is smaller compared to the other shear layers 
(Figure 6.3). High values of k are also associated with secondary circulation in the post-cutoff 
configuration. In particular, high values of k are found near the bed on the right side of XS 25 to 
XS 29 (Figure 6.16 and 6.17), where a clockwise secondary circulation cell is located.  
Most of the transfer of kinetic energy from the mean flow to turbulence occurs in the 
boundary layers formed at the bed and banks of a channel. However, previous work on open-
channel bends indicates that the exchange of kinetic energy between the mean flow and 
turbulence is also influenced by secondary circulation, which can be represented as the 
streamwise component of vorticity (𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠) (e.g. Blanckaert and De Vriend, 2004): 
𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 =  𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛 − 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧                    (6.5) 
Kinetic energy is transferred from cross-stream mean flow to turbulence in the main secondary 
circulation cell associated with flow through a bend, and is dissipated by the cross-stream 
turbulent stresses (Blanckaert and De Vriend, 2004). A small amount of energy is transferred 
from turbulence to the mean flow in the main secondary circulation cell, but the contribution to 
mean vorticity is minor compared to vorticity generated by the centrifugal force (Blanckaert and 
De Vriend, 2004). In contrast, the outer-bank secondary circulation cell is generated by both the 
centrifugal force and by transfer of kinetic energy from cross-stream turbulence to the mean flow 
(Blanckaert and De Vriend, 2004). Experimental work has also indicated k tends to be highest 
along the boundary between counter-rotating secondary circulation cells, and lower at cross-
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sections where a single secondary circulation cell is well developed (Abad and Garcia, 2009a). 
The pre-cutoff results in the present study also indicate an association between high values of k 
and counter-rotating pairs of secondary circulation cells (Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.12, and 6.13). 
  To further investigate the association between streamwise vorticity and turbulence, the 
cross-sectional average streamwise vorticity (𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠) is compared to 𝑘𝑘 (Figure 6.15). Equation 6.5 
was used to determine 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 at each measurement location, and the depth-averaged streamwise 
vorticity (𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) was computed according to the same procedures outlined for U, V, and W. The 
cross-sectional average streamwise vorticity (𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠) was then calculated as the average of 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 at 
all the verticals in a single cross-section, and did not include an estimation of 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 at the channel 
boundaries. For the pre-cutoff configuration, 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 and 𝑘𝑘 are generally correlated, although in some 
cases the peaks in 𝑘𝑘 are located slightly downstream of the peaks in 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 (Figure 6.15a,b). 
Similarly, 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 and 𝑘𝑘 are generally correlated in the post-cutoff configuration (Figure 6.15c-f), and 
are also clearly correlated with the spatial distribution of Umag (Figure 6.2). Although the order 
of magnitude of the peaks in 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠 is similar for the pre- and post-cutoff configurations, the peaks 
in 𝑘𝑘 are much greater for the post-cutoff configuration as a result of turbulence production along 
the shear layers that develop in association with cutoff channel (Figure 6.3). 
 
6.3 Discussion 
6.3.1 Major features of flow structure and patterns in turbulent kinetic energy 
 The results of the experiments documented in this chapter can be summarized in the form 
of a conceptual model of flow structure in a high-sinuosity, flat-bedded meander bend with a 
chute cutoff that has the same width as the main channel (Figure 6.18a). The water surface slope 
through the bend was greater for the post-cutoff configuration compared to the pre-cutoff 
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configuration, which is due to both the imperfect leveling of the flume bed (Figure 3.12, Table 
6.3), and local backwater effects produced near the cutoff entrance and exit (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). 
The chute cutoff completely captured the discharge in the flume, resulting in near-stagnant 
conditions in the abandoned bend of the flume. In contrast, the cutoffs at Mackey Bend have not, 
individually nor jointly, captured the full discharge of the Wabash River (see Chapter 6.4.3). The 
division of flow between two equal-width branches of a bifurcation is a function of the Shields 
parameter of the upstream channel (Bolla Pittaluga et al., 2003), the relative slopes of the two 
bifurcate channels, the curvature and length of a bend upstream of the bifurcation, the width-to-
depth ratio (𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟) of the upstream channel, local topographic effects, and changing boundary 
conditions (Kleinhans et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2011). Recent experimental modeling indicates 
that the proportion of discharge captured by a steeper branch of a bifurcation is inversely 
proportional to the 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 of the incoming flow (Marra et al., 2014). The chute cutoff provides a 
slope advantage over the path around the bend (cutoff ratio = 0.37), and the values of 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 for the 
flow conditions used in the experiments are quite small (3.0 and 3.7). Thus, the complete capture 
of the discharge by the cutoff channel indicates that the slope advantage and 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 are both 
dominant controls on the division of discharge in these experiments. 
The core of high flow velocity can be traced from the inner bank of the bend upstream of 
the cutoff, through the cutoff channel, to the inner bank of the bend downstream of the cutoff 
(Figure 6.18a). A shear layer forms along the boundary between the high velocity flow entering 
the cutoff channel, and the near-stagnant water in the upstream limb of the abandoned bend 
(Figures 6.2 and 6.18a). Flow separation occurs along the left bank of the cutoff channel, and this 
area is characterized by the highest values of turbulent kinetic energy (Figure 6.18a). Flow is 
directed toward the right bank as it enters the cutoff channel, and toward the left bank as flow 
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approaches the cutoff exit, yet the core of high velocity remains close to the center of the channel 
(Figures 6.8 and 6.9). No organized pattern of secondary circulation was detected in the cutoff 
channel; however, the failure to detect this circulation may be related to the reference frame used 
to decompose the velocity vectors. A Rozovskii decomposition of the velocity vectors may aid in 
the detection of secondary circulation cells, if present (e.g. Rozovskii, 1957; Rhoads and 
Kenworthy, 1999), and this decomposition method should be applied in future work.   
As flow exits the cutoff channel, the momentum is advected toward the right bank of the 
downstream channel, producing high velocities along this bank. A low-velocity recirculation 
zone develops along the left bank of the bend downstream of the cutoff exit (Figure 6.18a), 
where flow separates from the channel wall. The boundary between the high-velocity flow 
exiting the cutoff channel and slow-moving flow in the bend forms a shear layer that is 
characterized by high turbulent kinetic energy. Additionally, as flow exiting the cutoff channel 
approaches the right bank of the main channel, it diverges such that a small amount of fluid 
moves upstream into the bend (Figure 6.18a). The fluid that moves upstream into the bend, 
together with the shear between the water exiting the cutoff channel and the slow water in the 
bend, drive the development of a clockwise circulation gyre in the downstream limb of the bend 
(Figure 6.18a). Flow also plunges as it approaches the right bank of the main channel, causing 
development of clockwise secondary circulation near the bed (Figure 6.18a). 
Given that no discharge is routed through the bend, the flow structure observed in the 
present study is what might be expected during the period after the upstream limb of a bend has 
been sealed with sediment, but the downstream limb remains open. Such a scenario has been 
investigated in detail through a series of mobile-bed experiments and a field investigation (Le 
Coz et al., 2010). The flow structure in the downstream limb of a partially abandoned meander 
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bend is analogous to flow recirculation that occurs in a side embayment along an open channel 
flow (e.g. Kimura and Hosada, 1997; Ujitewaal et al., 2001; Sukhodolov et al., 2004; Le Coz et 
al., 2010). Vertically oriented gyres, similar to the gyre documented in this experimental study, 
have been observed in the downstream limb of partially abandoned meander bends in the field 
and in the laboratory (Le Coz et al., 2010) (Figure 6.18c). Secondary counter-rotating gyres can 
form when the mouth of the downstream limb of the bend is sufficiently wide, and in a natural 
channel the recirculation pattern can be complex (Le Coz et al., 2010) (Figure 6.18c). The gyres 
are primarily driven by shear between flow exiting the cutoff channel and stagnant water in the 
bend (Figure 6.18c) (Le Coz et al., 2010). In the present study, flow divergence along the right 
bank of the main channel opposite the cutoff exit may also contribute the generation of the gyre 
in the downstream limb of the bend.  
The last major feature of flow structure in the post-cutoff configuration is the slow, 
upstream movement of water in the upstream limb of the abandoned bend (Figure 6.18a). In the 
flume experiment, water moves upstream until it meets the downstream-moving water that is 
entering the cutoff channel, where it is entrained into the cutoff channel. Based on observations 
using surface particle tracking, some fluid may be temporarily entrained into the upstream limb 
of the bend at the inner corner of the bifurcation as the position of the shear layer between the 
fast-moving flow entering the cutoff channel and the slow-moving fluid in the bend fluctuates. 
These downstream-directed pulses of fluid into the abandoned bend are temporary, and the 
average movement of flow in the upstream limb of the bend is upstream until it is entrained into 
the cutoff channel. The net upstream discharge of fluid through the bend is not an artifact of 
imperfect leveling of the flume bed, as the elevation of the flume bed decreased in the 
downstream direction through the abandoned bend (Figure 3.12). Even so, this pattern of fluid 
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motion is most likely not characteristic of natural chute cutoffs, because the plug bar at the 
upstream entrance to the bend would prevent entrainment of upstream-moving flow into the 
cutoff channel. Eventually, the accumulation of water in the upstream limb of the bend would 
produce a pressure-gradient that would drive flow downstream. The result would be the 
development of a gyre of recirculating flow that would extend throughout the entire abandoned 
bend to maintain flow continuity. Thus, the upstream discharge through the bend is not expected 
to be found in real-world abandoned bends. 
6.3.2 Comparison with Mackey Bend and implications for morphologic change 
The results from the field study at Mackey Bend indicate that bifurcations and 
confluences are appropriate analogs for the flow structure at the upstream and downstream ends 
of a chute cutoff channel during the bar development phase (see Chapters 4 and 5). These 
analogies break down in the present study because none of the discharge is routed through the 
bend in the post-cutoff physical model. In the bifurcation-confluence conceptual model based on 
Mackey Bend (Figure 5.14), cutoff channel widening and bar development along the inner bank 
of the cutoff channel are related to the advection and submergence of high velocities toward the 
toe of the outer bank of the cutoff, and the formation of a separation zone along the inner bank. 
Bar development at the junction corners of the cutoff exit occurs due to flow convergence and 
stagnation at the upstream junction corner, and deceleration (and sometimes flow separation) at 
the downstream junction corner. The similarities and differences between the flume study and 
the bifurcation-confluence model, and the morphodynamic implications of the results of the 
flume study are discussed herein.  
Although the bifurcation-confluence model does not strictly apply to the post-cutoff 
configuration in the flume study, some of the major features of flow that were observed at 
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Mackey Bend were reproduced in the flume. These include: (1) routing of the high velocity core 
through the cutoff channel, (2) flow separation at the inner bank of the cutoff channel, (3) flow 
separation at the downstream junction corner, and (4) reduced flow velocities in the abandoned 
bend. Thus, if sediment were introduced to the flume, patterns of bar development are expected 
to be similar to the patterns observed at Mackey Bend. Deposition should occur at the entrance 
and exit of the abandoned bend, along the inner bank of the cutoff channel, and at the 
downstream corner of the cutoff exit (Figure 6.18b). Bar development in the separation zone of 
the cutoff channel would force the core of high velocity further toward the right bank, similar to 
the topographic steering of flow by point bars that occurs in meander bends (Dietrich and Smith, 
1984; Nelson, 1988; Dietrich and Whiting, 1989; Blanckaert, 2010). Additionally, as the 
upstream limb of the abandoned bend becomes plugged with sediment, the upstream discharge 
through the abandoned bend would develop into a large-scale gyre throughout the entire 
abandoned bend, as described in section 6.4.1. 
However, several features of flow that were observed in the post-cutoff flume 
configuration do not conform with the bifurcation-confluence model, including: (1) complete 
capture of discharge by the cutoff channel, (2) divergence and plunging of flow along the right 
bank of the downstream limb of the main channel, opposite the cutoff exit, and (3) development 
of a gyre in the downstream limb of the abandoned bend. The upstream discharge through the 
abandoned bend is not considered here, as it is interpreted to be an artifact of the unrealistic bed 
morphology of the flume experiments (i.e. the absence of a plug bar in the upstream limb). 
Moreover, the complete capture of discharge by the cutoff channel in the absence of bar 
deposition is related to the low width to depth ratio of the flume, which is discussed in detail 
below. However, divergence and plunging of flow along the right bank of the downstream limb 
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of the main channel, opposite the cutoff exit, and the gyre in the downstream limb of the 
abandoned bend are expected to be real features of the flow structure for a scenario in which the 
upstream limb of an abandoned bend is fully plugged with sediment, and the downstream limb is 
not fully plugged. The bifurcation-confluence model for chute cutoff morphodynamics clearly 
does not apply in such a scenario; rather, the side-embayment model proposed by Le Coz et al. 
(2010) is applicable. 
In the side-embayment model, gyres are the driving mechanism behind morphologic 
change in the downstream limb of the bend once the upstream limb has been fully sealed by 
deposition (Figure 6.18b,d) (Le Coz et al., 2010). The gyre entrains sediment into the 
downstream limb of the bend, and deposits that sediment as flow decelerates further into the 
bend (Figure 6.18b,d) (Le Coz et al., 2010). Bank erosion and scour can occur at the left corner 
of the bend exit due to acceleration of flow as it nears the mouth of the bend, and at the right 
corner of the bend exit due to strong cross-stream flows in that region (Figure 6.18b,d) (Le Coz 
et al., 2010). The expected morphologic change in the downstream limb of the bend is likely to 
be influenced by the planform geometry of the junction between the cutoff exit and bend exit. In 
the present study, the cutoff exit intersects the main channel at a sharp angle, which will promote 
enhanced erosion of the right bank of the main channel, compared to a geometry in which the 
cutoff channel leads into a straight path downstream of the junction (e.g. Le Coz et al., 2010) 
(Figure 6.18b,d). Scour could also be expected to occur within the zone of high k along the 
boundary between the fast moving fluid exiting the cutoff and the slower fluid in the bend 
(Figures 6.11 and 6.18b). Under these conditions, the area of deposition would shift farther 
upstream into the bend compared to the model of Le Coz et al. (2009) (Figure 6.18b,d).  
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Complete capture of the discharge has not yet occurred at either of the cutoff channels at 
Mackey Bend, even though the cutoff ratios (length of the cutoff channel/length of the bend) at 
Mackey Bend are quite small (C1 cutoff ratio = 0.13, C2 cutoff ratio = 0.08) compared to the 
cutoff ratio of the flume cutoff (0.37). The proportion of discharge captured by the second cutoff 
channel at Mackey Bend has increased as it has widened, yet the most recent field survey in July 
2015 indicates that the second cutoff has only captured 79% of the total Wabash River discharge, 
even though its width actually exceeds that of the upstream limb of the main channel (Figure 
5.11). In contrast, the flume cutoff channel, which has a smaller slope advantage and is equal in 
width to the main channel, captured the full discharge without requiring bar formation in the 
upstream limb of the bend.  
The large width to depth ratio (𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟) of Mackey Bend (~ 30 at bankfull flow) compared to 
𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 in the experiments (3.0 – 3.7) accounts for the delay in the full capture of the discharge by the 
second cutoff at Mackey Bend. Recent experimental modeling of bifurcations (Marra et al., 
2014) indicates that the cross-stream movement of fluid toward a bifurcate with a slope 
advantage begins further upstream and extends further across the upstream channel, shifting the 
position of the dividing streamline away from the steeper bifurcate, when 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 of the incoming 
flow is relatively small (Figure 6.19a). Thus, a greater proportion of the upstream discharge 
enters the steeper bifurcate when 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 of the incoming flow is small compared to when 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 of the 
incoming flow is large (Marra et al., 2014) (Figure 6.19a). Mackey Bend has a very large 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟, and 
therefore only receives discharge from a fraction of the width of the upstream main channel 
(Figure 6.19b, and Figure 5.12c,d). Consequently, for the second cutoff to fully capture the 
discharge, bar deposition is required in the upstream limb of the bend. In contrast, 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 for the 
present experiments is an order of magnitude smaller than 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 at Mackey Bend, resulting in 
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complete capture of the discharge by the flume cutoff channel (Figure 6.19c). The timescale of 
blockage at cutoffs is also dependent on the 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 of the flow upstream of a cutoff channel, due to 
the influence of 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 on bar dynamics (Kleinhans et al., 2008).  
The flow separation zone on the left bank of the cutoff channel, and the bar that develops 
in that area, effectively narrow the width of the channel that is conveying flow, yet the influence 
of the cutoff channel separation zone on the proportion of discharge captured by the cutoff 
channel is unclear. Previous experimental and numerical modeling indicates that the width and 
length of the separation zone in a 90° branch channel is inversely proportional to the percentage 
of discharge captured by the branch channel (Shettar and Murthy, 1996; Hsu et al., 2002; 
Ramamurthy et al., 2007). However, these studies did not explicitly investigate the influences of 
a slope advantage in the branch channel or of a deformable bed on flow capture. The size of the 
separation zone in a 90° branch channel tends to increase as the momentum of flow in the main 
channel increases relative to the branch channel (Neary and Odgaard, 1993). The momentum of 
flow in the main channel relative to flow in the cutoff channel may be influenced by the slope 
advantage in the cutoff channel, and/or backwater effects. As a result, the separation zone may 
be smaller in a cutoff channel with a strong slope advantage than in a cutoff channel with a 
weaker slope advantage, assuming that other aspects of the channel geometry are the same.  
Evidence from Mackey Bend suggests that no simple relationship exists between the 
size/presence of a separation zone in the cutoff channel and the proportion of discharge captured 
by the cutoff channel. During ADCP measurements on 2 June 2011 and 30 June 2011, the width 
of the second cutoff, and the total Wabash River discharge were similar (Figure 5.12c,d). Flow 
separation occurred in the second cutoff on 2 June 2011, but no flow separation occurred on 30 
June 2011, which was likely a result of the different backwater conditions during these two 
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measurements (Figure 5.12c,d). However, the proportion of discharge captured by the second 
cutoff channel was nearly identical for the two measurements – 51% on 2 June 2001 and 54% on 
30 June 2011 (Figure 5.12c,d). Thus, in this case, the separation zone is not the dominant control 
on the proportion of flow captured by the second cutoff channel. The proportion of discharge 
captured by a cutoff channel, once the cutoff channel is equal in width to the main channel, is 
likely influenced by several factors, including: (1) the 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 of the main channel, (2) flow separation 
in the cutoff channel and sedimentation in the separation zone, (3) the slope advantage of the 
cutoff channel, which may be influenced by backwater effects and may affect the size/presence 
of the separation zone in the cutoff channel, and (4) sedimentation in the upstream limb of the 
main channel. Further work is necessary to quantify the relative importance of these factors in 
controlling the capture of discharge by cutoff channels. 
6.3.3 Limitations of present study 
 Several factors limit the applicability of the present study to real-world chute cutoffs. 
First, the small 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 used in the experiments is unrepresentative of most natural cutoffs, but was 
necessary to provide adequate depth for ADV measurements. The complete capture of flow by 
the cutoff channel in the flume experiments, in the absence of bar development in the upstream 
limb of the main channel, is likely the result of the small 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟. Another limitation of the present 
study was the imperfect leveling of the bed (Figure 3.12) that likely influenced the observed 
increase in water surface slope in the post-cutoff configuration, but did not appear to 
substantially affect the general patterns of flow structure. Additionally, due to the sediment-free 
bed conditions, any implications regarding morphologic change in the flume are inferences based 
on flow structure in the flume, extant literature, and observations from Mackey Bend. Similarly, 
the width of a natural chute cutoff channel is unlikely to become equal to the width of the main 
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channel without any concurrent bar development, which has a strong effect on flow dynamics 
through the cutoff system.  
The measurements of velocities, which were used to interpret flow structure in the 
experiments, were also constrained by the scaling of flow dimensions. Because the flows in the 
flume were relatively shallow, ADV measurements were not possible in the top 0.05 m of the 
flow column, and were only obtained at 5 verticals in each cross-section due to time constraints. 
Surface PTV measurements helped address this issue, but a substantial portion of each cross-
section was not measured (top 38% and 34% of flow column for Flow 1 and Flow 2, 
respectively), in addition to the unmeasured areas between cross-sections. Thus, inferences 
concerning the flow structure are based on incomplete information on the entire flow field. 
Moreover, the sampling frequency of the ADV was set to 25 Hz, which limits the 
characterization of turbulence to frequencies less than 12.5 Hz,. In spite of these limitations, the 
experiments documented in this chapter provide insight into chute cutoff dynamics following 
plug bar formation in the upstream limb of the abandoned bend. 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
 In this study, the structure of flow in an idealized high-amplitude meander bend with a 
chute cutoff and a flat, fixed bed were examined using data derived from detailed measurements 
of mean three-dimensional velocities and turbulence. The results of the experiments inform a 
conceptual model for the bar development phase during the period that begins once the upstream 
limb of the bend is fully plugged with sediment (Figure 6.18a,b). During this period, the flow 
structure is characterized by: (1) complete capture of the discharge by the cutoff channel, and 
routing of the high velocity core through the cutoff channel, (2) flow separation at the inner bank 
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of the cutoff channel, (3) divergence and plunging of flow along the right bank of the 
downstream limb of the main channel, opposite the cutoff exit, (4) flow separation at the 
downstream junction corner of the cutoff exit, and (5) development of a gyre in the downstream 
limb of the abandoned bend, and near stagnant water throughout most of the bend. Morphologic 
change in the downstream limb of the bend should be driven by the gyre(s) that develops due to 
shear between the high velocity fluid exiting the cutoff and the low velocity fluid in the bend (Le 
Coz et al., 2010), and possibly by diverging flow along the right bank of the main channel when 
flow exiting the mouth of the cutoff channel impinges on this bank (Figure 6.18a). Sediment 
entrained into the bend by the gyre is deposited, gradually forming a plug bar that will eventually 





Chapter 6 Tables 
 
Table 6.1: Discharge calculations for the post-cutoff configuration in Ls-1. QBend refers to the 
backflow discharge in the abandoned bend of the flume, QCutoff is the discharge through the 
cutoff channel, and QMain is the main channel discharge (19.8 L s-1).  
Ls-1 Flow 1 Flow 2 
𝑸𝑸𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 -3.59 -2.72 
𝑸𝑸𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 25.3 22.5 
𝑸𝑸𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 − 𝑸𝑸𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑩𝑩 5.50 2.74 
 
Table 6.2: Width of the flow separation zone in the cutoff channel at cross-sections A, B, C, and 
D for both flow conditions, given in meters. The percent of the total channel width is given in 
parenthesis next to each value. 
 Flow 1 Flow 2 
A 0.096 (18%) 0.074 (14%) 
B 0.130 (25%) 0.148 (28%) 
C 0.065 (12%) 0.056 (11%) 
 
Table 6.3: Average water surface gradient along the channel centerline (through the abandoned 
bend), uncorrected, and corrected for the slope of the flume bed. The average bed slopes was -0.6 
X 10-3 for the pre-cutoff configuration, compared to -1.2 X 10-3 for the post-cutoff configuration. 
 Uncorrected Corrected for bed slope 
 Pre-cutoff Post-cutoff Pre-cutoff Post-cutoff 
Flow 1 -7.33 x 10-4 -1.4 X 10-3 -1.33 X 10-4 -2.00 X 10-4 
Flow 2 -4.01 x 10-4 -3.5 X 10-3 -1.99 X 10-4 -2.30 X 10-3 
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Figure 6.1: Filled contour plot of depth-averaged 3D velocity vector magnitudes for the pre-
cutoff configuration for (a) Flow 1, and (b) Flow 2. Arrows show orientations only of 2D surface 






Figure 6.2: Filled contour plot of depth-averaged 3D velocity vector magnitudes for the post-







Figure 6.3: Gradient of Umag, determined using the “Slope” tool in the Spatial Analyst Toolbox 






Figure 6.4: Filled contour plots of water surface elevation for (a) Flow 1, pre-cutoff; (b) Flow 1, 





Figure 6.5: Measured water surface elevations for the post-cutoff configuration for (a) Flow 1, 
and (b) Flow 2. Measurements at the left bank are in blue, at the right bank are in red, and along 
the centerline are in black. Measurements through the cutoff channel are marked with square, 
while measurements through the bends are marked with circles. Note that the cutoff channel is a 
much shorter path between XS9 and XS26. The small numbers and letters next to the data points 





Figure 6.6: Cross-section plots of three-dimensional velocities for Flow 1 in the pre-cutoff 
configuration. Surface velocities were measured using surface PTV, velocities in the water 
column were measured with an ADV. The filled contours show the component of velocity that is 
perpendicular to the cross-section (u), and the vectors show the components of velocity in the 
plane of the cross-section (v and w). The dotted grey lines with arrows indicate the interpreted 
cross-stream flow structure. Note that the flume is 0.52 m wide and that ADV measurements 












Figure 6.7: Cross-section plots of three-dimensional velocities for Flow 2 in the pre-cutoff 
configuration. Surface velocities were measured using surface PTV, velocities in the water 
column were measured with an ADV. The filled contours show the component of velocity that is 
perpendicular to the cross-section (u), and the vectors show the components of velocity in the 
plane of the cross-section (v and w). The dotted grey lines with arrows indicate the interpreted 
cross-stream flow structure. Note that the flume is 0.52 m wide and that ADV measurements 





















Figure 6.8 (page 3): Cross-section plots of three-dimensional velocities for Flow 1 in the post-
cutoff configuration. Surface velocities were measured using surface PTV, velocities in the water 
column were measured with an ADV. The filled contours show the component of velocity that is 
perpendicular to the cross-section (u), and the vectors show the components of velocity in the 
plane of the cross-section (v and w). The dotted grey lines with arrows indicate the interpreted 
cross-stream flow structure. Note that the flume is 0.52 m wide and that ADV measurements 















Figure 6.9 (page 3): Cross-section plots of three-dimensional velocities for Flow 2 in the post-
cutoff configuration. Surface velocities were measured using surface PTV, velocities in the water 
column were measured with an ADV. The filled contours show the component of velocity that is 
perpendicular to the cross-section (u), and the vectors show the components of velocity in the 
plane of the cross-section (v and w). The dotted grey lines with arrows indicate the interpreted 
cross-stream flow structure. Note that the flume is 0.52 m wide and that ADV measurements 












































Figure 6.14: 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ratio (ratio of 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in the post-cutoff configuration to the 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷in the pre-cutoff 
configuration) for (a) Flow 1, and (b) Flow 2. (c) TKE Ratio along the centerline of the bends 
plotted vs. distance downstream from XS 1 for Flow 1 (blue) and Flow 2 (red), with cross-





Figure 6.15: Cross-sectional average of the streamwise component of vorticity. (a) Flow 1, for 
the pre-cutoff configuration (blue), and the post-cutoff configuration (black); (b) Flow 2, for the 
pre-cutoff configuration (blue), and the post-cutoff configuration (black); (c) Flow 1 (grey) and 





Figure 6.16: Cross-section plots of k for Flow 1 for the post-cutoff configuration (continued on 
















Figure 6.17: Cross-section plots of k for Flow 2 for the post-cutoff configuration (continued on 
















Figure 6.18: (a) Conceptual model of the observed flow structure in the post-cutoff configuration 
of the flume. Note the symbol key at the bottom of the figure. The upstream directed flow in the 
abandoned bend is interpreted as an artifact of the flume experiments. (b) Expected morphologic 
change associated with the flow structure shown in (a), where the yellow shading indicates 
deposition, the grey shading indications erosion, and the red arrows indicate bank retreat. (c) Le 
Coz et al. (2009) conceptual model for the flow structure and (d) morphologic change in the 
downstream limb of an abandoned bend, during the period of time after the upstream limb has 
been fully plugged with sediment. A primary clockwise gyre and secondary counter-clockwise 






Figure 6.19: Influence of 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 on the position of the dividing streamline and the division of 
discharge at a bifurcation. (a) A greater proportion of the upstream discharge is routed through 
the steeper bifurcate channel when 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 is small, compared to when 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 is large (based on Marra et 
al., 2014, their Figure 7b). (b) Sketch of the dividing streamline at a cutoff channel entrance for 
large𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟. (c) Sketch of the dividing streamline at a cutoff channel entrance when 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 is small 








7.1 Summary of findings  
 Chute cutoffs have important morphological, sedimentological, and ecological impacts 
on meandering rivers. A detailed understanding of the morphodynamics of chute cutoffs is 
critical for building process-based models of meander evolution, describing the sediment budget 
of river channels and floodplains, interpreting the origin of floodplain sedimentary architecture, 
and linking fluvial processes to riparian ecology. Thus, the primary objective of this thesis was to 
develop a process-based interpretation of the co-evolution of morphology, flow structure and 
sedimentology in chute cutoff channels prior to bend abandonment. This objective was 
accomplished through a field study of two natural chute cutoffs on a large, elongated bend 
(Mackey Bend) on the Wabash River, IL-IN, and a complementary series of laboratory 
experiments. Chapter 4 focused on the patterns of bar development at Mackey Bend, the spatial 
distribution of dune scales and grain size, and the subsurface structure of the bars. The three-
dimensional flow structure at Mackey Bend (Chapter 5) was linked to the patterns of 
morphologic change identified in Chapter 4. The hydrodynamics in an idealized physical model 
of a chute cutoff with immobile bed and banks were described and related to the field 
observations at Mackey Bend in Chapter 6. 
The combined results of the field study and the laboratory experiments contribute to 
development of a conceptual model for the morphodynamics of chute cutoffs prior to complete 
plugging of the abandoned bend (Figure 7.1). Following the initial development of a chute 
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cutoff, there is a period of rapid widening, which leads into a period of extensive bar 
development. The bar development phase has two distinct stages. The first stage describes the 
period following the initial widening phase, but prior to complete plugging of the upstream limb 
of the bend with sediment (top right panel of Figure 7.1). Prior to complete sealing of the 
upstream limb of the bend, the morphodynamics at chute cutoffs can be described by the 
bifurcation-confluence model described in Chapter 5. The second stage describes the period of 
time after the upstream limb of the bend has been plugged, but prior to complete sealing of the 
downstream limb of the bend (bottom left panel of Figure 7.1). During this second stage, the 
downstream end of the cutoff channel follows the side embayment model described in Chapter 6 
(Le Coz et al., 2010). 
Four research questions were posed in Chapter 1 to provide a framework for the research 
in this thesis. These research questions are revisited here, along with summaries of the 
corresponding findings of this thesis: 
R1) Following the initial development of a cutoff channel, how does the morphology of the 
cutoff channel and the original bend change over time?  
 
Chute cutoffs and abandoned bends go through four main phases of development: (1) the 
widening phase, (2) the bar development phase, (3) the lacustrine phase, and (4) the terrestrial 
phase. The widening phase is characterized by rapid widening and incision of the chute channel. 
During the widening phase, some of the sediment eroded from the floodplain is deposited at the 
mouth of the cutoff channel in the downstream limb of the abandoned bend. As the widening of 
the chute channel slows, the evolving cutoff system transitions into the bar development phase. 
Deposition during the bar development phase is focused at three main locations: (1) in the 
upstream limb of the main channel, across and slightly downstream from the entrance to the 
cutoff channel, (2) along the inner bank of the cutoff channel, and (3) at the upstream and 
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downstream junction corners of the cutoff mouth. The bar that develops in the upstream limb of 
the main channel typically disconnects the upstream limb of the bend from the main flow in the 
river prior to complete plugging of the downstream limb of the bend. Therefore, the bar 
development phase is partitioned into two distinct phases, separated by the point at which the 
upstream limb of the bend is fully plugged. 
The lacustrine phase begins once the upstream and downstream limbs of the bend are 
completely disconnected from river flow during below-bankfull flow stage, forming an oxbow 
lake. During the lacustrine phase, the morphology of the cutoff channel may continue to evolve 
because the cutoff channel is much steeper than sections of the river channel upstream and 
downstream, and thus constitutes a knickpoint in the longitudinal profile of the river. This 
knickpoint is gradually removed both through increasing sinuosity of the cutoff channel and 
through adjustments of the bed upstream and downstream of the cutoff. The oxbow lake 
gradually fills with sediment transported into the lake during floods or by tie channels, and with 
organic detritus and lake marls (Allen, 1965; Gagliano and Howard, 1984; Saucier, 1994; 
Citterio and Piégay, 2009; Constantine et al., 2010a; Toonen et al. 2012). Thus, the oxbow lake 
progressively transitions into the terrestrial phase, in which it has been completely filled with 
sediment and is only visible as a slight depression in the landscape. The resulting meander scar is 
typically subaerially exposed, although it may temporarily serve as a conduit for flow during 
flood events. 
R2) Following the initial development of a cutoff channel, what are the spatial distributions 
of mean velocity and turbulence at the upstream and downstream ends of a chute cutoff 
channel?  
 
The spatial distributions of mean velocity and turbulence at the upstream and downstream 
ends of a chute cutoff channel are highly three-dimensional due to the complex and evolving 
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channel morphology. Following the initial development of a chute cutoff channel, but prior to 
complete plugging of either limb of the bend, the upstream end of a chute channel is analogous 
to a bifurcation and the downstream end of a chute channel is analogous to a confluence. The 
main features of the flow structure at the upstream end of the cutoff channel, prior to plugging of 
the bend, are: (1) deceleration of flow (and possible flow stagnation) in the main channel, 
moving from upstream to downstream past the cutoff entrance, (2) curvature of flow into the 
cutoff channel, the development of strong helical motion of this flow, and advection of the core 
of high velocity toward the outer bank of the cutoff channel, and (3) flow separation along the 
inner bank of the cutoff channel(s). Flow separation may be absent if the offtake angle is small or 
if the momentum in the main channel is small relative to the momentum in the cutoff channel 
(Neary and Odgaard, 1993; McLelland et al., 1995; Ramamurthy et al., 2007). The main features 
of the flow structure at the downstream end of the cutoff channel, prior to plugging of the bend, 
are: (1) convergence of flow from the cutoff channel and flow from the bend, and the possible 
development of counter-rotating secondary circulation cells in the two converging streams of 
fluid, (2) flow stagnation and superelevation of the water surface at the upstream junction corner 
of the cutoff mouth, and (3) deceleration of flow and possible flow separation at the downstream 
junction corner of the cutoff mouth. 
 Previous studies (e.g. Shields and Abt, 1989; Hooke, 1995; van Dijk et al., 2012, 2014) 
indicate that plugging of the upstream limb of the bend typically occurs prior to complete sealing 
of the downstream limb of the bend. The flow structure at the upstream and downstream end of 
the cutoff channel is substantially different once the upstream limb of the bend is sealed with 
sediment. Under these conditions, the flow structure at the upstream end of the cutoff channel 
resembles the typical patterns of flow through a meander bend with the core of high velocity at 
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the outer bank and low velocities or possible flow separation at the inner bank. The flow 
structure in the downstream limb of the bend is analogous to the flow structure in a side 
embayment along an open channel. Shear between the flow moving out of the cutoff channel and 
the stagnant flow in the downstream limb of the bend drives the development of one or more 
gyres with vertically-oriented axes. As flow exiting the cutoff channel impinges on the opposite 
bank and begins to curve downstream, it plunges downward such that helical motion is initiated. 
 Chute cutoffs substantially influence the spatial distribution of turbulence in a 
meandering channel. The turbulent kinetic energy through the chute channel, and in the bend 
downstream of the chute channel, is much greater than the turbulent kinetic energy in a meander 
bend with no cutoff channel. Areas with particularly high turbulent kinetic energy include: (1) 
the shear layer between flow entering the cutoff channel and near-stagnant water in the upstream 
limb of the bend (for conditions in which little discharge is conveyed through the bend, yet the 
upstream limb is not fully plugged), (2) the boundary of the flow separation zone in the cutoff 
channel, and (3) the shear layer between flow exiting the cutoff channel and stagnant or slow-
moving water in the downstream limb of the bend. In contrast, the turbulent kinetic energy in the 
abandoned bend, particularly for the case in which most of the discharge is conveyed through the 
cutoff channel, is much lower than the turbulent kinetic energy in a meander bend with no cutoff 
channel.  
R3) What are the feedbacks between the flow dynamics and the evolution of the cutoff 
channel and the bend, specifically those relating to bar development and planform 
morphology? How do these feedbacks relate to the processes of bend abandonment? 
 
The flow structure and morphology at chute cutoffs co-evolve throughout the phases of 
cutoff development. Positive feedbacks characterize the linkages among chute channel 
widening/incision, the capture of flow discharge by the chute channel, and bar deposition in the 
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upstream limb of the main channel (top right panel, Figure 7.1). Cutoff widening and incision is 
driven by high velocity flow through the cutoff channel – the result of the relatively steep slope 
of the cutoff channel – as well as by the concentration of the highest velocities along the outer 
bank of the cutoff. Deposition in the upstream limb of the main channel is caused by the loss of 
sediment transport capacity as flow is diverted into the cutoff channel, leading to deceleration of 
flow within the main channel (Fisk, 1947; Shields and Abt, 1989; Fares and Herbertson, 1993; 
Neary and Odgaard, 1993; Fares, 1995; Hooke, 1995; Fuller et al., 2003; Ramamurthy et al., 
2007). As the cutoff channel widens and deepens, it captures progressively more discharge, 
which further promotes erosion of this channel. Moreover, as a greater proportion of discharge is 
captured by the cutoff channel, velocities in the main channel (downstream of the cutoff 
entrance) progressively decrease, which subsequently drives bar deposition in the upstream limb 
of the main channel. As the bar in the upstream limb of the main channel aggrades and accretes 
laterally, it effectively narrows the width of the entrance to the bend, which causes increased 
capture of discharge by the cutoff channel.  
In the case of Mackey Bend, the rate of widening of the second cutoff channel began to 
slow once the cutoff channel had captured about 55% of the discharge (Figure 5.11). As the 
widening of the cutoff channel slows, the amount of discharge captured by the main channel 
continues to increase due to continued bar development in the upstream limb of the bend until 
the upstream limb of the bend is completely plugged and all the discharge is moving through the 
cutoff channel (bottom left panel, Figure 7.1). The positive feedback among chute channel 
widening/incision, the capture of flow discharge by the chute channel, and bar deposition in the 
upstream limb of the main channel no longer occurs once the cutoff channel conveys all of the 
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discharge. Additionally, even though the width of the cutoff channel stabilizes, planform 
adjustments may continue to occur through processes of bank retreat and bar growth. 
The flow structure in the cutoff channel is similar to that in a sharp meander bend, in 
which the core of high velocity is advected toward the outer bank and submerged toward the 
bank toe due to the development of secondary circulation. Additionally, a sharp offtake angle at 
the cutoff entrance may lead to flow separation along the inner bank of the cutoff channel. Even 
in cases in which flow does not fully separate from the bank, velocities are relatively low along 
the inner bank due to advection of the core of high velocity toward the outer bank. Thus, the 
development of the cutoff channel is also analogous to the morphologic evolution of a meander 
bend, in which bar development occurs along the inner bank due to sediment flux convergence, 
and bank erosion occurs along the outer bank. Bar deposition along the inner bank of the cutoff 
channel reinforces the transfer of momentum toward the outer bank of the cutoff channel, similar 
to the topographic steering of flow by point bars in meander bends (Dietrich and Smith, 1984; 
Nelson, 1988; Dietrich and Whiting, 1989; Blanckaert, 2010). However, meander bends tend to 
maintain a stable width, whereas cutoff channels undergo a period of width of adjustment during 
their initial development. During the channel widening phase, bar deposition does not keep pace 
with bank erosion and the cutoff channel widens. In some cases, cutoff channels can over-widen 
beyond the width of the main channel, and subsequently undergo a period of narrowing by bar 
deposition (e.g. Hooke, 1995). As the rate of bar growth and bank retreat equalizes, the width of 
the channel stabilizes, and the planform development of the cutoff channel is limited to patterns 
typical of meander evolution in which the channel width is maintained.  
The morphodynamics at the downstream end of the cutoff channel prior to plugging of 
the upstream limb of the bend are analogous to the morphodynamics at a confluence (top right 
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panel, Figure 7.1). During the channel widening stage, much of the sediment excavated from the 
floodplain is deposited within the downstream limb of the bend at the mouth of the cutoff 
channel. Some of this deposited material may be subsequently eroded as the widening phase 
transitions into the bar development phase. Deposition of the cutoff-mouth bar assemblage 
occurs most rapidly in the stagnation zone at the upstream junction corner and in the region of 
sediment flux convergence at the downstream junction corner. As flow from the cutoff channel 
enters the downstream limb of the bend, it converges with flow in the bend and curves to align 
with the orientation of downstream channel. 
As the amount of discharge moving through the bend approaches zero, the flow structure 
at the downstream end of the cutoff no long resembles a confluence, but rather resembles a side 
embayment (lower left panel of Figure 7.1). One or more gyres are generated in the downstream 
limb of the bend by shear between flow exiting the mouth of the cutoff channel and near-
stagnant water in the bend (Le Coz et al., 2010). These gyres are the primary mechanism for the 
entrainment of sediment into the downstream limb of the bend at this stage of bend development. 
The deposition of sediment entrained into the downstream limb of the bend gradually seals the 
downstream limb, thus forming an oxbow lake. Erosion of the bank opposite the cutoff mouth 
may be enhanced once the upstream limb of the bend is plugged with sediment because the core 
of high velocity is then directed towards the bank. If curvature of flow from the cutoff channel is 





R4) What are the spatial distributions of grain size and sedimentary structures in the bars 
associated with the cutoff and how are these distributions related to flow structure in the 
cutoff channels and to the evolution of the bend cutoff morphology?  
 
 The sedimentology of bars associated with cutoff channels is linked to the flow structure 
described in Chapter 5. Bars deposited in the upstream limb of an abandoned bend will have a 
grain size distribution that becomes finer and better sorted in the downstream direction as flow 
decelerates in the upstream limb. The thickness of preserved cross-stratification sets is also 
expected to decrease in the downstream direction in bars deposited in the upstream limb of an 
abandoned bend because the amplitude of active bedforms tends to decrease, moving from 
upstream to downstream of the cutoff entrance. The upstream end and outer edge of the 
separation-zone bar in a cutoff channel will contain the coarsest and most poorly sorted 
sediment, which reflects the high velocities at the entrance to the cutoff channel and in the 
thalweg, yet the interior portion of the separation-zone bar will consist of finer material because 
of the low velocities in the separation zone. The internal structure of the separation-zone bar is 
mainly composed of low-angle (0°-3°) lateral and vertical accretion sets deposited by broad, 
sheet-like unit bars, interbedded with dune-scale trough cross-stratification, which tends to 
increase in size toward the channel thalweg. The separation-zone bar may also contain 
downstream-dipping surfaces produced by downstream progradation of the separation-zone bar, 
as well as arcuate, concave-down accretion sets produced by deposition of a mouth bar within a 
cross-bar channel. In cases where flow separation in the cutoff channel occurs regularly, 
accretion sets that dip away from the channel thalweg at steep angles (15°-20°) may also be 
common. The cutoff-mouth bar assemblage is coarsest along the thalweg occupied by the core of 
high velocity from the cutoff channel, with finer sediment located near the banks of the upstream 
and downstream junction corners. The cutoff-mouth bar assemblage is generally finer grained 
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and better sorted than the separation zone bar. The internal structure of the cutoff-mouth bar 
assemblage is mainly composed of the low-angle (0°-3°) accretion sets interbedded with dune-
scale trough cross-stratification. Additionally, arcuate reflectors, which are interpreted as oblique 
sections through unit bars, become common at the distal end of the bar attached to the 
downstream junction corner. 
 
7.2 Future work 
 This thesis represents a step toward a more complete understanding of the 
morphodynamics and sedimentology of chute cutoffs, but much work remains to fully unravel 
the dynamics of chute cutoffs in meandering river systems. Several directions for future research 
are outlined herein.  
The probability that a chute cutoff will develop on a bend is influenced by a number of 
factors, including the floodplain erodibility, vegetation, topography, the bend geometry, and the 
magnitude-frequency distribution of floods (Harrison et al., 2015). Factors that influence chute 
cutoff probably interact nonlinearly, which complicates attempts to determine the propensity for 
a bend to undergo chute cutoff. However, the relative influence of these factors, and knowledge 
of how the factors mutually interact could be distilled from a combination of experiments, 
numerical simulations, and field verification of the numerical/experimental results. This work 
would make it possible to incorporate a mechanistic treatment of chute cutoffs into numerical 
simulations of meander bend evolution, which would greatly improve our understanding of how 
chute cutoffs influence meander dynamics over long timescales. 
Research is also needed to more fully characterize the sedimentology of deposits 
associated with chute cutoffs. The sedimentology of plug bars and oxbow lake deposits varies 
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depending on several factors, such as the planform geometry of the bend and cutoff channel (e.g. 
Constantine et al., 2010a), the bed sediment in the active channel, the flood history of the river 
(e.g. Erskine et al, 1992), and the presence or absence of tie channels (e.g. Rowland et al., 2005, 
2009). Further research is needed to develop a generalized facies model for plug bars and oxbow 
lake deposits that fully incorporates these factors. Detailed geophysical surveys, coring, and 
dating of the plug bars and channel fills of a variety of oxbow lakes and meander scars is 
necessary to fully constrain the three-dimensional distribution of sedimentary structures and 
grain size, and the timescales of sedimentation in these deposits.  
Knowledge of the relationship between flow structure in a chute cutoff and the geometry 
of the chute channel also remains incomplete. Key variables that should be investigated include 
the ratio of the width of the cutoff channel to the width of the main channel, the bifurcation and 
confluence angles of the cutoff channel, and the positioning of the cutoff channel along the bend. 
Similarly, additional research is needed to build on our understanding of how the flow structure 
and bed morphology co-evolve in the chute channel and abandoned bend for varying cutoff 
geometries. The experimental flume used in the present study offers one route to further 
investigate the influence of cutoff channel width on cutoff flow structure. Additionally, mobile-
bed flume experiments can be used to test the hypothesized patterns of erosion and deposition 
described in Chapter 6. This work will not only improve upon the conceptual model for chute 




Chapter 7 Figures 
 
Figure 7.1: Conceptual model for the bar development phase of chute cutoffs. The top panel 
shows the bifurcation-confluence model that applies prior to complete plugging of the upstream 
limb of the bend. The bottom panel shows the side embayment model that applies following 
complete plugging of the upstream limb of the bend. The two models show the links between the 
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Figure A.1: North-South oriented GPR 
lines from the separation-zone bar, 




























































Figure A.3: North-South oriented GPR 






















































Figure A.5: North-South oriented GPR lines from the CM-B bar, 









APPENDIX B: NOMENCLATURE 
 
𝐴𝐴 : cross sectional area (m2) 
𝛼𝛼 : kinetic energy flux correction factor  
𝛽𝛽 : momentum flux correction factor 
𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 : width to depth ratio 
𝑏𝑏 : channel width (m) 
𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 : Chézy coefficient (m
1/2 s-1) 
𝐷𝐷50: Median grain size (m)  
𝛿𝛿 : bifurcation angle or cutoff diversion/offtake angle 
𝐸𝐸: specific energy (m) 
𝐹𝐹 : Force (N) 
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐 : dimensionless parameter from Garcia et al., 2005 
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑: Flow dominance ratio 
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 : Froude number 
𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷 : Darcy-Weisbach friction factor 
𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑅: ADV sampling frequency (Hz) 
𝐻𝐻: hydraulic head (m) 
ℎ : flow depth (m) 
ℎ𝐿𝐿 : head loss between two cross-sections of open channel flow (m) 
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠: Roughness height due to individual grains (m) 
𝐿𝐿: energy containing eddy length scale (m) 
𝜆𝜆: meander wavelength (m) 
𝑛𝑛 : Manning’s n 
𝜂𝜂: elevation of the channel bed above a datum (m) 
𝑃𝑃: pressure (Pa) Pw  : wetted perimeter (m) 
𝜉𝜉𝑡𝑡 : head loss coefficient of the straight-through branch of an asymmetrical bifurcation 
𝜉𝜉𝑙𝑙 : head loss coefficient of the lateral branch of an asymmetrical bifurcation 
𝜙𝜙 : confluence junction angle 
𝑄𝑄 : water discharge through a cross-section (m3s-1) 
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠 : sediment discharge through a cross-section (m
3s-1) 
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 : Reynolds number 
𝑅𝑅ℎ : hydraulic radius of a channel cross section (m), defined as A/Pw 
𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐: radius of curvature (m) 
𝑆𝑆 : slope (text will specify bed slope or energy slope) 
𝜃𝜃 : angle of the channel bed relative to horizontal 
𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 : dimensionless Shields stress 
𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 : dimensionless critical Shields stress 
𝜏𝜏 : shear stress (Pa) 
𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏 : shear stress at the channel bed (Pa) 
𝑢𝑢 : instantaneous streamwise velocity (ms-1) 
𝑣𝑣 : instantaneous cross-stream velocity (ms-1) 
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𝑤𝑤 : instantaneous vertical velocity (ms-1) 
𝑢𝑢� : time-averaged streamwise velocity (ms-1) 
?̅?𝑣 : time-averaged cross-stream velocity (ms-1) 
𝑤𝑤�  : time-averaged vertical velocity (ms-1) 
𝑢𝑢′ : streamwise velocity fluctuations (ms-1) 
𝑣𝑣′: cross-stream velocity fluctuations (ms-1) 
𝑤𝑤′ : vertical velocity fluctuations (ms-1) 
𝑈𝑈 : depth-averaged streamwise velocity (ms-1) 
𝑉𝑉: depth-averaged cross-stream velocity (ms-1) 
𝑊𝑊: depth-averaged vertical velocity (ms-1) 
𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚: depth-averaged velocity magnitude (ms
-1) 
𝑈𝑈: cross-sectional average velocity (ms-1) 
𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐: convective velocity (ms
-1) 
k: turbulent kinetic energy (J kg-1) 
kDA: depth-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (J kg-1) 
𝑘𝑘: cross-sectional averaged turbulent kinetic energy (J kg-1) 
 
Constants 
ν : kinematic viscosity (kgm-1s-1). For water at 20°C, ν = 1,004 m2s-1 
ρ : density (kgm-3). For water at 20°C, ρ = 999.97 kgm-3 
γ : specific weight (Nm-3). For water at 20°C, ρ = 9,809.7 Nm-3 
𝑔𝑔 : gravitational acceleration (ms-2). On Earth, g = 9.81 ms-2 
𝜅𝜅: von Kármán constant 𝜅𝜅 = 0.41 
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛 : for SI units Kn=1, for English units Kn=1.49 
 
Coordinate Systems (𝑥𝑥1,  𝑥𝑥2,  𝑥𝑥3) 𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧): Cartesian coordinate system (𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) : streamwise, normal coordinates (curvilinear) 
𝑡𝑡: time 
ω: maximum angle of the centerline to the mean downstream direction 
Φ: the angle of a channel centerline with respect to the downstream direction 
